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Welcome to Prizegiving today.
I am very pleased to be joined 
on stage by Angus McPhail, 

the Warden of Radley College. Fiona and 
I have known Angus and Liz for many 
years and we have watched our careers 
progress as we have grown up in the 
educational world.  Angus is now a senior 
officer.  Not only is he Head of one of 
our great public schools, he is also an 
impressive golfer. Despite playing in single 
figures, he is now a long way down the 
family pecking order of handicaps! 
We will all be playing together in the 
holidays and I am going to struggle to 
be part of a winning combination!

First of all, I would like to congratulate 
all our Year 8s. Mission accomplished 
for another year as they head off to their 
schools of choice.  Many of them scored 
very highly in the exams and it is good 
to see some of our scholarship candidates 
being rewarded. James Strain at Radley, 
Arabella Sopher and Mollie D’Arcy Rice 
at Cheltenham Ladies’ were all awarded 
academic scholarships. Amber Dunne was 
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awarded an academic exhibition to 
St Mary’s Calne and many other awards 
will be proudly listed on the honours 
board. I would also like to mention Alex 
Comaish, whose Eton scholarship attempt 
was placed in the ‘very good’ category.

It is worth reminding everyone what I feel 
is one of our core aims at Beaudesert. 
We remain determined to place our leavers 
in schools where they will have the chance 
to thrive both academically and socially. 
Individual recommendations and choices 
of schools may depend on a number of 
issues, but we would always aspire to aim 
high, just as we would expect the senior 
schools to have high aspirations as well. 
All the schools where we send Beaudesert 
children will want their pupils to gain 
places at the best universities possible, 
whether they do A Levels, International 
Baccalaureate or Pre-Us. They need to 
get their results at proper universities. 
For the vast majority of our children, 
a good degree is the starting point for 
a successful career. We may not agree 
with this, but it is the grim reality your 

children will face in the search for jobs. 
So when asked by parents, “Is this senior 
school academic enough for my child?” 
my reply will always be, ‘Beaudesert only 
suggests schools whose ambitions match 
our own.’ I will leave it for them to sort 
out university places and what degrees they 
might go for in the hope that it will be 
something worthwhile.

However, I do wonder sometimes about 
what some students get up to at university, 
particularly when talking about education.  
I read one in-depth university study that 
concluded, ‘Children need to be praised 
for effort not achievement.’ To have spent 
time coming up with a statement of the 
obvious is a concern.

Academic success remains a vital element 
of Beaudesert life and I am greatly 
indebted to our wonderful staff who 
ensure success remains possible for every 
child at Beaudesert. I am very clear about 
the huge input staff have in preparing your 
children for exams. Year 8 exams are one 
of the things Beaudesert does very well. 
That is why I have written to you about 
our approach to exams and our views on 
tutoring (far better to think of coaching).  
Rather than go through our reasoning 
here, I just wanted to remind you that 
you as parents need to ask yourselves why 
you might want extra coaching for your 
children, what is the aim? I can give you 
many horror stories in London about the 
effects of coaching and exam pressure. 
One seven year old boy, following a year 
of coaching, had a panic attack in the real 
exam, which floored him for weeks and the 
poor boy still has a phobia about taking 
any exams three years on. This is why I say 
again – parents need a partnership with the 
school. We do know what we are doing.

I am delighted that numbers at Beaudesert 
remain strong.  Not all prep schools 
can claim to keep their rolls high. 
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Clearly, being in the right area counts 
and good schools in London and the 
southeast all appear to be doing well. 
It is not so easy ‘in the sticks’, which 
makes it especially important for us 
to know where we stand within the 
independent sector. Perhaps I can put 
it this way. I am glad I am not running 
a girls’ boarding school in the north of 
England. The stats for boarding are not 
good, particularly at prep school level. 
There are now less than 400 eight year 
old boys boarding in the whole country, 
with a large proportion of these coming 
from overseas. Looking to the future, girls’ 
schools will continue to lose out to the 
coeds. Schools will grow and there will be 
fewer of them. It is vital, therefore, that 
Beaudesert keeps its pre-eminent position 
as being the independent prep school in 
Gloucestershire that feeds well-known 
senior schools further afield.

To help us towards our goal, I am 
delighted to officially announce that the 
Performing Arts Centre now has planning 
permission and tender documents are 
being prepared. With luck, the builders 
will move in at the end of the year with a 
view to completing ready for a Christmas 
party in 2014, or at least for the start of 
the spring term 2015. Some of you have 
seen the plans that will give us a new hall, 
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drama studio, dance space and new music 
school. It will greatly enhance the lives 
of all Beaudesert children.

There are many success stories to 
remark upon this year.  For me, one of 
the highlights was the Consort Choir 
performing at the Cheltenham Festival.   
Beaudesert singing has really taken off 
under the directorship of Karen Taylor 
and Duncan Parry. At our Rock on 
Summer concert, four different choirs took 
to the stage. Boys are now happy to be 
seen belting out songs ranging from Fauré 
to the Beatles and we now have that most 
wonderful combination of excellence and 
inclusivity. In the same way that a 1st team 
can be selected, so can a choir, as long as 
there is another team or choir for everyone 
to join in. The Consort Choir won the 
13 years and under Clark Challenge Cup 
at the Cheltenham Festival, but for me 
the joy of seeing so many of our children 
enjoying singing is just as important.

Drama maintains its high profile. 
This year we had many treats. 
The Year 8 ‘Jungle Book’, Year 7 ‘Bugsy 
Malone’ and Year 6 inspired production 
were all memorable.  The Year 5 learnt 
much from ‘A Play in a Morning’, whilst 
the individual Year 4 performances 
were very special. The excellent Year 3 

production, ‘The Boy King’ based on the 
life of Tutankhamun was truly exceptional. 
More children than ever are entering 
LAMDA exams. Drama is very much alive 
at Beaudesert. 

The Art display is now an excellent 
permanent fixture in our calendar.
Culture lives on at Beaudesert!
A number of our teams vie for a plug at 
Prize Day for having unbeaten seasons:
Colts B cricket
U11 Girls’ Hockey – National Finals
U10A Girls’ Hockey and Rounders
U10 Soccer team
U10B Netball
U9 Girls’ Rounders

Individuals who have starred include 
Lara Kuropatwa who competed for Great 
Britain in an international dressage event 
in Belgium. A number of our children 
represent Gloucestershire for cricket and 
hockey and we are well respected in the 
Junior Modern Pentathlon world.

One of the many debates going on in the 
educational world is how children are 
tested and how we report the results of 
those tests. I have already mentioned the 
need Beaudesert has to ensure children do 
well at Common Entrance and the senior 
schools need to get their pupils into the 
best universities. The exam system is some 
form of quantifiable proof of achievement, 
even if when it comes to the real world 
most of our children, when starting 
careers, will not use any of the knowledge 
built up at school and probably university 
as well. They will use the skills they have 
acquired, the so-called ‘soft skills’ of 
communication and discernment. 
They will be able to draw on the strength 
they have shown to work hard towards 
A levels and a degree.  The educational 
process should prepare them for a life of 
work. However, what they actually learnt 
may for the most part be irrelevant, even 
if how they learnt it is important.

I say this because I am deeply aware 
that all exams do is qualify you for 
the next round of education and your 
first job is really the starting line to 
build a worthwhile career. Therefore, 
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we must not lose sight of the need to 
build on the crucial skills children need 
to live productive, positive, dignified, 
compassionate lives. There are no tests for 
these, there are no exams and it is difficult 
to give accurate reports. We are, though, 
pleased with one report that came back for 
one of this year’s leavers when visiting his 
senior school. It read “He was outstanding 
at interview and will be a real asset.”

Earlier in the year, I was asked to write 
something deep and meaningful about 
education in 40 words. I am not very 
good at educational jargon and claptrap 
so I came up with: ‘Teach children 
interesting things in a structured, 
disciplined environment and get them 
outside as much as possible’. There is 
really not much more to say.

Anyway, reports are not what they used 
to be. We like to think we are honest now, 
but we are nowhere near as accurate as 
our predecessors.  No longer would:
‘By educating this boy we are depriving 
a village of its idiot’  be acceptable and 
‘When the workers of the world unite, it 
would be presumptive of  Womersley to 
include himself in that number’, is rather 
more descriptive than a ‘2’ for effort.

Could Euan Craig get away with a 
Geography report that read: ‘Fiona does 
well to find her way home each day’.

Here is one that might build confidence 
prior to CE: ‘Short of the invention of 
Zeus - the outlook is bleak’.

I always enjoy occasions when the 
whole school gathers together and the 
unpredictability of what might happen. 
At this year’s Lent service taken by the 
Chaplain at Teddies, the congregation was 
asked what might be a suitable thing to 
give up at Lent. We could have expected 
the usual stuff about chocolates, but the 
first bold answer from a Pre-prep child 
was ‘vegetables’.

We say goodbye this year to Leah Gilliatt.  
Beaudesert has been extremely fortunate 
to have had such an inspirational teacher 
with us for the last six years. Leah is a 

multi-talented girl who has turned her 
hand to Drama and Charities as well 
as leading both the English and RS 
departments. All this could have been lost 
to us by the failure of the Tanzanian phone 
system through which we were able to 
vaguely speak at the interview stage. 
The line was so bad we decided that the 
only way we could make it work was for 
one of us to speak for two minutes then 
wait for a two-minute reply. Happily, as 
soon as we met just before the beginning 
of term, we both realised it had been a 
good decision to appoint her.  Leah is a 
very positive girl, a great role model, who 
has an excellent sense of humour. As a 
member of the management team, she 
acted as our visionary, even though some 
of her ideas were plainly bonkers. Leah will 
take up a wonderful opportunity to work 
in a new free school in East London just 
by the Olympic Park.

Wendy Woodham has been a stalwart of 
the Pre-prep, both in helping out in the 
Learning Support department, giving 
great care to ensure the youngest children 
receive the best possible start and also as 
our intrepid Forest School leader. Wendy 
is never happier than when she is traipsing 
through the rain followed by her little 
darlings waiting to roast marshmallows 
on the campfire in the wild wood. 
We all wish her well as she moves down to 
the sea in Plymouth.

We also say goodbye today to Pamela 
Munn, who has been my secretary for 
the past 13 years.  To be the Head’s 
secretary is a pretty tough job, having to 

deal with thousands of emails and letters 
from parents and to and from future 
schools. The popularity of emails as a 
means of communication has increased 
exponentially the rise of parental questions 
and comments. Discretion goes hand in 
hand with being a Head’s secretary and 
Pam has always been extremely discreet in 
her handling of sensitive information.  
To add to all this, the office is just such 
a very busy place - some would say manic 
- and often it’s ‘all hands on deck’ at the 
busiest of times.  I owe her a huge debt 
of gratitude for all she has done for 
the school.

We now come to the final act of our 
Prizegiving and I will ask Angus to hand 
out the leavers’ ties and pins. As I read 
out their names and schools, each one 
will have a story to tell about their lives at 
Beaudesert. There may have been tough 
times and struggles on the way, but they 
will all leave us with the comforting glow 
of friendship and success. We will miss 
them all, but it is time for them to go.

JPRW

Gap Students
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All of you who 
have visited the 
school office will 
appreciate how 
busy it is. 
For 13 years 
Pam has been 
part of the office 
action as well as 
making sure I 

have kept up-to-date with my meetings, 
correspondence and all that is happening.  

Pam has fulfilled the many roles of 
Headmaster’s Secretary with discretion, 
tact and diplomacy.  Over her years at 
Beaudesert, Pam has seen a huge rise in 
parental correspondence and officialdom 
and it is probably fair to say being a Head’s 
Secretary is now a far more complicated 
job than previously. Pam has always 
shown great loyalty to me and I am deeply 
grateful for the work she has done for me 
and for the school in general.  

We wish Pam and her husband a 
very happy retirement.

JPRW
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Farewells
Wendy Woodham

We recognise, too, 
the service and 
contribution of 
Wendy Woodham 
who sadly leaves 
us today. Wendy, 
who joined us in 
2002, has decided 

to make the move to her house in Devon. 
With Hamish settled and happy in his 
new school and Kitty off to university, 
Wendy now feels it is time to move south. 
I would like pay tribute to her outstanding 
contribution, not only as a team player, 
but for enthusiastically offering to take 
on new challenges. She started as a part 
time teacher and since then, has taught 
Music and Movement, RS, organised our 
Read Write Inc resources, set up Forest 
School and been our Support for Learning 
teacher. She excels at everything she sets 
her mind to...well, almost everything... 
In her covering letter in 2002, she said 
she had completed a ‘basic, computer 
course’ in ICT/Technology skills. I only 
wish I had seen that certificate as proof, 
because Wendy’s ICT skills, or lack of 
them, is an area I would like to mention. 
In a recent appraisal, in answer to the 
questions ‘Which areas of curricular 
activity are giving you concern?’ She wrote 
“COMPUTERS...but they always will!” 
However, the thing that she finds most 
difficult to work is her mobile phone. 
When she found herself stranded in 
Devon, needing to phone her husband, 
she could not! She did not know how 
to switch it on! Despite that, she has so 
much to offer. Wendy has always had a 
super working relationship with all her 
colleagues, always had full support of 
parents and the children in her care simply 
adore her. Wendy, you will be deeply 
missed and personally I would like to 
thank you for everything you have done 
for the Pre-prep department.

KSEH

Leah Gilliatt
As far as I know, 
Leah is the only 
member of staff 
hired by Mr 
Womersley after 
nothing more 
than a telephone 
interview. 

This was because she was working in 
Tanzania at the time, and was unable to 
pop over to Minchinhampton to have a 
chat in person.  

Surveying her working life here at 
Beaudesert since her arrival six years ago, 
it would actually be much easier to list the 
things she has not taken part in than to 
detail her various contributions. I’m fairly 
sure she has never undertaken the re-tiling 
of the indoor swimming pool. Beyond 
that, all bets are off.  

Having acquired, so we thought, a mere 
English teacher, we soon realised that this 
small box could not contain our bundle of 
Northern energy. She has been the Head 
of English, the coordinator of charities, 
the supremo behind the student council, 
the editor of the Beaudesert Babble school 
newspaper, the producer of plays, coach of 
teams, the driving force behind a series of 
house song winning masterpieces, and a 
member of the Senior Management 
Team as well. I’ve left plenty of things 
out, I assure you.

Leah’s great gift is to look at what’s going 
on, and to see how it could and should 
be better. Unlike many folks who regard 
themselves as ‘ideas people’, Leah also 
knows how to get things done. There are 
a number of things around school we now 
take for granted that resulted from Leah’s 
input, the ending of lessons after games in 
the darkness of winter being one of them.  
In a world where a great many things are 
done in particular ways ‘because we’ve 
always done it this way’, it takes energy, 
creativity, perseverance and a certain 

cussedness to effect change. Leah has all 
that, especially the cussedness some (not 
me, of course!) might say.

Leah has taught in the English state 
system, in Tanzania and the best prep 
school in the country, and is now off to 
Stratford in the East End of London to 
work at the Free School. It is an exciting 
prospect for her, but, though they do 
not know it yet, an even more exciting 
prospect for her future pupils and 
colleagues. Six years of Beaudesertians 
have been inspired to think bigger and 
more creatively because of her presence 
here, and she is one of those teachers that 
people remember long after they leave.  
Staff, pupils and parents - we all wish 
her well.

KDB
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John Keyte Maths Prize For excellence in maths Kit Penny

Davis Maths Cup For exceptional attainment in maths William Gibson

May Prize for English For overall excellence in English Serena Slatter

Stephen Henriques English Prize For sustained effort and achievement Felix Milne

Rufus Isaacs English Prize For perseverance and improvement Jack Gibson

Reid Science Prize For outstanding achievement Freddie Jodrell

Matthews Science Prize For sustained effort and achievement Amber Dunne

Brickwood Physics Cup For natural flair and ability in physics Alex Comaish

Chalmers French Prize For effort and achievement Lara Winfrey

Austin Richardson Classics Prize For scholarship in Latin James Strain

Vincent Keyte History Prize For excelling in CE Hamish Delap

Petyan Prize for Geography For outstanding geographical progress Charlie Turk

Mander RS Prize For outstanding interest and enthusiasm Sapphire Graham

Pope IT Prize For honest endeavour Sam Fairer-Smith

Airy Art Prize For artistic flair Oliver Pritchard

Hervey Adams Art Prize For artistic endeavour Mollie D’Arcy Rice

Kulesza Technology Prize For outstanding design work and manufacturing of products Ginny Lawrence

Archibald Design Prize For improvement and perseverance in design and technology Henry Newman

Cucknell Design Salver For excellence in design and technology Henry Newman

Wallace Drama Award For outstanding contribution to drama Florence Evans

Crick Drama Cup For performance drama Hamish Delap

Oliver Shield For overall excellence and commitment in music Oliver McGill

Elgar Music Prize for Woodwind  Imogen Mitchell

Waite Shield for Strings  Imogen Brook

Kellie Cup for Brass  Oliver McGill

Blackmore Chorister Cup For outstanding commitment and excellence Lucia Vint

A prize for ‘dignity and bearing’  Isabella Brodermann

The special relationship prize  Ellie Flynn

Academic Prize For academic attainment Alex Comaish

Nott Cup For academic attainment Arabella Sopher

Mills Cup For academic excellence Mollie D’Arcy Rice

Harmer Cup For top academic achievement James Strain

Speech Day Prize List

Graham Wingrove
‘Leave it to the 
Bursar’ is a phrase 
used throughout 
the school world.  
Many of the nitty 
gritty, difficult jobs 
that do not fall 
into any definite 

category, are the ones that land on Bursars’ 
desks everywhere.  For 10 years Graham 
has nobly shouldered the financial 
administration at Beaudesert.  

He has done a great deal to contribute to 
the progress of the school in what has been 
a very successful time.  Each year we have 
improved the fabric of the school whilst 
also moving the administrative areas of the 
school into a more modern era.  

Graham has always been keen for a 
friendly chat, often armed with a cup of 
coffee he has kept in touch with staff.  
Keeping the finances of the school in 
order has always been uppermost in his 
thoughts.  It is never easy informing a 
member of staff that their project may 

have to wait in turn behind others 
which may have a more pressing case. 

Graham has been very involved in 
the plans for the forthcoming 
Performing Arts Centre and we all 
owe him a great debt of gratitude for 
the work he has done on the school’s 
behalf.  We wish him well for his 
future plans.

JPRW
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3F Tilda Maculan For academic achievement
3F Siena Burnett For enthusiasm and outstanding effort
3F Jemima Walker For kindness and a positive attitude around school
3H Isabella Morgan-Grenville For academic achievement
3H Ella Thompson For all-round effort
3H Charlie Brook For diligence and a positive attitude to school life
3N Johnny McLaughlan For enthusiasm and achievement
3N Izzy Playne For excellent effort
3N Sam Read For kindness and wonderful manners
4B Maddy Smith For academic excellence and all round achievement
4B Georgina Raphael For all-round perseverance and excellent progress
4B Bea Leslie For effort and all-round contribution to the school
4G Atticus Adams For outstanding all-round contribution to school life
4G Rosalie Craven For diligence, enthusiasm and excellent achievement
4G Grace Tucker For outstanding effort and academic attainment
4R Emily Tubbs For academic excellence
4R Sacha Kapoor For steady and consistent improvement
4R Charlie Maculan For determination and hard work
5A Jess Downton For all-round academic and musical excellence
5A George Honeyborne For outstanding effort and a fascination with the world around him
5A Griffin Mills For all-round perseverance and excellent progress
5F Ginny Lawrence For academic excellence
5F Tom Beattie For outstanding effort and contribution to school life
5F Fred Walker For a positive outlook and exemplary manners
5MB Tom Elliott For outstanding academic achievement
5MB Ellie Pridmore For outstanding all-round contribution
5MB Lotte Scheuner For outstanding commitment to school life
6C Harvey Gearon For excellent effort in the classroom and on the games field
6C Will Gibson For academic excellence
6C Isabelle Mayer For a positive contribution to school life
 Thor Davey 
6P Sophie Elvin For her creative, imaginative and enthusiastic contribution to the form
6P Poppy Read For perseverance and improvement in her academic studies
6P Sam Hughes For his gregarious effervescence
6W Jack Tucker For a positive outlook and exemplary manners
6W Lydia Newman For outstanding effort and contribution to school life
6W Thomas Jodrell For all-round perseverance and excellent progress
 Cleo Whitcombe and Bea Knight
7JLB Seb D’Arcy Rice For exceptional academic achievement
7JLB Tati Parr For outstanding all-round contribution
7JLB Columba Leeper For all-round effort and achievement
 Ellie Flynn
7P Magnus Lawrence For exceptional academic achievement
7P Will Comaish For unfailing positivity and kindness
7P Luke Roberts For a consistently cheerful attitude to school life
7T Alice Hall For high attainment in all academic areas
7T Katinka Hughes For consistent effort across the board
7T George Standen McDougal For maturity and humour in all areas of school life
8B Henry Golesworthy For resilience and perseverance
8B Maddie Moorsom For a positive outlook and hard work
8B Amber Dunne For a unique sense of humour and academic success
8JB Bella McLaughlan For being a wonderful role model
8JB Kitty Wright For integrity and positivity
8JB Oliver Pritchard For all-round scholarship success
8SM Mollie D’Arcy Rice For scholarship success
8SM Tom Elvin For all-round contribution to Beaudesert
8SM Serena Slatter For all-round effort with a smile

Form Prizes
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Appointments 

Captain of Cricket: K Penny

Captain of Girls’ Hockey: I McLaughlan

Captain of Boys’ Hockey: J Muir

Captain of Rugby: L Sopher

Captain of Netball: O Puckett

Captain of Rounders: M D’Arcy Rice 

 

Captain of Soccer: F Milne

Captains of Swimming: M D’Arcy Rice & T Elvin

Captain of Tennis: F Milne

Captains of Atheletics: M D’Arcy Rice & T Elvin

Captains of Cross Country: M D’Arcy Rice & C Leeper

 

Valete
Joshua Berry Cheltenham College

Isabella Brodermann Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Alex Comaish Eton

Mollie D’Arcy Rice Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Hamish Delap Merchiston Castle School

Amber Dunne St Mary’s Calne

Tom Elvin Marlborough College

Florence Evans Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Harry Everest Malvern College

Sam Fairer-Smith Marlborough College  

Jack Gibson Cheltenham College

Henry Golesworthy Malvern College

Sapphire Graham Downe House

Freddie Hellens Marlborough College

Freddie Jodrell Radley College

Lara Kuropatwa St Mary’s Calne

Timmy Mayer Ampleforth College

Isabella McLaughlan Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Felix Milne Radley College

Imogen Mitchell Marlborough College

Maddie Moorsom Cheltenham College

Harry Morgan-Grenville Pate’s Grammar School

Joss Muir Uppingham

Shawwal Naeem Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Henry Newman Marlborough College

Kit Penny Eton

Oliver Pritchard Cheltenham College

Octavia Puckett Tudor Hall

Max Scheuner Sherborne

Jago Skelding Cheltenham College

Arabella Sopher Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Lucas Sopher Radley College

Serena Slatter Marlborough College

Tom Smith Cheltenham College

James Strain Radley College

Charlie Turk Cheltenham College

Max Verschoyle Sherborne

Lucia Vint St Mary’s Calne

Charlotte Walker St Mary’s Calne

Lara Winfrey Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Kitty Wright Malvern College

Scholarships
Mollie D’Arcy Rice Academic & Sports Scholarships Cheltenham Ladies’ College

Hamish Delap Drama Exhibition Merchiston Castle School

Amber Dunne Academic Exhibition St Mary’s Calne

Timothy Mayer Basil Hume Scholarship Ampleforth

Maddie Moorsom Sports Exhibition Cheltenham College

Henry Newman Minor Design Scholarship Marlborough College

Oliver Pritchard All-Round Scholarship Cheltenham College

Arabella Sopher Academic Scholarship Cheltenham Ladies’ College

James Strain Academic & Music Scholarships Radley College

Lucia Vint Choral Scholarship St Mary’s Calne
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This year has been a busy, but hugely 
enjoyable year for us all up in the Boarding 
House. Renovation work continued over 
the summer holidays with the redecoration 
and re-carpeting of the 
East Wing for the boys. 
Lucy and then Morgan 
were wonderful as our 
Gappie Matrons, with 
an open-door policy for 
the girls and a friendly 
face in the morning 
and evenings, ensuring 
that the flexi-boarding 
continued to work 
smoothly.

 Over 140 children 
were invited to the 
Boarders’ Christmas 
Party. The theme 
was ‘Best of British’ 
and the children did 
not disappoint, with 
excellent outfits all-
round and the best 
in each year group 
were presented with a 
suitably patriotic toy 
nodding-bulldog.  

Boarding House

The younger children had their party and 
disco early on, the seniors had theirs later 
in the evening and we all came together for 
a sumptuous banquet. This was a lovely 

opportunity for the children to thank all 
the boarding staff for their efforts over the 
course of the year. Yet again, Caroline and 
her team in the kitchens did a superb job 
of feeding the hordes!

Large amounts of snow gave us the 
opportunity to explore the Common in an 
entirely new way, building igloos and caves 
and of course, to take part in some epic 
snowball fights!

For the weekly boarders, the last night of 
the Summer Term was a very special one, 
with an evening dip in the outdoor pool 
followed by a BBQ in the Rose Garden. 
Breakfast on the morning of Speech Day 
was laid out on the terrace, where we had 
the chance to reminisce over pancakes and 
waffles. We wish those children moving 
on to their senior schools all the very best, 
and look forward to welcoming the next 
generation to the boarding community at 
Beaudesert when they join us in Year 4. 

The Armitages
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Another new venture was the Book Swap 
where children brought in books which 
they no longer needed and were able to 
trade in old for new.  This raised some 
money for the National Literary Trust 
which promotes reading skills across 
the UK.  

The Hollywood disco saw the children 
collect more goods for the Food Bank 
whilst the ever popular Thursday break 
time healthy tuck shop has raised money 
for Season House, a shelter for young 
homeless people in Stroud, the Cotswold 
Care Hospice and for Outward Bound.

The climax of our year in June was 
Charity Week where different forms chose 
their own cause and fundraising event.  
This included welly wanging, challenge 
the gappy, nail bars, human fruit machine, 
cake sales, balloon animals, rocket 
launches, a sponsored trek to Tanzania 
within the Beaudesert grounds and all 
sorts of other events. Together with the 
money collected from ‘fill the smartie tube’ 
(total nearly £1500) enough money was 
raised to cover all the costs of secondary 
education for two Tanzanian orphaned 
children for a year.

Thank you to all the children, parents and 
staff for their fantastic support.

LG/FW

Beaudesert and the Community
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This year we established a close link with 
Widden School, a multicultural primary 
school in Gloucester.  Their Year 4 came 
over to Beaudesert for a day of activities 
which included some science, DT, drama, 
music, plenty of sport and some climbing 
and clambering on BOB (Beaudesert on 
Branches!).  When our Year 4 went back to 
Widden, they enjoyed a day of Bollywood 
dancing, playing Kabadi and had Indian 
cookery classes.  This community link 
has given all the children involved the 
opportunity to play, work and understand 
a little about the lives of other children 
from very different backgrounds and 
faiths to their own.

On the charity front, it has been 
another busy and productive year with 
a Macmillan Coffee morning, Harvest 
Festival, a collection of boxes for 
Samaritan’s Purse and another collection 
for the British Legion on Remembrance 
Day.  For our Halloween disco and non-
uniform day, the children donated baby 
goods for the Stroud Food Bank. 
This forged a new link with the Food 
Bank, a local charity, which supports those 
most in need in the local area. During the 
spring term a group of Year 8 children 
helped with the day-to-day running of the 
Food Bank during their Tuesday afternoon 
activities. 

The Beaudesert Autumn Charity Fair was 
very well supported again and raised over 
£7000 for Riding for the Disabled.

Autumn 2013 BEAUDESERT PARK MAGAZINE
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Science
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Jonathan’s Jungle 
Roadshow
On the 1st of February Jonathan’s Road show came to 
the Year 5s and impressed us with all with his animals. 
He had a name for each and every one of them, such 
as Millie the millipede and Yoda the gekko. The animal 
that we were all excited about was Rolf the python. 
We were allowed to touch and hold Rolf and were 
amazed on how its skin felt. I thought it would be wet 
but it was actually dry to touch. Jonathan told us that 
pythons live near the equator and live in trees or caves. 
They lay eggs and wrap themselves around the eggs 
until they hatch.

Another interesting fact we learnt was that when Millie 
the  millipede gets scared she will make a hard poo 
which stinks a lot and it will scare away the predator. 
Yoda the gekko can jump really far.

What was brilliant was that we saw the animals up really 
close and could touch them. We learnt such a lot.

Zara Verschoyle and Harriet Simmons
Year 5

On Thursday 27th June we had two guests, Paula Williams 
and CJ Jackson (CEO) from Billingsgate Seafood School 
come to visit us so that we could explore Fish as a food. 
They wanted to advise us about the importance of 
sustainable seafood and that we should eat at least two 
portions of fish a week especially the oily ones that are 
rich in Omega 3. 

The Year 8s were divided into two groups. One group 
prepared fish and made a delicious starter recipe whilst the 
other group had a lecture, held and investigated a huge 
variety of fish including razor clams, red gurnard and bream. 
We were given prawns to peel, squids to cut and were shown 
mussels, crabs and scallops. I learnt some amazing facts, for 
example if mussels do not open they must be thrown away 
and not eaten. In addition, we found out that if the crab’s 
legs are very big it must be a male. Also a 500g crab would 
normally be seven or eight years old. We watched CJ as she 
filleted a fish.

At the end of the lecture we were given fantastic recipes 
showing us how to cook fish properly. It was a thrilling 
experience and all of us enjoyed it very much.

Shawwal Naeem
Year 8

Quotes from Year 4 Pupils:

“ It was epic - I have never held a real fish.”

“ My Dad will really like the receipe - he is a good 
cook so now I need to get him to fish for a red gurnard.”

“ The mackerel paté was really scrumptious. 
I had three pots.”

“When I picked up the crab it was really cold. 
I loved seeing the ink squirt from the squid.”

“All the time I was hungry, especially seeing the prawns.”

“ I know how to tell if it is a girl crab – they have a special 
pouch with feathers to hold their babies, a bit like a kangaroo.”

Seafood Science Day
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Salter’s Chemistry Festival 
at Bath University
Four people were chosen from Year 8 to represent Beaudesert in a 
chemistry competition at Bath University. We arrived at 9.30 am and we 
went into the science labs and became forensics scientists for two hours. 
We were investigating a crime scene in which the head teacher has been 
killed in the staff room. We had great fun allocating the correct name to 
the chemicals, and carrying out lots of experiments.

After lunch we did the university challenge. We had to come up with an 
experiment, which we had to do in a minute to keep a tardis alive at the 
optimum temperature of 10.5c, using only baking power and citric acid.

We all had so much fun and we learnt a lot. We were so happy to be 
given the opportunity to do something different and in a university 
environment.

Amber Dunne
Year 8
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On the 7th March, six Year 6s went to Cheltenham College to participate 
in a science and discovery day. We were split into three groups of two and 
experienced what practical science was like in the fields of Biology, Chemistry 
and Physics. I will mention a few of the experiments that we were involved 
in:-.

1. Dissection -  We were given owl pellets and were asked to dissect them. 
Once the pellets were dissected we could work out what the owls ate.   

2. Blue Goo – We were allowed to set this blue goo alight – we had to work 
out how fast this substance burned.   

3. Time Objects – this involved dropping objects into water and working 
out how long it took for them to sink.    

4. Camera –with the use of a camera we were told to try and bring into 
focus the picture of the owl and a ladybird.

5. Melting and bending glass - using the bunsen burners, 
we heated up glass rods and bent them into different shapes.

We all had a wonderful day!

Sophie Morgan-Rodda
Year 6

Cheltenham College Prep 
Schools Science Day

Dean Close 
Science Day
Five of us from Year 6 went to Dean Close 
to learn about the science of music. First 
we saw people perform using various 
different musical instruments. Next we 
went to the biology lab. We started off by 
seeing the live tarantula respond to sound 
vibrations. It was feeling too angry so we 
could not pick it up. Then we saw Jeff 
the bearded dragon and two snakes called 
Anthony and Cleopatra and learnt how 
they ‘hear’ through their jaws!!

We went to the Chemistry lab where we 
learnt how nylon is made for guitar strings. 
We used this same process to extract DNA 
from strawberries. After lunch it was 
Physics and we looked at how the school’s 
organ was made (we were the last people 
to ever see the organ inside as it is being 
taken down). The way the organ works is 
that air is forced through pipes and lots 
of different flaps open and close. We went 
back to the Physics lab and learnt about 
sound frequency and saw the resonance of 
a square, circle and violin. Then we made 
our own sounds by blowing into a wine 
bottle before listening to more orchestral 
music in the hall at the end of the day.

I enjoyed myself and my favourite part 
of the day was Physics.

Jock Catto
Year 6



The subject calls for pupils to become 
problem solvers, both as individuals and 
in groups - looking for needs, wants and 
opportunities and responding to them 
by developing a range of ideas, making 
products and systems.

Practical skills are combined with an 
understanding of aesthetics, social and 
environmental issues, product functions 
and industrial practices. In the learning 
process pupils can reflect on and evaluate 
present and past Design and Technology, 
its uses and effects.

The UK is still one of the leading 
countries in the Design and Technology 
field and yet the industry continues to call 
for more young people to become involved 
and see it as an exciting and challenging 
career with the huge prospects and 
potential it has to offer.
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Design and Technology

Being passionate about Design and 
Technology, I always try to keep up with 
new developments and ideas to teach 
pupils skills for life and keep them engaged 
with the subject. This year, more than 
ever, Design and Technology has been in 
the education spotlight, which has shown 
just how important this subject is and not 
only just in education. George Osborne 
MP stated he wanted the words ‘Made in 
Britain’, ‘Created in Britain’, ‘Designed in 
Britain’ and ‘Invented in Britain’ to drive 

our nation and economy forward by the 
march of the makers. We must inspire 
and produce the next set of designers and 
engineers and some of these will be your 
sons and daughters. 

Please take time to watch the following 
video clip and realise fully the importance 
of what we do in our subject. Seymour 
Powell, in partnership with the Design 
& Technology Association and the James 
Dyson Foundation, have made this film 
to promote the importance of design 
education in Britain’s schools. www.
youtube.com/watch?v=FAZ24bukRpU 
or type into the you tube search engine 
‘Creative Britain in reverse’.
Design and Technology incorporates 
a wide range of subjects including 
Science, Maths, English, Art and ICT. 
These areas combined with the mix of 
children’s imagination and enthusiasm 
can produce creative and innovative ideas. 
The relatively new word ‘imagineering’ is 
defined as the implementing of creative 
ideas into practical form and yet we have 
been doing this for years in Design and 
Technology lessons at Beaudesert. 
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ICT

The school iPads have been well used 
this year, particularly in the last two 
terms and it is a common sight to 
see a class of children on them, fully 
engaged in some sort of educational 
activity. This is an area of growth in 
ICT and we will continue to invest 
in further iPads in the future.

As you will appreciate only too 
well, the Internet has become an 
indispensable tool, particularly in 
Education, and obviously the faster 
the speed the better. If you live at 
the end of a broadband line in some 
remote village like I do you will 
appreciate how frustratingly slow the 
Internet can be! At the time of reading 
this the school should be enjoying 
faster Internet speeds and less down 
time due to an upgrade to our service 
in the summer holidays. Hopefully, 
no more twiddling of thumbs whilst 
waiting for something to download!

Areas of the school are continually 
being upgraded and the sports hall 
will have been a lucky recipient this 
summer, getting a fixed projector 
system installed, which will allow 
the PE Department to project live 
action on the screen and teach 
sporting techniques. The network 
switches in the ICT Room will have 
been upgraded which will mean that 
computers in the room will now be 
working at faster speeds. Over the 
next few years it is planned to update 
the switches in other key areas of the 
school so that computers in those 
areas will benefit from faster speeds. 
One thing is for sure; nothing stands 
still! We need to keep moving with the 
times.

PG
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Mr Waters took Henry Newman and me, the two Design and Technology scholars, 
to Renishaw’s factory. We were shown around the premises and I was amazed how 
technical everything is. The section that we visited made parts for various machines. 
Whatever metal waste that was left over after the part was finished was melted down 
and reused. We were involved in programming a machine to inscribe the R logo into 
a slab of metal. The highlight of my trip was watching the 3D printer in action – one 
can programme it to make anything you want!!

Thank you Mr Waters for this truly great experience.

Tom Elvin
Year 8

Visit to Renishaw

When I start teaching Design and 
Technology to your children in Year 4, 
I would like to think maybe a few would 
be inspired to go on into a career in 
engineering. However, if this is not their 

choice, then they have learnt skills for life 
that they can use in everyday situations. 
Of course, in every lesson, we have lots of 
fun designing and building things using 
the children’s imagineering skills!

Congratulations to Henry Newman 
who this year won a Minor Design and 
Technology scholarship to Marlborough 
College. Henry designed and 
manufactured a model sailing boat that 
played music through an Ipod dock and lit 
up using LED technology. He produced a 
ten-page design portfolio and sat an exam 
and interview to win the award at this 
prestigious school.

I would also like to thank people who 
came to see the Art, Pottery and Design 
and Technology show. We received many 
positive comments and the pupils’ work 
looked fantastic. 

LW
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Art
The Art Department has continued to be a 
busy area of the school and because of the 
lunchtime arrangements it is now available 
to a large number of children who wish to 
catch up on work missed, continue to work 
on class or activity projects or indeed those 
who wish to follow their own direction of 
study.

The room continues to be an excellent area 
to carry on many forms of Art, both two 
and three dimensional. 

Again I would like to thank all my 
colleagues in the Pre-prep and Year 3 for 
the enthusiastic way they teach and bring 
art to their pupils. Some of the results they 
achieve are stunning. I would also like to 
thank Lavinia Field who so ably teaches 
Year 4 and takes a Year 3 Art Club each 
week. This is very well attended and the 
children gain a great deal from the work 
they cover and being able to work in a 
purpose built art space.

The Arts
Pottery
‘That was the most exciting pottery lesson 
ever,’ said Tati Parr after working with 
liquid clay droplets to decorate her fish 
dish.
 
In pottery at Beaudesert, pupils climb a 
skill-building ladder beginning in Year 4 
with basic shapes, secure joins and smooth 
finish. They are kept busy making ring 
holders, thumb pot chickens and four 
legged animals. Projects are interspersed 
with skill sessions to lift their imaginations 
and abilities. Grace Tucker, Rosalie Craven 
and Angus Catto have all impressed with 
their creative ability and exceptional work 
rate.

Year 5 themes include flat faces of 
warriors and nuns where the children 
attempt to express a number of emotions. 
Warriors must show ferocity, fear, 
strength etc, whilst the nuns must be 
gentle, compassionate and kind. These 
are followed by ‘Lewis’ type chessmen on 
foot and on horseback. Ginny Lawrence, 
Charlie Davison and Kitty Hiscox all 
produced outstanding work.

Year 6 pupils built coil pots embellished 
with faces based loosely on pre-Columbian 
South American funerary jars. This proved 
to be the most challenging skill they have 
had to master. 

Year 7 began with fish tiles, progressing 
through objective modeling to the slip 
decorated fish dishes.  Everyone enjoyed 
working with slip, creating unique 
designs of concentric patterns, rings and 
dots. Especially pleasing was the work of 
Columba Leeper, Daisy Mitford-Slade and 
Tati Parr.

In addition to the set lessons, pupils have 
the opportunity to attend activities where 
they can choose the nature of their efforts. 
Poppy Stopford, Thor Davey, and Amber 

Preston all showed enthusiasm for the 
material, trying variously slip casting from 
moulds, hand building and wheelwork. 
Outstanding in this last was Guy Mitchell 
who was able to take advantage of one 
to one tuition whilst others chose to be 
outside during the summer term. 

Pottery makes an important contribution 
to Beaudesert Badge, occupying a 45 
minute slot in the evening, during 
which everyone is expected to produce 
a completed piece which utilises two 
contrasting clays. This allows for glazing 
to be taken out of the equation, to be 
done at an appropriate later date.

In the summer term we had an 
exchange with Widden a Gloucester 
primary school. For this we employed 
similar tactics. Lessons were made up 
of a mixture of visitors and host children. 
It was interesting to see the excitement 
of our visitors, for whom pottery on a 
weekly basis is not an option.

The exhibition in the sports hall was 
a valued opportunity to show parents 
and other visitors the range of skills 
mastered by our pupils. The enthusiasm 
shows through in the variety and 
vigour of their work. A suitable end 
to another year.

AP
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POPPY READ
YEAR 6

Again this year there were a number of Year 
8 pupils working towards Art or All-Round 
Awards. This remains an option that is 
very demanding in respect of the need to 
be both organised and motivated. It is also 
becoming increasingly competitive and 
more difficult to win awards as more 
pupils follow the scholarship route.
I am glad to say that Oliver Pritchard 
achieved an All-Round Scholarship to 
Cheltenham College.

The school again was represented in the 
National Prep School Art Exhibition and 
entered work from the Pre-prep and Prep 
School into this prestigious event.

The school also sent work up to Stowe 
School where they exhibit work from a 
number of schools around the country in 
their Annual Prep Schools Art Exhibition.

The high point of the schools artistic year 
is rapidly becoming the school Summer 
Art, Design and Pottery Exhibition 
which this year contained a piece of two 
dimensional work from every child in the 
school. For a week each year the Sports 
Hall is transformed into an environment 
of colour, imagination and artistic and 
engineering endeavour and I hope all 
parents will make the effort to view the 
work of their creative children next year.

SH

KITTY HISCOX
YEAR 5

MOLLIE D’ARCY RICE
YEAR 8
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ALEX COMAISH
YEAR 8

EVA PALMER
YEAR 7
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Thereafter, all focus was on the Carol 
Service. All seemed to go very well and I 
cannot praise enough the members of all 
the choirs (numbering over 120 pupils and 
about 20 adults) who worked so tirelessly 
and patiently to make it such a memorable 
end to the term. 

DGCP
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Autumn Term
With the departure of former Director 
of Music, Michael Castle, and the arrival 
of Miss Taylor, Director of Music elect, 
scheduled for January there was a hiatus 
within Beaudesert’s musical life. A great 
team effort covered all the complicated 
areas of running a music department.

The first task was getting a choir formed. 
We had nearly a hundred pupils from 
Years 6 - 8 audition. It was decided that 
this was too great a number to go into one 
choir so a new ‘Consort’ was formed as 
well as a Senior Choir (who later became 
Beaudesert Voices).

The first event of the term was the Harvest 
Festival Service in which the Junior Choir, 
(run by Mrs Bridget Turner), and Consort 
made their débuts very promisingly. 
Before half term was the St Cecilia 
Concert, a great occasion where individual 
instrumentalists, ensembles and choirs 
came together to perform to a packed hall. 
So many pupils signed up to play in the 
concert that a separate lunchtime concert 
had to be arranged for a fortnight later.

After half term a selection of choirs 
sang at the moving and atmospheric 
Remembrance Day Service. Oli McGill 
played the Last Post and Reveille for us 
and Mollie D’Arcy Rice (flute) and 
Mrs Armitage (cello) accompanied the 
Consort singing ‘In Paradisum’ from 
the Fauré Requiem.

Music
This service included a great deal of new 
repertoire and our students really rose to 
the challenge. 

Mrs Tewson and Mr Loveridge held a 
wonderful ‘Evening of String Music’ where 
our students studying Violin, Viola, Cello 
and Double Bass filled the drawing room 
with some beautiful music on a Friday 
evening. This concert also featured the 
Beaudesert String Group and a new Cello 
Ensemble and every student played a solo 
item. 

This year we welcomed two adjudicators 
to judge the annual House Music 
Competition. This included individual 
performance classes and the House 
Shout involving the entire prep school. 
Mr Philip Mackenzie and Mr Andrew 
Hansford joined us for a wonderful day of 
music. Each class was divided into graded 
categories for every instrument. The 
winners of each section were as follows:

Piano (Prep – Grade 1) James Kerr

Piano (Grade 2-3) Sophie Elvin

Piano (Grade 5-6) James Strain

Strings (Grade 1-2) Daisy Gough

Strings (Grade 3-4) Fergus Large

Strings (Grade 5-6) James Strain

Percussion Jock Catto

Guitar Beginner Kitty Hiscox

Guitar Advanced Eloise Fanshawe

Brass (Grade 1-2) Jasper Lowde

Brass (Grade 3-4) Oli McGill

Voice (Grade 1-2) Lucia Vint and

 Maddy Smith

Voice (Grade 3-5) Katinka Hughes

Woodwind (Prep - Grade 1) Toby Melvin

Woodwind (Grade 2-3) Amelia Kold

Woodwind (Grade 4-5) Cleo Whitcombe

Harp Mollie D’Arcy Rice

The House Shout was another hotly 
contested competition! Each house sang 
in the sports hall and absolutely raised the 
roof! The chosen songs were as follows:

A House - Don’t Stop Believin’
B House - Use Somebody
C House - Radioactive
D House - Dance with Me Tonight
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Spring Term
I would just like to start by saying thank 
you to the all of the staff, students and 
parents for the very warm welcome 
I received in my first term here at 
Beaudesert Park. Thank you to Mr Parry 
and the peripatetic staff for keeping 
everything going in my absence and for 
creating a WONDERFUL musical start to 
the school year.

We had many pupils entered for ABRSM 
Exams. Pupils preparing for their 
exams gave various lunchtime concerts, 
performed in pupil assemblies and really 
made the most of any performance 
opportunity offered throughout the year. 
The results really reflected everyone’s hard 
work and I would like to say a big thank 
you to our peripatetic teachers for giving 
our pupils the best possible guidance and 
to Mrs Tewson for accompanying.

Our Consort attended a Choral workshop 
at Dean Close School. This workshop 
culminated in a evensong service in the 
Dean Close Chapel with their prestigious 
Chapel Choir. 



pupils as possible. Unfortunately, due to 
the inclement weather, the concert had 
to be moved inside to the Sports Hall. 
Throughout the evening we welcomed 
back two characters from the Year 7 
musical ‘Bugsy Malone’ and set the 
concert in Fat Sam’s Grand Slam. Thank 
you to Sam and Knuckles for being our 
MCs for the evening. There were barely 
enough seats for the hundreds of guests 
and so many pupils took part - all of Year 3 

and 4, Beaudesert 
Voices, Consort, 
Boyz Noyz, 
Junior Choir, 
String Quartet, 
Beaudesert 
Brass, Recorder 
Ensemble, Flute 
Ensemble and 
many soloists 
and small group 
items. This year, 
all of the music 
consisted of 
well-known jazz 
standards and the 
concert ended 
with a beautiful 
rendition of 

‘A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square’ 
featuring Oli McGill on trumpet and both 
Consort and Beaudesert Voices singing 
together. There were so many staff and 
pupils involved in this concert and their 
commitment and support really made it a 
highlight of the year!

I would just like to end our account of 
the musical events  with a very big thank 
you and farewell to Mr Richard Smith. 
Mr Smith has been a piano teacher here 
for the past six years. He has been an asset 
to the music department and the wider 
school community and we wish him all 
the very best for his retirement.

Overall, this year has been a spectacular 
year for the Music Department. 
Thank you to everyone for their 
enthusiasm and commitment.

KMT
Director of Music

Winners:  House Shout - D House
 House Music - C House

The Cheltenham Festival was a highlight 
of the Summer Term this year. Both our 
Junior Choirs and Consort were entered 
and had to prepare two items and sing in 
the Cheltenham Town Hall. The Junior 
Choir (under the baton of Mrs Turner 
and accompanied by Mr Elloway) sang 
‘On your Bike’ and ‘Sing It’. All students 
were extremely energetic and enthusiastic 
and gave a wonderful performance. Our 
Consort  (under the baton of Mr Parry 
and accompanied by Mr Elloway and Mr 
Mason) sang ‘Skyscrapers’ and a cappella 
arrangement (by Mr Parry) of ‘Some 
Nights’. After a rousing performance, our 
Consort WON the 13 Years and under  
Clark Challenge Cup! Well done to all 
pupils for their polished and enthusiastic 
performances!

Members of Beaudesert Voices and 
Consort were invited to another Choral 
Day at Cheltenham College. The day 
involved rehearsing a great many new 
pieces of music in the beautiful College 
Chapel, many games of rounders in the 
freezing cold rain and finished with a 
concert for parents and friends in the 
Chapel with the Cheltenham College 
Chapel Choir. This was a beautiful 
performance and we thank Mr Gordon 
Busbridge (Director of Music) for 
organising such a wonderful day. 
The sports hall became our very own O2 

Arena for this year’s ‘Rock on Summer’ 
Concert. Over 150 students were involved 
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and throughout the evening a great many 
soloists, ensembles, rock bands, form 
groups and even some of our peripatetic 
teachers were featured!  

Mrs Mills and Mr Harris held their Guitar 
Concert in the marquee at the end of the 
Summer Term. This concert featured some 
solo and group items and showed so many 
promising musicians. 

As a treat for of our senior singers’ hard 
work this year, Beaudesesrt Voices and 
Consort took a trip to the Forest of Dean. 
This fun-filled day was full of kayaking, 
bridge building and a lot of students 
getting extremely WET! Bridge building 
consisted of pupils having to build their 

own rope bridge 
and work out a 
way to get across 
without being 
dunked in the 
water! Kayaking  
involved many 
games and 
activities and the 
second group even 
had to walk across 
the backs of the 
kayaks. So many 
pupils fell in the 
lake fully clothed! 

For our final concert of the year ‘Jazz on 
the Lawn’ we tried to involve as many 
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Drama

Rudyard Kipling’s sequence of stories, 
known collectively as The Jungle Book, 
provides ripe pickings for anyone wishing 
to dramatise them.  The germ of this idea 
had been with me for a number of years 
but it was the needling of my daughter 
that finally prompted me to put finger to 
keyboard and try and produce something 
worthy of performance.

Many, many people have been exposed to 
Mowgli’s story, courtesy of the animated 
version by Walt Disney.  However, this is 
not the whole story.  For the sake of public 

appeal, Disney altered any number of vital 
elements to create the saccharine-sweet 
version that is so familiar.  Disney’s jungle 
was never full of mystery and menace like 
Kipling’s is.  It was time to redress this.

Mowgli features in the first three stories 
in the collection and, rather than having 
Shere Khan bounding off into the distance 
with a flaming twig on his tail, the tiger 
meets with a rather gruesome end.  
Kaa, the python, is not a comical figure 
with back problems and the monkeys - or 
Bandar-log - are lawless, vain and evil.  
Fortunately, the difficulties of retelling 
these stories were eased by Kipling’s 
peerless narrative. So, after a frenzied few 
weeks at the end of the summer term, 
there was a script completed, which, with 
luck, would pass muster.

Fortunately, the pupils in Year 8 seemed 
to be happy with what was written for 
them and, as it turned out, really took the 
whole production to their hearts, giving it 
everything they could when it came to the 
performances.  But there was much work 
to be done before that.

The Jungle Book - a director’s view
Senior Production

Since most of the cast were to be 
animals, a means of getting across that 
feral quality was desperately needed.  
We were incredibly lucky to persuade 
Emily Wachter, recently returned from 
Paris where she had been studying 
physical theatre, to come and give some 
masterclasses in movement. Her lessons 
were both fascinating and inspirational, 
with even the most reluctant soon 
moving like monkey, wolf, bear or tiger.  
Her contribution to the final production 
was immeasurable.

Inspired by Nina Kirkwood’s production 
(with the same year group, the previous 
year) it was felt that the set should be 
something slightly different. The resulting 
triangular stage afforded us three points 
of entry/exit, while also giving a greater 
sense of a performance ‘in the round’.  
The sheer size of the stage was baffling to 
start with, but the cast soon got used to 
filling it and spilling off it as appropriate.  
With Simon Heafield’s fantastic back drop, 
some carefully(!) shredded parachutes and 
the patience of Clive Chinnick and his 
crew, we had a set to be proud of.  
Add to that the wonderfully imaginative 
and effective costumes from Flavia 
Heseltine, the unwavering assistance 
of Alex Standen McDougal and the 
consistent, impressive hard work of the 
cast and technicians and we were ready 
to perform…

RT
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“How ya doin’ guys?  Fat Sam here, 
mobster king of Chicago, but, that’s not 
the point.  Cordin’ to my sources, I’m 
meant to write a review on Bugsy Malone, 
the best play in town!

At the beginin’ of this play (after we had 
been cast) things seemed kind’a distant n’ 
far away though soon us knuckle-heads 

would knuckle down.  Those broads 
Mrs Porter and Miss Gilliatt were on the 
case and whipped us inta shape!  Everyone 

Year 7
Bugsy Malone

seemed to be having a fine time, which 
is why I think I can say that everyone 
enjoyed it to the full! On the night, 
everything went swell (well, not so swell 
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for my gang but that’s another story – 
may God rest their dumb salami souls).   
Razamataz and the band had the music 
flowing and the drinks were being 
downed fasta then you could say 
‘speakeasy’ (which is pretty fast), and 
there seemed to be a general buzz of 
excitement!  The singing, dancing and 
acting were swell and peachy. All in all, 
I reckon Bugsy Malone was a great hit 
(an’ I don’t mean no splurge-gun hits 
neither) and more fun than splurging 
Dandy Dan! Well I think that’s about 
all, but before’s I go I’d like to give a 
special thanks to Mrs ‘Prohibition’ Porter 
and Miss ‘Glitzy’ Gilliatt, Mr ‘Jail’ Bird 
on lights, Mrs ‘Blouse-y’ Heseltine on 
costumes, Miss ‘Twinkle Toes’ Smith on 
choreography, Miss ‘Twinkle Fingers’ 
Taylor and her talented band, and of 
course it could not have been possible 
without my Year 7 gang!”

Fat Sam 
(a.k.a Will Comaish)



The plays in Year 4 are all about teamwork, understanding 
performance space, and the boundless, endless possibilities of 
a single script, line or word. The children tend to be in the 
performance space for the whole time.  This in itself poses a 
huge challenge so very well done to you all!

4R set the ball rolling with this year’s carousel.  Much of the 
work covered this year has involved performance poetry, with 
only 4G doing a straight play. 

4R - It Seems Ages Until Christmas
Year 4R did a collection of poems that showed the unravelling 
of time and seasons as groups of children eagerly awaited the 
arrival of Christmas, which seemed such a long wait away.  
We decided to call the performance It Seems Ages Until 
Christmas.  Linking the poems together was Zachary Armitage, 
playing the part of Adrian Mole, who, like all the others, 
was watching the passage of time and all its traditions, from 
Harvest to Halloween, to Bonfire Night until the final arrival of 
Christmas and the sharpened awakening of a New Year. Much 
of the poetry involved all the children being on stage at the 
same time, and physical theatre was used to demonstrate many 
of the more visual poems.

4B - Orpheus
In a similar way, 4B did a poem/play entitled Orpheus, 
written by Ted Hughes.  This was written for the very purpose 
of performance poetry.  Both forms had a strong say in the 
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Year 4 Year 6 
In the Marquee

The Year 6 play was really fun says everyone that I asked. 
They all said (we both agree) that having Mrs Kirkwood come 
back to Beaudesert as our drama teacher for a few days was really 
lovely and we appreciated that she took the effort and time to 
come to school to help us with our play.

The play actually does not have a name but that is not important. 
What was important was that we learnt to work together as a 
group, gave everyone a platform and learnt from the various 
ideas that were milling around.

We had to start from scratch and make up our own words. 
The main theme of the play was time travel – we travelled back 
in time and studied some historical characters such as William 
Shakespeare, Queen Victoria and Emily Pankhurst. We raided the 
costume cupboard and chose costumes that suited the historical 
time in the script.

We enjoyed it immensely and thank you, Mrs Kirkwood.

Freya Saxton and Sophie Elvin
Year 6
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Our Year Three Play was 
called The Boy King. The 
first scene was set in 1922 
in the Valley of the Kings in 
Egypt. I was in this section 
acting as Lord Carnarvon 
and I was accompanied by 
Isabella Morgan-Grenville 
who was Lady Carnarvon. 
Together we checked on 
the progress of Howard 
Carter played by Jamie 
Edmonston and his team 
of diggers. Mrs Heseltine 
gave me a smart waist coat, 
red cravat and a large grey 
overcoat. It seemed strange 
to wear something so warm 

in the desert, however all of the photographs showed him like this. I 
particularly liked the song ‘Dig! Dig! Dig!’ in this scene.

Then we went back 3,300 years to the crowning of Tutankhamun. 
Alfie Hellens acted this part and I enjoyed watching him coming 
down the aisle with his two slaves fanning him while the rest 
of us sang ‘The Boy King’. Next we saw a beautiful sun dance. 
When it finished one dancer played by Izzy Playne hid behind a 
pillar. Soon she married Tutankhamun and together they decided 
to bring back the ancient gods of Egypt that had been banned by 
Tutankhamun’s father.

Charlie Brook was Horemheb and Alice Playne was Queen 
Nefertiti. They organised for Tutankhamun to be murdered and 
soon we followed a journey into the afterlife with serpents, gods 
and the devourer.

Finally we travelled 
forward to 1922 
and the discovery 
of the tomb by 
Howard Carter.

It was fantastic 
to be part of such 
a colourful and 
lively production 
and I will always 
remember it.

Johnny McLaughlan
Year 3

Year 3
The Boy King

directions of these performances, contributing their own 
ideas as to how certain more physical aspects would be best 
depicted.  Ideas were experimented with and often discarded 
by the children themselves as they realised an easier, clearer 
interpretation of the language.  Maddy Smith played the central 
character in Orpheus, strongly supported by all her peers. 
Poppy Clark did remarkably well in delivering a long 
monologue with sustained passion and conviction. 

4G - Ghost 
Writer
This play was 
more complex, 
being at one stage 
a play within 
a play within 
a play!  Nick 
Warburton’s play 
Ghost Writer 
was about the 
nature of writing 
a play and all the 
things that can go 
wrong; so many 
interferences 
from the mis-
interpretation 
of the director, 
to the money 
spinning ideas 

of the financial backers, the rude, ignorant behaviour of the 
audience and the list goes on.  Even the ghost of William 
Shakespeare came to cause havoc. The play was written with 
older children in mind and with greater flexibility of stage and 
lighting.  I think the children did incredibly well to pull it off 
as it was quite a repetitive and confusing play, and similar to 
4B and 4R all the children were in the performance space for 
the whole time.  Atticus Adams and Anna Mallinckrodt deserve 
a special mention for the difficult one-liners that they had 
to learn.  

ASM
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Outings & Events

After a dismally wet summer, there was a 
quiet expectation that, like last year, this 
year’s week at Aberdovey would also be a 
sun-kissed one. All thoughts of this nature 
were flushed away from the outset with 
rain soaking everything but, strangely, 
never dampening the spirits of this year’s 
Year 7.

For the uninitiated, the first full day of 
exposure to Wales, spent either canoeing, 
kayaking or rock climbing, was a stern test.  
It can be very disheartening being soaked 
to the skin and cold while trying to hold 
on to a slippery paddle or tiny nubbin 
of rock with numb fingers. However, at 
supper that evening, there was no evidence 
that the pupils’ enthusiasm had taken a 
battering.  Quite the opposite: there was 
a real burble of excitement about the next 
day and the high point of the week with 
Outward Bound: the Expedition.

As the years have gone by, the instructors 
and staff at Aberdovey have realised that 
Beaudesert pupils have a greater capacity 
for hard, adventurous work than their 
sometimes meagre frames might suggest.  
There is a tendency now to combine 
the walking part of the expedition with 
another activity. This year, like last, two 
of the groups went paddling and the other 

two combined their walk with some rock 
climbing.  Fortune did smile on the brave: 
the rain relented, leaving us with slightly 
misty, warm and humid conditions with 
which to contend. As before, the tents 
were pitched, the contents of rucksacks 
slowly re-expanded and the suppers were 
cooked on the battered but scrupulously 
clean Trangia stoves.

The return to the Centre is always 
welcome, with hot showers, comfy beds 
and a change into slightly ‘less fragrant’ 
clothes.

The final day was spent either in the 
Centre grounds or down at the Wharf, 
where the eternally popular jetty jump 
takes place.  For others, there was the 
Challenge Wall, Jacob’s Ladder and the 
Grot Pot, among other challenges, to 
overcome.

It is always possible to take the view that 
the week at Aberdovey is very much 
‘same-old, same-old’ but this could not be 
further from the truth.  A number of the 
activities do remain the same; the quality 
of instruction remains extraordinarily 
high; the difference is provided by two 
vital components: the weather and the 
children.  The first can be clement or 
utterly merciless, the second offers 
infinite variety.

The children are not just there to vary 
the pitch of the week’s experience. 
They learn a huge amount about 
themselves, about each other, about 
their capacity for discomfort and hard 
physical work and about the importance 
of coherent teamwork.  Aberdovey forms 
the beginning of their time at the top end 
of the school and gives them a step up the 
ladder of maturity and responsibility - a 
vital but undefined characteristic that is so 
important at their senior schools.

As ever, thanks go to the superb staff at 
Outward Bound.  Their enthusiasm and 
professionalism are exemplary. Then to 
the staff who participate in everything 
their group of children do:  Mrs Frapwell 
and Mr Bird, Outward Bound novices 
who, despite everything, have not been 
put off, and Mr Waters.

No matter what the weather, I am really 
looking forward to next year’s exodus to 
North Wales.

RT

Aberdovey
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As the sun rose on Monday morning 
our hearts leapt at the sight of the carved 
landscape of Cornwall but plummeted 
at the sight of the stormy clouds above. 
After settling into our caravans we went 
swimming in the grey foaming sea. The 
cold like icy daggers knifed through our 
soggy wetsuits, however we all swam, we 
were not going to let the team down. We 
were later warmed by a barbecue at the 
Womersley’s house.

The next day consisted of coasteering 
and an eight-mile walk demanding both 
smiles and commitment. After a rest we 
had a hefty meal at the Galleon and then 
retired to our caravans. The third day was 
especially tiring, requiring us to cycle 20 
miles and after a brief rest have a second 

Cornwall is great, fantastic and amazing.
Ocean is fresh as the glow of the sun.
Rain drumming on the roof in the early morning hours.
Noisy friends running about their duties.
Wails from outside just before curfew.
All the shoes building inside the doorway.
Lots of laughter.
Lots of fun.

Cornwall
surf lesson. We were all very tired and had 
a large supper at The Blue Tomato, which 
was delicious.

Thursday was the day of truth – our 
Common Entrance results were going to 
be announced. After an early morning surf 
lesson we got the feeling of dread in our 
stomachs. Our faces turned from a frown 
to a smile as we heard that we all passed. 
We celebrated with pasties and after two 
hours on the beach we had cottage pie for 
supper. It was a wonderful way to end our 
time at Beaudesert and we would like to 
say thank you to all the members of staff 
who came with us on the trip.

Lucia Vint, Mollie D’Arcy Rice, 
Florence Evans, Imogen Mitchell
Caravan 12

Sand blows around the cold beach.
Under the waves, salt water rushes around you.
Many surfers speeding around us.
Many of us fall from our boards.
A leash around our ankles keeps us dragging behind our boards that,
refuse to stop just because we have fallen off.
Yet at the end of the day, we leave.

Tom Smith and Harry Morgan-Grenville
Caravan 35
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Dimanche le seize mars
D’abord, nous nous sommes retrouvés à 
neuf heures moins le quart à l’école. Les 
profs nous ont parlé du voyage. Ensuite 
nous sommes montés dans le bus avec 
nos gros sacs pour aller à Portsmouth. 
Après avoir passé trois heures dans le 
bus, nous sommes arrivés à Portsmouth. 
Puis nous avons attendu un peu avant de 
monter dans un grand ferry. Le ferry était 
énorme avec treize étages. Aux neuvième, 
dixième,onzième et douzième étages il y 
avait beaucoup de magasins, des tabacs, 
un restaurant et un café et finalement il y 
avait une salle de jeux au treizième. Nous 
avons acheté notre déjeuner au restaurant 
et nous nous sommes bien amusés. Nous 
sommes allés sur le pont où il y avait 
beaucoup de vent. Nous avons acheté des 
cadeaux pour nos parents aux magasins, 
nous avons acheté des bonbons pour nous 
et le soir, nous sommes arrivés en France. 
Ensuite, après avoir passé trois heures dans 
le bus nous sommes arrivés à la Villa Éole 
à minuit. Ce soir-là, nous avons très bien 
dormi!

Lundi le dix-sept mars
Lundi matin, après avoir mangé un bon 
petit déjeuner français, nous avons eu des 
leçons et nous avons préparé des questions 
pour notre visite au marché. Puis, nous 
avons joué au ping-pong avec notre 
animateur qui s’appellait Mounir. Ensuite, 
nous avons voyagé en bus au fort à Saint 
Malo. Nous avons eu un pique-nique et 
nous avons acheté des bonbons et des 
gaufres. Après avoir passé deux heures à 
la plage, nous sommes retournés à la villa 
Éole et nous étions très fatigués.

Mardi le dix-huit mars
Quand nous nous sommes réveillés, nous 
avons pris le petit déjeuner, et ensuite, 
nous sommes allés au marché où nous 
avons dû questionner des vendeurs. 
Après avoir trouvé des réponses aux 
questions nous sommes partis visiter 
la chèvrerie et nous avons mangé des 
sandwichs et des chips. Après, nous avons 
vu les chèvres dans leur grange. Elles 
étaient très stupides! Puis nous sommes 
allés à l’hypermarché où nous avons encore 
acheté beaucoup de bonbons, de brioches, 
de boissons et beaucoup de cadeaux pour 
nos familles. Ensuite nous sommes rentrés 
à la villa pour le dîner. Nous avons gouté 
des escargots... C’était dégoûtant. Ensuite, 
nous avons mangé des moules marinières 
avec des frites qui étaient délicieuses.

Mercredi le dix-neuf mars
Nous nous sommes réveillés et après avoir 
pris notre petit déjeuner, nous avons 
voyagé au Cinéma 360° où nous avons 
regardé un film au sujet de la deuxième 
guerre mondiale. C’était très intéressant. 
Puis, nous avons voyagé au cimetière 
américain, et nous l’avons trouvé très 
triste. Ensuite, nous sommes allés à Bayeux 
et après avoir mangé notre déjeuner, nous 
avons visité la ville. Nous avons acheté des 
glaces mais, il faisait mauvais temps! Puis, 
nous avons visité la tapisserie de Bayeux; 
Elle était très longue, et assez difficile à 
lire. Mais, c’était intéressant à voir. Après 
être retournés à la villa, nous étions très 
fatigués et nous avons mangé notre dîner.

Jeudi le vingt et un mars
Nous avons pris notre dernier petit-
déjeuner en France avant de partir. Plus 
tard, nous sommes allés à la plage et au 
Mont Saint Michel, un grand château au 
bord de la mer. Au Mont Saint Michel, 
nous avons acheté beaucoup de souvenirs 
et, plus tard, nous avons mangé dans une 
très grande crêperie. Il y avait un grand 
choix de crêpes

Vendredi le vingt-deux mars
Vendredi était la journée de départ. 
Nous avons dû nous lever très tôt et 
nous n’avons pas pris le petit dejeuner. 
Nous avons passé trois heures dans le bus. 
Quand nous sommes descendus du bus, 
nous avons chargé notre bagages sur le 
ferry et nous avons passé six heures dans 
le ferry. Nous avons mangé beaucoup de 
déjeuner et, après le voyage nous avons 
passé trois heures encore dans le bus. 
Quand nous sommes arrivés à Beaudesert, 
nous étions  très fatigués et nous avons 
donné des cadeaux aux profs parce qu ils 
étaient très gentils. 

Le voyage a eu beaucoup de problèmes 
parce que plusieurs personnes étaient 
malades mais nous avons passé un très bon 
séjour en France. 

Mollie D’Arcy Rice and James Strain
Year 8

Le Voyage Scolaire en France
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Ten Tors Trundle

Crammed in to the Leavers’ programme 
lay this little delight.  Pupils were asked 
if they would like to take part in a 
‘challenging walk’.  With such scant 
information, it was extraordinary how 
many actually volunteered.  In the end, 15 
intrepid Year 8 pupils - 12 boys and 3 girls 
- took up the challenge, ably backed by a 
number of parents of questionable sanity.

Dartmoor was the venue, the ambition 
to recreate the infamous, annual 
Ten Tors Race – but without the ‘race’ bit.  
Three days of walking and three nights of 
camping were on the cards over a leave-out 
weekend.

Because it was a leave-out weekend, the 
weather was, shall we say, less than helpful.  
The rolling, tussocky bog that is Dartmoor 
is a tricky place to navigate, all the more so 
when the visibility is less than perfect.  

The party duly set off into a gusty wind, 
thick, swirling cloud and heavy, squally 
showers on the Friday.  Twenty-two miles 
and three tors later, a weary and somewhat 
bedraggled party shuffled in to the warmth 
of the Plume of Feathers in Princetown, 
noted for its austere 19th century prison.

Day 2 saw the load lightened a little and 
the walk was blessed with slightly more 
clement conditions.  There was even a view 
from the top of Bellever Tor!  With spirits 
revived, we headed down to the relative 

sanctuary of 
Runnage Farm, 
hoping that 
the view and 
the glimmer of 
hope that went 
with it meant 
that the weather 
was changing 
for the better.

It did not.  
Saturday night 
and Sunday 
morning 
produced a 
relentlessly 

gusty wind with yet more unpleasantly 
squally showers.  The prospect of another 
full day squelching about in these 
conditions, followed by a long, tired 
drive back to Gloucestershire, meant that 
another ‘trimming’ was in order. But, by 
lunchtime on Sunday, after another six 
miles, the ten tors had been ticked.

Congratulations go to: Amber Dunne, 
Serena Slatter, Charlotte Walker, Joshua 
Berry, Alex Comaish, Hamish Delap, 
Tom Elvin, Harry Everest, Jack Gibson, 
Henry Golesworthy, Felix Milne, Henry 
Newman, Oli Pritchard, Tom Smith and 
Max Verschoyle. Boundless thanks go to 
Richard Slatter, Jonny Walker, Adrian 
Berry, Ian Comaish, Jamie Delap, Andrew 
Milne, Bertie Newman, Andy Smith 
and James Verschoyle for all their help, 
support, generosity and vehicles, without 
which the whole exploit would not have 
been possible.

Finally, enormous thanks go to 
Mr Waters, Miss Smith and Mr Parry for 
their unflagging support though I still 
think that their food was far too tasty…

With such an uptake from this years’ 
leavers, I am hoping that we might be 
able to try another adventure next year.  
Perhaps this time, we’ll be able to carry 
all our stuff!

RT

At Widden School, we did lots of 
different stuff. I was in the yellow 
group and my favourite activity 
was Kabaddi (Asian game). I like 
Kabaddi because when it was your 
turn you had to say Kabaddi, 
Kabaddi, Kabaddi and run around 
the whole pitch without losing 
your breath. It was really hard but 
I enjoyed it a lot. It was much 
different to the games that we do 
at Beaudesert!!

Afterwards we did an Indian 
cooking activity. We made pakoras. 
They were so tasty. The ingredients 
were aubergine, pepper, coriander, 
onion, spring onion, spices, salt, 
flour, baking powder and potato. 
While we were cooking the 
other group learnt how to dance 
Bollywood style.

Then we had lunch. I had a packed 
lunch, which consisted of a cheese 
roll, apple, water and a packet of 
quavers.  Whilst we were eating our 
lunch a lady came round and drew 
henna tattoos on our hands.  
My tattoo was a leaf with curls and 
little flowers - the lady was amazing. 
Sadly it came off pretty quickly and 
left an orange pattern on my hand.

Before we went home we drew 
flower patterns with chalk on the 
playground floor. I had a lovely day 
at Widden School and when they 
come to visit us I hope to show them 
what we do at our school.

Octavia Case
Year 4

Visit to Widden 
School, Gloucester
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Having been on several occasions 
to this outstandingly beautiful and 
unique ‘Wild Island’ Adventure 
Centre nestling below Mull in the 
Inner Hebrides, I was determined to 
take a group of Beaudesertians to the 
West Coast of Scotland to try out 
their skills of surivial mixed with an 
enormous bag of enthusiastic fun!

The word ‘Centre’ is entirely 
misleading as the island is 
uninhabited and has no electricity; 
it is also delightfully different from 
any outdoor ‘centre’ that one might 
expect.

Arrival at the island, after an 
uneventful but scenic coach journey, 
was by ‘Goldeneye’ one of Rua Fiola’s 
customized boats and ultimately, 
for the brave, a jump off the side 
and a swim to shore - our haven for 
the next week. The Beaudesertians 
immediately showed their spirit and 
most took the plunge into the jelly 
fish and seaweed - a most invigorating 
arrival!

The pattern of events rotated around 
climbing, abseiling, kayaking and 
lobster-potting at sea, but all with 
notably interesting challenges and 
activities added on; for example - a 
kayaking expedition would entail 
walking across two (tide-joined) 
islands, long-jumping mudpits, 
watching seals, the kayaking (of 
course) and then perhaps a descent of 
the massive canoe-slide into the water 

Rua Fiola on a fish box, epic rock jumps and 
then a wallow in the mudpits, clean 
off in the sea and off to the 
next activity!

Expedition is my personal highlight. 
Each group (there are four groups 
- a division of the four different 
schools that were there at the same 
time) heads off to another nearby 
island to explore, bivvy or stay in 
a cave (or sleep on the beach if it’s 
warm enough) with their instructors, 
learning the art of survival in 
anticipation of the pupils doing so 
on their own at the end of the week. 
We were all in one group and went to 
Big Black Isle (Eilean Dubh Mór) and 

had a fabulous time climbing 
peaks, beachcombing and 
discovering ‘Quartz Cave’, 
where we slept 
the night.

Survival itself is the highlight 
for the pupils and we were 
greeted with the news that a 
storm was expected, which 
meant that most pupils had 
to be much closer in. They 

were absolutley fantastic in the end 
and did so well, full of good cheer in 
the morning when they returned and 
broke their fast on as many pancakes 
as they could eat.

The week ended with the 
Eagle Swoop (a zip-wire from a 
considerably high cliff ) which landed 
in mudpit, tuckshop (of course), a 
talent show and then Torquil (the 
owner and in charge of Rua Fiola) 
telling his famous ghost story of the 
Mad Woman of Lunga…

Miss Gilliatt kindly organised for our 
English set to go to London to see the 
stage play of Private Peaceful at The Royal 
Haymarket Theatre. Lucy (one of the 
gap students) came along as well. Our set 
has been reading this book by Michael 
Morpurgo. On Thursday we left school 
early in the morning and made our way to 
Stroud Station where we caught the train 
to Paddington Station. Before the theatre 
we went to The Imperial War Museum.

At the museum we read reviews about 
the heroic soldiers and looked at old 
World War I equipment. After a quick 
trip to the shop we had our lunch in the 
park. After lunch we went by tube to 
The Royal Haymarket Theatre. We got 
to the theatre and had our drinks and sat 
down in our front row seats. There were 
many other schools there who were also 
reading Private Peaceful.

The play was acted very well by Paul 
Chequer.  It was a one-man show and 
Paul acted all the characters. It seemed 
odd at first but he really impressed me 
and I really enjoyed it. The stage was very 
simple but he acted in many different 
ways. He was a great actor and played 
his parts very well. We had our supper at 
Paddington Station and arrived back at 
school late in the evening.

Thank you Miss Gilliatt and Lucy for 
taking us. We all really enjoyed it.

Felix Milne
Year 8

London - Theatre 
and Imperial War 
Museum

I cannot praise those that came from 
Beaudesert enough for their energy, 
desire to get involved, to look after 
each other and their general spirit of 
fun. I have been bombarded since 
with requests to go back next year 
- and I have double the amount of 
places.

DGCP
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We set off in the morning to catch 
the coach to Bristol. We made our 
way through the pouring rain to the 
Bristol Hippodrome. We had perfect 
seats with a great view of the stage. 
The performance was amazing. It is 
the perfect performance for younger 
children.

We all knew the songs (Circle of 
Life, Hakuna Matata etc) so we 
could sing along. The costumes were 
fabulous, especially the elephant 
in the opening scene. My favourite 
scene was when Simba was being 
chased by the wildebeests through 
the gorge and Mufassah is trying to 
save Simba but unfortunately he dies. 
The choreography for that scene was 
fantastic.

Tamsin Priest
Year 7

Lion King

An early start for us - 6.30am! Our parents waved us goodbye as we made our way to the 
airport by bus. At Gatwick Airport we caught a plane to France. We landed at Grenoble 
airport, which was really tiny. Three schools landed at the same time, so you can imagine 
the chaos. Once we found our suitcases we loaded them onto the bus which took us to 
our hotel. Montgenévre here we come! We were very lucky as our hotel was right opposite 
the main ski lift station – this meant that we did not have to walk far with our skis.

Our instructors were really nice and they all spoke English. It was fun to go really fast and 
the jumps were incredibly exciting. The slopes were pretty empty, so we managed to ski a 
lot of runs. 

We had four in our room and tried very hard to keep it clean. One day we had a room 
inspection which is a good thing to have as it forces one to tidy up. Mr Russell was the 
judge for the boys rooms and we could not believe it when that night at supper our room 
number was called out as the winners. We won a box of maltesers. Our room had a view 
of the ski slopes and we could watch the ski instructors making their way to work in the 
mornings.

When we came back from our afternoon skiing session we all rushed to the dining room 
where there was hot chocolate and cake. It was Poppy Clark’s birthday on the ski trip and 
we all got a slice of her birthday cake. The food at the hotel was really delicious. On the 
last day some of us had frogs’ legs and snails as a starter.

In the basement where we kept our skis and boots there was also a kids’ private bar where 
one could buy cold drinks and snacks. There was also a pool table and some arcade games 
but we did not use them much as we were entertained every night. Every night there was 
some sort of activity from playing bingo to bum boarding on the slopes under floodlights.

We were allowed to go shopping in the village at the end of the day. There was a 
supermarket just behind our hotel which was pretty handy. Some of us bought French 
sweets and crisps which were eaten within seconds and some of us bought gifts for our 
parents.

Henry Hellens, Oli McGill, William Gibson and Thor Davey

Ski Trip

Dear Callum and Rowan

I am writing to you to say thank you 
very much for the Year 4 Viking trip on 
Monday. I really enjoyed learning about 
the Viking way of life. I had an amazing 
day. I especially liked eating the parsnips 
and honey. It was delicious. 

My favourite part of the day was when we 
got to play Viking games. We all learnt so 
much on one trip. I learnt that girl Vikings 
had to do what the boy Vikings wanted 
them to do. If I were a Viking girl I would 
enjoy making the bread.

Jemima Keveth
Year 4

Viking Trip
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In January Year 7 went on a 
Latin Trip to Bath. The first 
place we visited was the The 
Roman Baths of Aquae Sulis. 
As soon as we got through 
the door we were handed an 
audio guide and were given 
permission to wander around 
and look at things that we 
were interested in. Some of us 
headed to the pure drinking 
fountain and some of us 
went under-ground to have a 
look at the Roman Baths and 
watch the water flow into the 

pool. The water that we saw had been underground for about 10,000 years! The audio 
guide was very helpful and explained things in great detail. It was fantastic to see all the 
Roman Artefacts from 2000 years ago and put what we learn in class into perspective.

Afterwards, we headed to Bath 
Rugby ground which is called 
The Rec. We were greeted by 
a member of staff who told 
us a bit about the history of 
the club as well as how one 
becomes a professional rugby 
player. We were shown the 
changing and exercise rooms 
and the away team changing 
area. After the tour we had our 
packed lunch upstairs in one 
of the entertainment suites. 
It was great to actually look 
behind the scenes and to be 
able to ask questions.

The last place on our trip was Bath Abbey.  We walked from The Rec to the Abbey and 
were allowed a couple of minutes to look at the vast Abbey with its huge towers and 
magnificent stained glass windows. We then climbed up approximately 100 steps to get 
to the top of the vault. We looked through a peephole in the ceiling and saw the Abbey 
floor which was incredible. Next stop was the Bell Room. It was filled with every size of 
bell one could think of. Whilst we were in the Bell Room the clock struck a quarter of an 
hour and the bells sounded. The sound was so loud that I became deaf for a while! 
Next we continued up the last 42 steps until we were at the top of the roof. We then spent 
about 10 minutes looking down over Bath. It was pretty scary being so high. Then it was 
time for our long descent. As soon as we got to the ground floor we were handed a quiz 
with all the answers to be found dotted around the Abbey.

All in all I think that it was very good and informative trip. 
Thank you Mr Parry for organising this trip.

Columba Leeper
Year 7

Latin Trip to Bath

A few weeks ago we went to see Cressida 
Cowell at the Cheltenham Literature 
Festival. She was speaking in the Town 
Hall. It was great fun and everyone enjoyed 
it because Cressida was so funny. Cressida 
has written a series of books called ‘How to 
Train Your Dragon’. There are twelve books 
in the series however the 9th to the 12th 
have not been published yet.

Cressida grew up in London and every 
summer her father took the family to a 
remote island off the coast of Scotland. 
She loved it there, it was peaceful and quiet 
-  not nearly as much noise as London. 
Cressida’s father was a bird watcher and 
as you can imagine he did not like lots 
of noise so that is why they moved to the 
island in the summer. Cressida got the idea 
of writing about dragons when she was 
looking up at all the cliffs. She thought 
that the cliffs looked like a dragon’s head. 
She certainly has inspired us to write more 
stories.

Maddy Smith
Year 4

Cheltenham 
Literature Festival 
- Cressida Cowell

On October 1st we made our way to 
Dean Close school to attend a rugby 
skills day. It was fun, exciting and one 
learnt so much. The new skills l was 
taught certainly made my passing better 
as well as running with the ball.

Greg Baber-Williams and Paul Hull 
were outstanding teachers and they took 
us through various drills and exercises. 
Paul took us for a session where we ended 
up running at tackle bags. The match 
at the end was great. Nick Wood and 
Olly Morgan from Gloucester Rugby 
Club handed out the prizes. I gained a 
lot from this day and I would certainly 
recommend it to the other boys.

Jack Tucker
Year 6

Dean Close 
Rugby Skills Day
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Declamations

Come January, come declamations: 
the time when all pupils learn a poem 
by heart and then perform it in front 
of their peers.  It is a long-distance 
event that requires thought and work 
to make it enjoyable for the pupils and 
entertaining for their audience.

This year, like previous ones, saw a 
wide range of poems chosen.  It was 
interesting to note that although there 
were the inevitable comedy choices, 
with inflexible, bouncy rhythms and 
proscriptive rhyme schemes, many 
shied away from this type of poem, 
preferring instead something freer and 
more interesting.  

It felt as though time had rushed by 
from the early, preliminary rounds, 
conducted in sets to the semi-finals, 
performed in front of the entire 
respective year group. The contestants 
did not make the judges’ jobs any easier 
in the semis by declaiming as well as 
they did.  However, decisions were 
made and the finals beckoned. 

Year 3 and 4 had their separate finals 
and the winners were:-

Year 3 - Jemima Walker 
- ‘Cats’ by Eleanor Farjeon
Year 4 - Alys Evans 
- ‘The Visitor’ by Ian Serraillier

John Carroll had been enlisted to judge 

the finals for Years 5, 6, 7and 8 but, sadly, 
was unable to attend due to the illness 
of one of his children. Very nobly, Mr 
Womersley stepped into the breach to pass 
his necessarily subjective judgement on the 
performances.

The finalists had all chosen verse that 
was interesting in terms of its theme and 
structure, ultimately giving their audience 
performances that were both memorable 
and meaningful.  With the whole school 
and a good many parents attending, nerves 
must have been running high but no-one 
buckled under the pressure.  Lines were 
delivered clearly and confidently by every 
competitor, making the Headmaster’s job 
of choosing a winner for each year group 
and overall nigh on impossible.

In the end, it was:-

Year 5 - Amelia Kold, who won with 
a sinister performance of ‘
‘The Playground Blues’ 
by Adrian Mitchell.

Year 6 - Marcus Arkwright, who prevailed 
with his chilling rendition of 
‘The Listeners’ by Walter de la Mare.

Year 7 - Hugo Bailey, who triumphed 
with a very well judged and amusing 
performance of 
‘The Dishes are Done’ by Roddy Doyle.

Year 8 - Oli Pritchard, who won 
Year 8 and the overall title with his 
powerful and affecting declamation of 
‘Prayer before Birth’ by Louis MacNeice.

Many, many congratulations to all the 
finalists; indeed, congratulations to 
everyone who took the time to learn a 
poem. It is their efforts which make the 
Declamation Competition a burgeoning 
success – one enjoyed by the whole 
audience, parents, staff and pupils alike.  
It will be interesting to see what 2014 
will bring… 

RT
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We went to see Gloucester Cathedral in February 
for our RS trip. Tour guides showed us around 
and they pointed out lots of different Christian 
symbols all over the place. We learnt that the 
Cathedral is over 1300 years old and has 
The King’s School nearby, where all the young 
choir members go to school.

There are lots of old stained glass windows with 
symbols including the crucifix painted in bright, 
vibrant colours. We also saw a beautiful modern 
stained glass window in one of the side chapels, 
which is full of bright blue colours.

As you went in, there was a stand with lots of candles and each candle represented a 
prayer that a person had made.

We learned a lot of new things like every Cathedral has a Cathedra for the Bishop to sit 
on. That is what makes the building a Cathedral. We also learnt that the Cathedral is 
built in the shape of a cross so if you flew over it in a helicopter you would see the cross 
shape below you.

There were graves buried in the ground and we walked over them (it was quite creepy!) 
The tomb of Edward II is there and our guide said that because of that King Henry VIII 
decided not to destroy the Abbey Church. King Henry VIII then made the Cathedral the 
mother church of Gloucester.

It was a fascinating trip and thank you very much to the staff for taking us!

Freya Saxton 
Year 6

Year 6 Visit to Gloucester Cathedral

We arrived at the mosque and were 
immediately asked to take our shoes off. 
We were then taken into the cleaning 
room. The Imam Ishmael advised us of the 
Muslim sanitary beliefs and that one must 
be clean before prayer. 

The Imam then took us to the prayer 
rooms upstairs. He informed us that men 
and women have separate prayer rooms 
and that the Koran is their holy book.

A week later Imam Mohammed came to 
Beaudesert and spoke more about Islam. 
He told us about the Five Pillars. 
These are: 
Shahadah - Allah is the only God and 
Muhammad is his messenger
Salah - the five daily prayers
Zakat - give part of your money to charity
Ramadan - fasting from dawn to dusk 
every day during the month of Ramadan
Hajj -  visit Mecca at least once in your 
lifetime

The interesting fact about having to pray 
five times a day is if this is impossible due 
to work or that you are driving a car, there 
is always a chance to catch up, so it is not 
that strict.

Tom Smith and Harry Morgan-Grenville
Year 8

Year 8 Visit to a 
Mosque

All the Year 3s went on a trip to the 
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford. 
When we arrived we had to split up 
into groups. Group One, my group was 
going to look around the museum and 
Group Two was going to do an activity. 
When we were looking around the 
museum we saw lots of statues. Some of 
them were over 6000 years old and others 
were 4000 years old. Then we went to see 
this Ancient Egyptian house and it was 
really old. We also saw some coffins and 
there were dead people inside.

Leon Webb
Year 3

Ashmolean 
Museum Trip

Willam Gibson, Alice Biddulph, Isabella Walker, Sophie Elvin, Tom Jodrell, James 
Taylor-Kimmins and myself went to Cheltenham College to participate in their 
leadership challenge day. A number of prep schools were invited. We first had lunch 
and then the Headmaster gave us a speech and we set off to tackle our first challenge 
which was to catch tennis balls in a hat that was on our heads. We really enjoyed the 
Jenga game since James knew how to build a Jenga tower.  We got past the previous 
high mark of 3.4m and reached a height of 4.6m.

Then there was prize giving and we all thought we would come 4th so our name 
would not be read out but then the Headmaster said,  “And in second place, 
Beaudesert Park School!”

We all enjoyed it and it was a highlight of the school calendar. 
Thank you so much for all the staff who planned the day, especially 
to Madame Edwards.

Oliver Coker
Year 6

Cheltenham College
Leadership Challenge
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Madame Edwards arranged a equestrian 
day at Barton End Stables for pupils 
from Years 3 to 6. Some of us rode 
ponies from the riding school and some 
brought their own. I rode my pony 
called Ollie who is 16 years old and is a 
dark bay.

We were split into year groups. Our 
group, Year 5, did some gymkhana 
games and we played musical carpets, 
musical statues and even had a sack race. 
One of my friends got stuck in his sack 
and fell over. We then did some jumping 
around a course of show jumps, one of 
them was timed and the other not.

Rosettes were handed out at the end of 
the day for the timed jumping event. It 
was a really great day and everyone had a 
lot of fun. Thank you Madame Edwards 
for organising it.

Hamish Brook
Year 6

Equestrian Day 
at Barton End 
Stables

On the day the Year 8s finished their exams Miss Gilliatt took us to Cheltenham 
Everyman Theatre to see The Woman In Black. We all waited eagerly as most of us 
had seen the film and we were wondering if the play would be as terrifying. When the 
production started, the woman in black was walking up the aisle brushing a few of us 
with her veil. When the show finished we were all speechless about the twist at the end. 
The whole year thoroughly enjoyed it and thank you Miss Gilliatt for arranging this trip.

Lara Winfrey and Amber Dunne
Year 8

Woman In Black

On the 22nd of November Year 5 drove to Stratford Upon Avon to participate in 
a drama workshop. We did lots of teamwork, being animals and clockwork toys. 
We tried to perform a bit of the play but we decided to simplify it and did a 
silent movie version instead.

After a picnic lunch we went to the theatre to watch the performance. The actual play 
was amazing. The plot was very complex but very good. It all starts in a toy shop where 
the clockwork toys live. The Mouse and Child are broken by a remote control car and 
are taken to a tip and found by Manny the rat who tries to get their clockwork insides. 
Manny is always popping up and gets them into more trouble. 
It was a ten out of ten star trip.

Jessica Downton
Year 5

Mouse and Child

We went to visit a Tudor 
house in Tewkesbury. 
We saw a lady who dressed 
up in Tudor clothes and 
she showed us around the 
house and told us that the 
last six steps leading up 
to the bedroom were 500 
years old. We got to write 
with quills and real ink. 
I wrote my name in Tudor 
handwriting and I got to 

try on Tudor clothes. The clothes were a bit too big for me. In the museum we saw 
lots of stuffed animals. We had to do a challenge and find items with a Tudor rose 
on it and then write the information on a sheet.

Before lunch we played with some Tudor toys. We had a ham sandwich, crisps 
and an apple for lunch. After lunch it was time to go back to the bus, back to 
Beaudesert. It was the best school trip ever.

Emilia Lewis
Year 3

John Moore Museum
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After a short bus trip to Cheltenham 
we made our way to a mini theatre 
where we heard a lecture given 
by Stephen Law, a well known 
philosopher. The really big questions 
are about life, the Universe and 
everything.

First off he talked about science and 
then the Universe and why it existed 
and what created it. Following up on 
these ideas he spoke about religious 
ideas. He pointed out facts as to why 
the Universe was created by God. 
Believers argue that everything must 
have a cause therefore God created 
the Universe.

After some arguing we moved onto 
aliens and the power of suggestion. 
In 1948 a pilot spotted a group 
of boomerang-shaped flying ships 
moving along like a saucer on a 
lake and as a result the newspapers 
reported ‘ flying saucers!’ Ever since 
then we have been seeing ‘flying 
saucers’. We talked about the power 
of suggestion for a brief moment. 
It was a very interesting lecture.

Will Comaish
Year 7

Cheltenham 
Literature Festival 
- Really Big Questions 
by Stephen Law

Year 6 spent an amazing day out at 
Chedworth Roman Villa and the Museum 
at Corinium, the Roman town of 
Cirencester. Everyone was excited about 
seeing the ancient ruins and getting out 
of the classroom. When we arrived at 
Chedworth we were split up into two 
groups. 

First we sorted out a box of fascinating 
Roman artifacts like clay pots and old 
Roman snail shells. It is a known fact 
that the snails that are found around 
Chedworth originated from Roman times.  
The next activity was a tour of the Roman 
buildings and ruins. First we went to the 
sacred fountain (fons sacra) where the 
Roman visitors would pray at ceremonies. 
We were then taken into the baths where 
there were many different sections like 
the heating room (caldarium), the cooling 
room (frigidarium) and each floor had a 
beautiful mosaic pattern running 
through it. 

After that we were taken into the dining 
room (triclinium) of the Roman Villa 
where the Romans would lie on sofas 
and talk to each other, offering various 
comments on each other’s lifestyle. After 
each group had finished their activities 

Chedworth and the Corinium Museum

we met up and had some lunch. During 
lunch we had a few test questions and the 
winner got to wear real Roman armour. 
(I won!!)

After that both groups went on a walk 
around the wooded area and we had a 
small surprise ambush-battle, mimicking 
Celts attacking Romans. Then we said 
thank you to the team and got back on the 
coach. 

Now we were heading to the Corinium 
Museum, which is situated in Cirencester, 
previously known in Roman times as 
Corinium. When we arrived we were 
again split into groups and attended some 
workshops which showed us what life was 
like in a Roman Town House (domus) and 
we got to handle objects that were 2000 
years old. We had a Beaudesert member 
of staff taking us around the museum, 
which was fascinating. We were shown 
old, beautifully engraved pillars and given 
a real idea of Roman lifestyles.

It was an amazing trip and we all ended 
up having a great and educational time! 
Thank you to all the staff involved.

Sophie Elvin
Year 6



Team: J Muir, 
C Turk, F Jodrell, 
K Penny, M Haynes, 
T Jodrell, 
M Arkwright, 
J Catto, B Mather. 

On Friday 
Beaudesert went to 
Pinewood to play golf.  Pinewood have a 9-hole golf 
course on their grounds. We were split into nine pairs 
(juniors and seniors), each pair starting on a different tee 
with a ‘shotgun’ start.

The seniors won with some excellent stapleford scores 
however the juniors did not obtain enough points, 
so overall Beaudesert lost. 

It was the first golf match for Beaudesert and we hope 
to do it again because it was such fun.

Marcus Arkwright
Year 6
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Golf Match

On Tuesday 21st May the Year 8 scholars attended the Prep 
Schools’ Debating Competition at Malvern College.

Four prep schools were invited - The Elms, The Downs, Malvern, 
Packwood Haugh and ourselves.

Beaudesert were split into two groups. Charlotte the gap student 
and Miss Gilliatt prepared us well and we were involved in two 
debates. The topics for the debates were:- “This House believes 
that sport should be compulsory rather than music”. The second 
topic was “This House would go vegetarian”. Beaudesert put 
forward some very strong points but sadly we did not reach the 
final.

Before the final debate we had lunch at the various boarding 
houses. Mrs Abendanon sat next to William Raby-Smith, a former 
Beaudesertian. 

The Elms and Packwood were in the final and the debating topic 
was “This House should allow teachers to smack badly behaved 
pupils.” Packwood won by a narrow margin of one point.

It was a great day out.  

Year 8 Scholars
Arabella Sopher, Lucas Sopher, Oliver Pritchard, Sam Fairer-Smith, 
Amber Dunne, Imogen Mitchell, James Strain and Alex Comaish

Prep Schools Debating Day

The St John’s-on-the-Hill, Chepstow Maths Challenge was really 
fun. We were mixed up and put in various groups. Ellie Pridmore 
belonged to the Bears Group, Tom Elliott to the Sharks, Oliver 
Mullen to the Tigers and myself to the Lions (the Lions were the 
overall winners!!)

We were handed packed lunches and when we had finished 
eating them we were given our first task which was a polygon 
top trumps game. This game was a bit difficult, but the Year 8 
scholars from St John’s were on hand to help. We were also set an 
averages question where we had to work out the mean, median, 
mode and range. For this question we had the use of calculators.

The most exciting task was the Who Wants to be a Millionaire 
set to maths questions. It was just like the actual game with 
music and sound effects.  The day ended in their sports hall with 
everyone having a go at kicking a ball against a wall and then 
working out how long it would take to circumnavigate the world. 

Ginny Lawrence
Year 5

Year 5 Mathematics 
Competition
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Lectures

On Friday 14th September, Peter Reed 
Olympic Gold Medallist in the men’s 
coxless four, came to Beaudesert to tell us 
about his experience at winning gold at the 
2012 London Games.

At breakfast I was talking to him about his 
daily routine. He informed me that he had 
to train almost all day. He got up at 6am 
and came home at 8pm and of course has 
to eat a well-balanced diet. His hard work 
paid off because he 
then put his hand 
into his pocket and 
took out his two gold 
medals - one from 
the Beijing games 
and the other one 
from the London 
games. My mouth 
just dropped open at 
the sight of these two 
medals. They were 
pretty heavy.

In assembly the race 
was shown on the big 

London 2012 Games
by Peter Reed

Behind the Scenes in 
Africa – The Making of 
a Wildlife Series
by James Honeyborne

On Friday 17th May, James 
Honeyborne, the producer of Africa, 
a recent nature series on BBC One 
starring Sir David Attenborough, gave 
a lecture on how the series was made 
and his experiences. He talked about 
close encounters for the film crew, one 
including a poisonous snake slithering 
up somebody’s trousers. The series was 
a great success, being the most popular 
ever on BBC One. It included heart-
breaking scenes, as those who watched 
will know, but also contained joyful 
moments. He also mentioned how they 
tried to film it and sometimes had to 
wait a long time to capture the scenes 
that they wanted. 

The talk was illustrated with videos and 
pictures. At the end we were allowed 
to hold a camera which had been 
munched by lions. I would like to say 
a big thank you to Mr Honeyborne for 
coming. I am sure everybody who was 
there found it fascinating.

£200 was raised for a charity called 
Tusk Trust, which protects animals 
(especially endangered species), 
provides education for African rural 
communities and helps alleviate 
poverty.

Piers Tabor
Year 7 

screen and even though we knew his team 
had won we all jumped up in the air when 
we saw it all over again. The race time was 
6.57 minutes. 

The pupils who take rowing up as an 
activity then had their picture taken 
with Peter Reed.

I would like to thank the staff for 
organising this visit.

Henry Newman
Year 8
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Gerald Durrell
by Lee Durrell

I have always enjoyed reading Gerald 
Durrell’s books and when the chance came 
to listen to a talk about him, given by his 
widow Lee Durrell, I was thrilled to be 
able to go. It took place on 18th October 
at Cheltenham Ladies’ College.
At the talk she told us about his 
expeditions, his conservation work 
and about rare species which they 
protected, such as the mountain 
chicken. The mountain chicken is 
actually an oversized frog, which got it’s 
name because when eaten it tastes like 
a chicken! We were also told about the 
Aye Aye, a lemur, which was near 
extinction as all the local people who 
saw one tried to slaughter it, as they 
are considered to be the devil.

Battle of Agincourt Talk

As soon as we arrived at the banks we 
knew we where in for a treat. The man 
giving the lecture was dressed in an 
incredible costume of an English archer 
from 1415. He showed a completely sound 
knowledge of Agincourt and English 
history in general. He talked about both 
the tactics and morals that were shown on 

the battlefield, giving his 
own experiences from 
the army and police 
force. He then showed 
us his handcrafted 
longbow and arrows. 
He showed great skill 
and precision when it 
came to shooting the 
arrows. He showed 
us how to string the 
bows and fire an arrow 
correctly. He talked 
of battles such as the 
Battle of Shrewsbury 
where Prince Henry 
was shot. He told us the 
incredible fact that all 
children from the age of 
seven trained with the 
longbow. He showed 
us how there were 500 
archers waiting in the 
woods at Agincourt 
where the French 

army was obliterated by a much smaller 
English army. He then showed us some 
surgery that would have been used on 
the battlefield. All in all it was a great talk 
and taught us a lot about both the tactics, 
morals and weapons of Agincourt.

Hamish Delap
Year 8

The Great Gorilla Project
by Ian Redmond OBE

Mr Redmond came to Beaudesert to 
speak to the children about The Great 
Gorilla project. They watched live footage 
of gorillas in their natural environment. 
Ian is working on trying to bridge the 
gap between the locals and the gorillas 
who both share the same vulnerable 
forest habitat. He is teaching the locals 
the importance of gorillas – this is 
mainly done through the pedal powered 
cinema that is dedicated to educate the 
communities about gorilla conservation. 
These cinemas are used in remote parts 
where there is no electricity. In the evening 
he spoke to the parents and focused on the 
global climatic changes that are affecting 
the habitat of all large apes and the balance 
of nature.

Ian worked very closely with Dian Fossey 
whose life was portrayed in the film 
Gorillas in the Mist.

JA

Mrs Durrell was a brilliant talker and 
captivated everyone’s attention. She 
told us about some of her journeys and 
campaigns. One of her campaigns of 
which she was very proud was for the 
protection of the red billed chough. 
This bird became extinct in the Channel 
Islands in the 1900s. There are still a 
few in Cornwall and Wales. Mrs Durrell 
managed to obtain a few and bred them in 
captivity in the Jersey Zoo.

I really enjoyed the talk. I would like to 
thank Mr Bird and Mrs Butterworth for 
making this possible.

Alice Hall
Year 7

Photo by Colin Stevenson
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Every Thursday at 15.30 we rush to the 
buses for the 25 minute journey down to 
Gloucester Rowing Club. When we get 
there we take out coxed quads and head 
out onto the canal to row. We row quite 
a distance away from the clubhouse and 
are given lessons on the way. I have had 
a chance to be a cox on various occasions 
as well. After that we carry the boats back 
into the boathouse then head back to 
school and if you are boarding you have 
a delicious late supper.

On the last Thursday of summer term 
our rowing activity was different. Instead 
of going to Gloucester Rowing Club, we 
spent the day at Henley Royal Regatta, 
which was brilliant fun! We went round 
the River and Rowing Museum, which was 
very interesting and then we had a picnic 
next to the river. We had a look round 
the Leander Club, which is the most 
prestigious rowing club in the world, and 
we were given a tour by Mark Hunter, an 
Olympic Gold and Silver medal winner 
and Rachel Gamble-Flint who currently 
rows for Great Britain, which was amazing. 

Rowing

We also met Helen Glover, London 2012 
Gold Medallist who signed autographs, 
and Jurgen Grobler, the greatest rowing 
coach ever, even came to talk to us.

We then went into the Stewards’ 
Enclosure, which is very posh, and girls 
had to wear dresses that cover their 
shoulders and were below the knee. 
The boys also had to look smart and were 
required to wear jackets. We saw all of 
the trophies that the crews are competing 
for, including the Grand Challenge Cup 
which is huge. After that we went on a 
boat cruise along the course, then walked 
back and watched some of the races. It was 
absolutely amazing.

I would like to thank Mr Armitage for all 
of the things he did for us at Henley and 
during the year.

I would recommend this to any Year 7 
who wants to have a good time and take 
up rowing in their senior school.

Lauren Dunne
Year 7

Gardening

On Tuesday afternoons I make 
my way to the gardening activity 
which is situated near the outdoor 
swimming pool. To start off with 
it is really great fun as well as hard, 
hard work. The ultimate challenge is 
weeding. If you have a garden with 
no weeds then you are ready to go 
and plant. It is fun watching your 
plants grow and making sure they 
do not die.

Later on in the season no matter 
how much you try to deny it, borage 
takes over your garden. Borage may 
be pretty and the flowers tasty but it 
will take over your garden while 
you are away.

Gardening is a great activity.

Ginny Lawrence
Year 5
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After mini-break on a Thursday 
Mr Graham takes us in the school car 
to the Minchinhampton Old Course for 
our golf activity.  We only take along a 
limited amount of golf clubs with us and 
each of us has our own bag. There is a golf 
professional attached to the club and his 
name is Peter. Peter is very knowledgeable 
and helps us with the technique of our 
swing and shows us which clubs to use. 
There is a small putting area and you will 
often find us there improving our putting 
skills. We are allowed on the driving range, 
which I like the best, as I like to see how 
far I can hit a ball.

Ben Mather
Year 6

Golf

The riding activity at Beaudesert is really fun. We learn riding techniques which 
include good posture, jumping and cantering at Barton End Stables. 

My favourite horse is a skewbald horse called ‘Nellie,’ short for Nelson. He is easy to 
ride and is really comfortable.  I have improved my jumping in the last term by also 
attending pony day events during the holidays. 15 hands is about my size of horse 
and the instructors are very helpful with sizing up, providing tack, helmets and 
body protection.

The atmosphere at the stables is very relaxed and friendly and I love riding with my 
group. I hope next term to do some more riding and jumping. I would recommend 
riding at Barton End Stables as they have lots of nice ponies and horses and the lessons 
are really exciting and I enjoy going with my French teacher Mme Edwards.

James Taylor-Kimmins
Year 6

Horse Riding

Ballet at Beaudesert continues to progress, 
with many talented dancers attending 
lessons throughout the school, and 
many high marks attained from The 
Royal Academy of Dance examinations. 
Examinations are not compulsory but give 
a benchmark as to individual progress, as 
well as a certificate and medal.

Ballet is a widespread, highly technical 
form of dance, originating from 17th 
century French courts, with its own 
vocabulary based on French terminology. 
It defines the foundational techniques 
used in many other dance genres. Ballet 
teaches skill, grace, poise, self discipline 
and self confidence. The aim of my classes 

is to teach ballet in a fun and inspiring 
environment so the children can learn 
and reach their own potential, as well as 
being creative with the opportunity to 
choreograph their own dances.
All are welcome, as everyone can benefit, 
regardless of ability.

I also enjoy teaching creative movement, 
exploring different topics, for example 
outer space, the weather, animals, oceans, 
to name a few, and expanding ideas in 
movement, allowing the children the 
freedom to contribute their own ideas 
and thoughts, in a social and creative 
environment. Interesting and good fun!

Miss Nicky

Ballet and Creative 
Movement
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Fencing at Beaudesert Park has continued 
to attract good numbers, including a 
higher percentage of girls than in 
previous years.

We have had two matches this term, both 
against Prior Park. Our visitors won the 
first, with Beaudesert winning the second 
to leave us all square. It is always pleasing 
to see how the fencers try so very hard in 
a competitive situation. There is always 
great rivalry but there is a greater sense 
of sportsmanship and fair play. 

A number of our fencers are venturing into 
modern pentathlon. With the introduction 
of a pentathlon training hub situated at 
Wycliffe, our Beaudesert athletes can now 
access some superb training without the 
need to travel any great distance.

We say goodbye to Max Scheuner and 
Harry Everest this year. Both have served 
the school team well and I would like to 
wish them well as they enter senior school 
life. Perhaps they will be able to continue 
fencing at their new schools.

Toward the end of the summer term, I put 
on a demonstration for the current Year 3s. 
With the assistance of my current fencers, 
they all watched a display fight between 
Isabelle Mayer and Zachary Armitage, 
which was a great showcase of the fencers’ 
abilities. Isabelle then took an individual 
lesson to highlight the technical side of 
fencing. The session was completed with 
all the Year 3s having a go at fencing with 
me. Hopefully we will have a new crop of 
enthusiastic fencers next year.

Shaun Garley
Coach

Fencing
This year has seen just over a hundred children taking LAMDA lessons and a 
considerable number of these children have also taken part in festivals and gone on 
to take LAMDA exams in Acting and Verse & Prose. 

The two local festivals, Wootton Bassett Arts Festival and Cheltenham Festival of 
Performing Arts, provide an ideal opportunity for some of our students to showcase 
the skills they have been honing in their individual lessons. This year, some chose to 
enter the Duologue Acting classes, performing a rehearsed scene with their partner, 
and others decided to brave it alone in the Solo Acting classes. I was delighted with 
the professionalism with which they all conducted themselves and although not all 
of them could be placed - Drama after all is very subjective - we did have a number 
of successes. It was particularly exciting in one Cheltenham class for Beaudesert to 
clean up 1st, 2nd and 3rd places!

Wootton Bassett Festival Results:
Duologue 13 years and under: 1st Cup winners - W Comaish and H North
Duologue 11 years and under: 1st Cup winners - A Martin and I Standen McDougal
Joint 3rd - I Brook and L Dunne, S Morgan-Rodda and F Saxton, 
V Levinson and A Biddulph
Duologue 9 years and under:
2nd - A Evans and F McKenzie Wylie
3rd - E Fanshawe  and A Kold
Solo 12 & 13 years:
2nd - F Evans
Solo 9 years and under:
2nd - T Beattie

Cheltenham Festival Results:
Duologue Acting under 11 years:
1st Gold medal - A Brown and K Hiscox
2nd Silver medal - L Newman and J Catto
3rd Bronze medal - B Ransome and I Mayer
Solo Acting under 11 years:
1st Cup winner - A Stamp
Solo Acting 11 & 12 years:
2nd - F Evans

The end of the summer term saw the usual gathering of nervous pupils outside the 
office waiting to enter the Drawing Room for their LAMDA exams. These took place 
over four days and despite their nerves, the pupils managed to gain excellent results.

LAMDA Results:
Distinction (80+) 30 students
Merit (65+) 40 students
Pass (50+) 28 students

Congratulations to all those involved for your hard work and enthusiasm over the 
year. Special mention must go to André Stamp who achieved an elusive 90 marks, 
Isabelle Mayer for stepping in last minute to perform with her sister when her partner 
fell ill, and Beth Ransome who gained Distinction despite having fallen out of a tree 
the day before, injuring her face and making it very difficult for her to speak!

CT/SH

LAMDA
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Every Thursday afternoon at 16.30 Toby Melvin, Theo Norman, Edward Nelson and 
myself are taken on our bikes by Mr Manning to Minchinhampton Common or down 
to the expansive Beaudesert grounds in order to cycle.

It is really good fun and all of us have really enjoyed it. We had the opportunity to cycle 
up massive hills, and ride down them again which is considerably quicker than going up 
and also a lot easier. Mr Manning also showed us how to look after our bikes and give 
them regular maintenance checks.

Finbar McConnell
Year 7

Mountain Biking

Well done to all the following judo 
players who all entered and fought well 
in different weight categories in the 
Gloucestershire Area Championships 
at Beaudesert on the 13th June 2013:
Rory Van de Grift, Bryn Evans, 
Archie Baker, Barney Pridmore, 
Ella Thompson, Tilda Maculan, Max 
Rowlands, Freddie Baker, Max Nannes, 
Alya Nannes, James Stapleton, Woody 
Walker, and Tom Elliott.

The following players won their 
category and became Gloucestershire 
Area Champions:
Max Dunne, Lewis Smith, 
Minnie Galton-Fenzi, Woody Walker, 
Alys Evans, Harry Morgan-Grenville.

Silver Medallists:
Archie Thomson, Ottie Landale, 
Johnny McLaughlan, Ellie Pridmore.

This year’s lesson captains in 
order of year group are:
Ayla Nannes, Rory Van de Grift, Jessica 
Heynes, and Ellie Pridmore (School Judo 
Captain).

Vice Captains:
Sam MacIntosh, Harry Jefferies, 
Orlando Clark, Tilda Maculan. 

Mark Maidment
5th Dan

Judo

Polo is a great activity. Beaudesert has 
two polo teams and they consist of:-
Beaudesert Rats: B Barnes, W Gravell, 
C Turk and F Jodrell
Beaudesert Mice; E Walker, L Wiles, 
K Severn and T Jodrell

In the summer we practise at the 
Beaufort Polo Club and in the winter 
we are indoors. So you can see that this 
is an all year activity. 

We were involved in two tournaments. 
1. 17th March – National Prep Schools 

Polo
Polo Tournament at Longdole
2. 1st June – Cheltenham College Polo 
Day at Cirencester Park

As we are juniors our matches consist of 
only one chukka and a chukka is seven and 
a half minutes long. The hooter sounds at 
7 minutes and then one has 30 seconds to 
try and score a goal if that is possible.

I would like to say thank you to all the 
parents who make sure our polo ponies 
are all saddled up and ready to go. 

Ben Barnes
Year 8
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Each year, we have seen the 
numbers of Badgers grow, 
and this year was no different. 

Each week the children enjoyed a 
different activity. Here is a flavour of 
the activities that the Badgers had the 
fortune to take part in.

The Year 4 Bronze Badgers learnt 
various survival skills in the grounds, 
were visited by the Police, had a 
French-themed picnic, cooked South 
African delicacies and were taught how 
to erect and pack up a tent properly. 
The Year 5 Silver Badgers learned all 
about archaeology in a very hands-

There are many other activites on offer to the Prep School including:
Knitting, Photoshoot, Cooking, Lego Technic, Remote Control Car Club and Animation

on manner, were taught how to maintain 
their bicycles and then safe cycling, they 
undertook a basic First Aid course with the 
Red Cross and were shown how to make 
and then cook over a camp fire.

The Year 6 Gold Badgers visited Stroud 
Police Station (voluntarily!), were shown 
how cheese is made at Woefuldane Farm, 
celebrated Burns Night (Haggis and all), 
learnt basic sign language and helped at 
the Operation Christmas Child shoebox 
appeal warehouse.

We were very fortunate with the weather 
this year and all three camping weekends 
were able to take place, largely in glorious 
sunshine! The Bronze and Silver Badge 
camps took place in the grounds, whilst 
a number of the Gold Badgers walked 
from Cecily Hill in Cirencester Park to 
Mr Tiley’s House, near the Daneway pub. 
There they were met by those children 
who had been playing in matches that 
afternoon. Following a delicious supper, 
a good night’s sleep and then breakfast, 
cooked over the camp fire (of course!), 
the Badgers then set off to walk back to 
Beaudesert, with many of the children 
carrying all their camping equipment. 
They arrived back four hours later, tired 
but elated, and ready for a cool-off in the 
swimming pool! 

Mr Robin Brown, TV documentary-
maker, presented the Badges at our Awards 
Evening. Robin gave a fascinating and 
very interactive talk on the giant deep-sea 
squid, during which all the Badgers helped 
to bring this terrifying creature to life!

On behalf of all the Badgers, I would like 
to thank the various members of staff for 
all their help.

NA
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7P
Imogen Brook
Lottie Burns
Will Comaish
Rose Fawcett
Annabel Gouriet
Willa Gravell
Max Haynes
John Kite

Magnus Lawrence
Oli McGill
Edward Norman
Eva Palmer
Tamsin Priest
Luke Roberts
Annabel Slatter

6C
Alice Biddulph
Jock Catto
Oliver Coker
Thor Davey
Harvey Gearon
William Gibson
William Golesworthy
Tom Kerr

Thomas Kinsella
Violet Levinson
Isabelle Mayer
Sophie Morgan-Rodda
Archie Probert
Freya Saxton
Isobel Standen McDougal
Isabella Walker

Form Lists

8SM
Alex Comaish
Mollie D’Arcy Rice
Tom Elvin
Harry Everest
Sam Fairer-Smith
Sapphire Graham
Henry Newman

Kit Penny
Octavia Puckett
Serena Slatter
Lucas Sopher
Charlie Turk
Charlotte Walker

8JB
Joshua Berry
Hamish Delap
Florence Evans
Freddie Jodrell
Isabella McLaughlan
Felix Milne
Harry Morgan-Grenville
Joss Muir

Shawwal Naeem
Oliver Pritchard
Maximilian Scheuner
James Strain
Max Verschoyle
Lucia Vint
Lara Winfrey
Kitty Wright

7JLB
Charles Carpenter
Charles Crabb
Sebastian D’Arcy Rice
Lauren Dunne
Ellie Flynn
Fynlay Hughes
Columba Leeper
Daisy Mitford-Slade

Edward Nelson
Tatiana Parr
Thomas Pilsbury
Catharine Reid
Octavia Slatter
Alexandra Smith
Poppy Stopford

3F
Georgie Balfry
Jack Buchan
Siena Burnett
Teo Burton
Jack Cooper
Tom Grafftey-Smith
Freya Gregory

Emilia Lewis
Tilda Maculan
Lilah Moxon
Beth Tuke-Hastings
Jemima Walker
Leon Webb
Ben Worsley

4B
Freddie M Baker
Octavia Case
Poppy Clark
Jonny Edwards
Alys Evans
Theodore Hall
Guy Jardine

Jemima Keveth
Beatrice Leslie
Marcus May
Lily Pearman
Georgina Raphael
Maddy Smith

5A
Tom Baxter
India Case
Jessica Downton
Eloise Fanshawe
George Honeyborne
Amelia Kold
Griffin Mills

Amber Phillips
Alexandra Raphael
Mia Shaw
Felix Taylor-Kimmins
Edward Walker
Luke Wiles
Bertie Wilson

6W
Marcus Arkwright
Molly Combe
Jocasta Ferrigno
Charlie Gent
Alex Haynes
Henry Hellens
Luca Hyde
Thomas Jodrell

Bea Knight
Fergus Large
Jasper Lowde
Annabelle Martin
Lydia Newman
André Stamp
Jack Tucker
Cleo Whitcombe

5MB
Freddie J Baker
Hamish Brook
Arabella Brown
Romey Chappell-Young
Imogen Cooper
Charlie Davison
Gus Edwards
Tom Elliott

Jackson Flynn
Kitty Hiscox
James Kerr
Oliver Mullen
Eleanor Pridmore
Lotte Scheuner
Ella Tuke-Hastings

5F
Thomas Beattie
Ethan Bird
Frederic Delap
Jemima Landale
Ginny Lawrence
Rosie Lewis
Guy Mitchell

Thomas Morris
Kiki Severn
Harriet Simmons
Alexander Tubbs
Zara Verschoyle
Frederick Walker
Isabel Wray

8B
Benedict Barnes
Isabella Brodermann
Amber Dunne
Jack Gibson
Henry Golesworthy
Freddie Hellens
Lara Kuropatwa

Timmy Mayer
Imogen Mitchell
Maddie Moorsom
Jago Skelding
Tom Smith
Arabella Sopher

3N
Archie Baker
George Beattie
Jemima Fairer-Smith
Frederick Fawcett
Alfie Hellens
Jemima Honeyborne
Jack Jefferies
Hannie Maculan

Johnny McLaughlan
Lucy McLaughlin
Jack Pitman
Isabelle Playne
Sam Read
Santa Robbins
Robert Slatter
Emma Wray

7T
Rebecca Abingdon
Hugo Bailey
Sam Clifford
Alice Hall
Oscar Henry
Katinka Hughes
Alexandra Jardine

Finbar McConnell
Ana Mullen
Henry North
Rebecca Smith
George Standen McDougal
Piers Tabor
Alfie Weston

4R
Ned Agnew
Zachary Armitage
Iona Beattie
Millie Campbell
Nicole Dunlop
Meghan Edwards
Daisy Gough

Sacha Kapoor
Charles Maculan
Sebastian Mayer
Flora McKenzie Wylie
Amber Preston
Isabella Thomson
Emily Tubbs

6P
Alberto Amati
Sophie Elvin
Marcus Hudson
Sam Hughes
Hugo Mallinckrodt
Ben Mather
Cecilia Mayne
Toby Melvin

Theo Norman
Lotte Quinn
Beth Ransome
Paolo Ravano
Poppy Read
Honor Skelding
James Taylor-Kimmins

3H
Harry Ahearne
Charles Brook
George Carpenter
Ollie Comaish
James Edmonston
Anne Flynn
Minnie Galton-Fenzi
Isla Gregory

Jake Holloway
Autumn Miller Pyott
Isabella Morgan-Grenville
Alice Playne
Olivia Probert
Rosie Roche
Ella Thompson
Lawrence Van de Grift

4G
Atticus Adams
Alec Birtles
Angus Catto
Rosalie Craven
Sienna Hiscox
Wilbur Hyde
Jemima Lodge

Anna Mallinckrodt
Zara Mayer
Annika McIntyre
Tamara Nelson
Matilda Phillips
Lucas Sweet
Grace Tucker 
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Good afternoon and welcome to the 
Pre-prep prizegiving. This is the fifth 

year I have made such a speech, and at the 
risk of making it sound monotonous, I 
decided to turn to google for some ideas. 
Apparently I am meant to be innovative, 
constructive, interesting, dynamic, concise. 
And while doing all of these, I am meant 
to look nice and be funny...so here goes!

I will begin with reviewing the school 
year, starting with our youngest children 
in the Nursery. In a nutshell I know the 
magic of childhood has been successfully 
encapsulated, coupled with a first class 
introduction to learning. I want to take 
this opportunity to thank Victoria Abbosh 
and the excellent team of assistants, for the 
love and wonderful start they have given 
the children in their care. This time last 
year, we were not to know how successful 
the Nursery would be, but I am delighted 
that the number of children attending has 
more than doubled over the course of 
the year. 

I consider the Nursery as part of the 
Pre-prep - it is not a stand alone entity. 

The children have Forest School, are 
introduced to swimming, mini judo, 
music and movement, just like the rest of 
the children in the Pre-prep. They have 
enjoyed a trip to the Cotswold Farm Park, 
dressed up on their Pirate Day; had an 
airline pilot to visit; they had a tour of 
the school kitchen whilst learning about 
People who Help Us; a rare breed lamb 
and some rabbits even popped in to the 
Nursery to say hello - all in all a very busy 
and successful first year.

In the Pre-prep, our school visits have 
embraced a variety of different experiences 
for the children. Visits have included 
going to see The Emperor and the 
Nightingale at the OPENhouse Theatre  
in Stroud, visiting Cotswold Wildlife 
Park and Westonbirt Arboretum. The 
Year 2s travelled back in time when 
they experienced lessons in a Victorian 
classroom at Sevington, and went to the 
Bird of Prey Centre in Newent. We also 
had some visitors to the Pre-prep - Pete 
Reed, the Olympic Gold Medallist came 
to show his medals, and I have to share 
with you the best question a child asked 

- “Why are you wearing trainers?” Year 1 
built a huge tetrahedron, and Year 2s built 
a birdhouse at the Architecture Workshop; 
and Mexicolore brought the Aztecs to life 
for the children in Year 2. 

Performing Arts is a major part of the 
Pre-prep - a wide range of musical 
instruments, from the piano to the 
drums, featured in the Year 2 Musicians’ 
Concert. Our Drama productions have 
equally delighted audiences. The Nursery 
and Reception performed their Nativity 
play, Away in a Manger, while Years 1 
and 2 performed The Christingle. Year 
1 presented the wonderful Snow-White 
and the 11 Dwarfs play; and the Year 2s 
their Victorian Production. All children 
exhibited a piece of art at the school Art, 
Pottery and DT exhibition. I can safely say 
the Pre-prep certainly has some stars who 
are beginning to shine!

Sports Day was a great success this year, 
the new format proving very popular, with 
the children being kept active for the full 
hour and a half. Children continue to 
receive a games, PE and swimming lesson 
each week, and Mrs Price even managed to 
use the outdoor pool this year!

Our charitable giving has gone from 
strength to strength. For Harvest, we 
donated food to the Salvation Army; 
in November, we helped at home to raise 
money for Children In Need and raised a 
staggering £3,324; and in December we 
collected shoeboxes for the Samaritan’s 
Purse; and raised £810 for The James 
Hopkins Trust at the Christmas Sale. 
The Pre-prep did its bit for Comic Relief 
in March by collecting 10p coins - a 
competition between classes - where we 
raised £470; We read as many books as 
we could during a week in February and 
raised £1,013 for Readathon; The children 
also dressed as their favourite book 
character during bookfair week, raising 
£2,380 for new books. In total, almost 
£8,000 was given to charity this year alone.

The Pre-prep Department
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Extra-curricular activities all round are 
such a strength for our children, offering 
many varied clubs at lunchtimes and after 
school. These will be embellished next 
academic year with additional clubs such 
as Drum Group, Ocarinas, Sewing, and 
Mandarin.

The plethora of activities might lead 
you to think there is no time for normal 
schooling. Indeed, a few extra hours in 
a day would be useful. But the extra-
curricular and creative subjects support 
and do not displace the academic ones. 
Suffice to say that I remain astonished 
by what the children achieve, both in 
volume and quality and, most importantly, 
perhaps, in breadth. Our approach at 
Beaudesert is to give all children an 
education which is as all-round, and all-
encompassing as possible. The academic 
side of things is hugely important - but 
it is not the only thing that matters. 
When prospective parents first come to 
see us, they usually already know that our 
academic results are excellent. What tips 
the balance is often all the little extras 
which Pre-prep life provides. That broader 
and richer curriculum is what I like to call 
true education.  

I do actually have an interest in education. 
However when I meet someone at a 
dinner party and they ask what I do, I can 
see the blood run from their face! Why 
me?! Actually, I am never asked to dinner 
parties, because I am in education! But, 
when I turn the conversation around and 
ask about their education, they pin me to 
the wall. It is one of those things that goes 
deep with people. Everybody has been 
through education and everybody has an 
opinion on education.

Children starting school this year will 
be retiring in 2075 and nobody has a 
clue what the world will look like then. 
Futurologists predict that we will have the 
ability to communicate through thought 
transmission; we will have one single 
worldwide currency; there will only be 
three languages in the world - English, 
Spanish and Mandarin.  But the truth 
is, is that we do not know what it will be 
like - yet we are meant to be educating 

our children for it. When I started school, 
probably about the same time as most of 
you, little did our parents know that in the 
future we would have something called 
the internet; mobile phones were not even 
invented - neither were DVDs or even 
eBay!  The world is moving so fast. So 
what are we educating our children for?

Is it to launch into the world well-
rounded, able, self-assured young people? 
Is it to empower children to take the 
rough with the smooth and carve out 
for themselves a life, a career, a future? Is 
it to prepare the next generation for the 
economy? Should we be educating our 
children about sustainability?

The truth is that we do not know what 
a five year old child will be in the future. 
In fact that is not true because yesterday 
at lunch I heard a Year 1 boy  say to his 
friend, completely out the blue “When 
I grow up I am going to be a leader of 
men.” Simple! I had fun looking back at 
my school report from Primary One and 
if I were to believe my ballet teacher’s 
comments at age five, I should be the 
principal ballerina, performing with the 
Royal Ballet tonight in Covent Garden. 
Sadly my mother only broke it to me five 
years ago about the real reason I was asked 
to leave my ballet class, finally at age ten. 
It was not really to focus on my musical 
instruments, as I was led to believe, but 
because I was so utterly clumsy, there was 
really no hope! Despite all that, I like to 
think I turned out ok! But it still begs 
the question - what are we educating our 
children for?

I believe it is all of the reasons I have 
just mentioned, with creativity being the 
root. By creativity, I mean the process of 
letting children have original ideas that 
add value. And I believe it is as important 
in education as literacy and we should 
afford it the same status. We must teach 
children passionately, teach them to think 
for themselves;  allow them to discover 
things for the first time and have the spirit 
of enquiry to ask “what if ” or “why don’t 
I…”. We need children to share their ideas 
with peers, argue a point of view. We need 
to teach them the enjoyment of learning 

and how to become independent thinkers. 
I believe all should be at the heart of each 
lesson.

Children will learn to succeed and become 
creative if they are encouraged by teachers 
who believe in their potential. The service 
of the staff is crucial; it is their dedication, 
commitment, endeavours and inspiration 
which make the Pre-prep department so 
special. Teaching is never easy - neither on 
the mind nor the body. It requires energy, 
intellect and a whole range of skills and 
abilities. Teaching requires a profound love 
of one’s subject and a profound love, not 
only of the nurturing of young children, 
but of those young children themselves. 
I want to take this opportunity to thank 
both the teachers and the teaching 
assistants for their, as always, remarkable 
efforts this year. It has not been the 
easiest of years staffing wise in Year 1, but 
throughout the year, it has always been the 
children who have been at the forefront 
of our minds - we have provided them 
with continuity, and the best care possible. 
What could have been an unsettling 
time for the children, went unnoticed by 
them, partly due to Mrs Chinnick’s and 
Mrs Bingham’s support, and love. Thank 
you. I also particularly want to thank Mrs 
McCarrick and Mrs Naish, who came to 
our rescue - they both agreed to take on 
significant workloads at very short notice 
and have provided a wonderful year for the 
children in their classes - for that I offer 
them both considerable debts of gratitude. 

I hope you have enjoyed this year as much 
as we have. However, we would not be 
able to offer all that we do without the 
help and encouragement from parents 
and I would like to thank you for your 
continued support.

The children in Year 2 have experienced all 
sorts of new challenges in the Pre-prep and 
we pride ourselves on giving them the best 
possible start in life. Boys and girls - take 
with you a love of learning and respect 
for one another, and I hope you have a 
wonderful time in the Prep school and 
come back to visit us. 

KSEH
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The Nursery
Exploring early mark making, 
writing, numbers and shapes.

Children recognising numbers 
that are important to them
“I am two!”

Enjoying a challenge and developing fine motor skills 
whilst they play.

Discovering shapes as we build outside.

Enjoying our favourite books and sharing them with friends

Making shapes with playdough.

Hairy letter game on the iPad 
to support letter writing.

Finding shapes in our classroom 
on our shape hunt!
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For our theme last term...

We talked to people who help us in the 
school and learnt all about what they do. 
We also had a visitor pilot who works for 
Virgin Atlantic Airlines.

Mr Manning shows Alfie what a 
builder/joiner does.

Listening to our Catering Manager telling 
us about her busy day in the kitchen.

Alice put a bandage on the baby. 
We learnt how to be kind and show we care.

A pilot visits to talk about his exciting job 
flying a plane across the sea!

Adam Henson’s 
Cotswold Farm Park
We met Adam Henson from Countryfile!

Feeding the baby lambs. Holding new born chicks!

Feeding the rare breed goats. Exploring the rare breed farm. Climbing the giant tractor climbing frame.

Sister Davies shows children what she has 
in her medical bag.
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On Friday I went to the Cotswold 
wildlif park. I saw a giraf and we 
saw a goot. 
We saw a munkee and we saw a 
rinosirus. I went to the chrayn wiv mi 
frens. I saw a tirkee it was maycing a 
noys. They was rabbits. They was a 
baybee rabit. I love it veree much. 
On the trayn Florence is hat fel off. 
Mi frens they ar calld Lewis and Ayla 
and Eden and Olly. I saw a caml wiv 
2 humps.

Poppy Baker
Rec B

Cotswold 
Wildlife Park

BEAUDESERT PARK MAGAZINE Autumn 2013

On Friday we went to the Cotswold 
wildlife park and I found A rinow. 
He had to horns and he had for feet 
but bee for I went to see the uthr 
anoomools I will tel you mor a about 
the rinow. He haz not poyntee eers. 
His eers ar 1 hump to mayc A eers.

Rose Phillimore
Rec B

Indian people wer saris. 
And sumtims ride on elephants.
and sumtims have monsoons.
In india  thay ride in rickshaws.
They have lots of animals in india and 
eat bnamas and mangos and pineapples 
and avocados and coconuts and curry 
and rice. And sumtims go to the 
taj mahal. And have bollywood pattys. 
And when peopple diy. They go to 
tempols. And dont have eny filds.

Ayla Nannes
Rec B

India Seals have for flips and thay eet fish and thay swim a lot. Thay can swim fast. 
Thay liv in the Antarctic. Elfun seals ar the bigs seal in the holl wid wirld. Elfunt 
seals eet fish as well. Lepad seals eet pengwins. Thay ar the scairree ist seals in the 
holl wId wirld. Walrus ar meedm seals thay have tux.

Lewis Ely
Rec B

Seals

Today im going to Africa. I got a camouflaged car and we wet parst a prighd ov lions 
and thay did not see me becos I have a camouflaged lion car. I have a zebra car and I fet 
tighyird after my xplor.

Sam MacIntosh
Rec B

On Safari

Penguins lay eggs and they prtect thair eggs. 
The dady penguin loocs arftir the eggs. 
Wen the baby penguin grows into a dady 
penguin the penguin can go to get fish.

Eden Stringer
Rec B

Penguins

INDIGO BURTON
REC B

WILLIAM MOFFATT
YEAR 1T
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I love the meercats beec theay are funee. We sor a lepood 
sleepeeng in the twees. We had ay pincnic and wet on a trayn. 
I love the penguin. The camlcs fri is forling of.

Rosie Holloway
Rec S

Trip to the Cotswold 
Wildlife Park

At the sfaree park I sor pwayngwins and I likt the mungk 
swinging on the rowp and the meek cats. We wnet on at 
chrayn. We sor the kamels. It was the best day. 
The leptrd was sleeping in the trees. His tayl was hanging 
doyn. The krokody was big than me. I had minee chedus in 
mi pac lunch ytumee.

Eliza Fleming
Rec S

In India the rowd is bisy. 
Nevu cros the rowd.
Daynjrus rowds. 
In India the trayns a veree big.
And pepl sit on the roof.

Sam Jones
Rec S

Acrostic India Poem

I liked the meeucatz bcoo they can clim up trees. I lick the 
pegwinz divng in the wootu. The crocudil looktee lic a roc. 
The camal had 2 humps.

Archie Roche
Rec S

I sor zebru and rinow in the feeld. The rinow was enorms. 
We went on the trayn and my hat floo of in the wind. 
The treayn drivu stopd the trayn and picd it up. We ten 
went too the retlhous. We sor a hooj shayc and a croudl.

Florence Wiles
Rec S

The see is bloo and wom. I am werin a snorkl. I can 
see a seehors and a shark. Mi hart is beetin farst as I am 
vere scerd.

Caspar Burns
Rec S

Under the Sea

QUITTERIE PEPPIATT
REC B
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I’m the evil queen in Snow White and the 11 dwarfs have to kill Snow White but 
Snow White comes back alive but I get killed by two bears, Scurge and I.

Abigail Akeroyd
1J

Snow White

On Sunday it is Mother’s Day 
and I will make a cup of tea and 
I will pick her some flowers.

Harry Jefferies
1J

Mother’s Day

On my holiday I went skiing and I went to Tresco but I do not want to write 
about Tresco. I got a five star badge and I am not even in five star. I can ski backwards 
and on one leg and on the other leg and do jumps and do skills for bumps.

Max Craven
1J

Holiday

Yesterday we went on a school trip. 
We were put into groups. After that we 
went on a coach. Then we had a snack. 
Then we went to play animals. I had lots 
of fun because the teachers had to be a tree 
and we had to be animals. We learnt about 
how precious the trees were to animals. 
Then we had lunch. I had my crisps first 
and I had a sandwich, then the apple juice 
and my kit kat. Then we went onto 
the field and had a play on the ground. 
Then we did some work and went home 
on the coach.

Millie Ellis
1J

Trip to Westonbirt 
Arboretum

We went to Westonbirt Arboretum. 
We were in a hurry because we would be 
late for the coach. When we arrived I felt 
really excited. The person taught us about 
trees. We made soil soup.

What did we put in the soil soup?

Stones air, feathers, leaves and water petals.

Rory Van de Grift
1J

She has long brown hair 
and turquoise eyes.
She has reddish lips and is very tall
Her feet are size 12 half
And she is very helpful!!

Emily McMurtry
1J

Wanted

ORLO CLARK
YEAR 2B

DARCEY HODGES
 YEAR 1J



S ledges zoom through the snow
N ight falls the moon glistening
O rnaments everywhere made of ice
W inter is coming

F luttering snowflakes
A ngels are coming
I cicles are shining
R ooftops are covered in snow
Y awning mouths and dreaming

Bryn Evans
1T

Snow Fairy

I am a squirrel. I told Snow White do not 
open the door but the Evil Queen gave 
Snow White the apple. Snow White fell 
to the ground. The dwarfs came back and 
they began to cry. Then a boy came to 
Snow White and kissed Snow White.

Skye Turner
1T

Snow White

When I was going up the stairs I was 
feeling nervous. When I was going down 
the slide I felt afraid. In Bowood House 
the slide was big. After the picnic we had 
a bike ride at a hotel.

Enzo Cuellar
1T
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I played on our slide. I put the hose on the slide and made it into a 
waterslide. I played on the slide for a while and we had a barbecue. 
We had some nice food.

Elliot Ransome
1T

What I did on holiday

I went to a dog show. We saw lots of dogs. I was with my granny. 
We had lots of fun. We had an ice cream with a chocolate flake. 
I really wanted the golden retriever to win and it did win.

Clementine Buchan
1T

I went to the beach. I found some shells. The shells are pretty. 
I went home. When I got home I went on a bike with my 
daddy and my cousin to the Somerford Arms. We had a drink 
and sweets. Afterwards we went home.

Lara Worsley
1T
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I had been waiting for this day for a month. When we walked into the stadium there was 
lots of cheering and jeering. When we went to our seats I found out that we were near the 
front and I could not resist the smell of the hot dogs. Then a man walked in and he had 
a sword and a helmet so I knew he was going to fight. Then a lion came in and roared. 
Then the man looked at the lion. The lion looked at the man. Then something strange 
happened. The man kissed the lion’s paw. The crowd went silent. They had never seen 
anything like it. Then the crown began to cheer, “Set him free, set him free, set him free!” 
And they did. This was the best day of my life.

Frieda McLean
2B

Androcles and the Lion

After reading AA Milne’s stories about 
Winnie the Pooh, we wrote about our 
own toys.

Once upon a time in a warm 
playroom lived a turtle called 
Cuddles. He was very bored. 
Then he thought he would go on an 
adventure. So he went to Banana his 
friend but he said no thanks so he 
plodded on. One day Banana woke 
up. He remembered that Cuddles was 
going on an adventure. “Oh no,” said 
Banana. “Chaos! Chaos! He is going 
to cause chaos! I have to go with 
him!” So he went. 

Then Cuddles got stuck in the toy 
box. “Help, Help! I am stuck in the 
toy box!” Banana could hear him. 
He got him out. Then they went 
home. They could not wait to tell 
Harry.

Harry Smith
2B

This story is 
about Cuddles 
the Turtle

I have been in my shell for one whole month. I wanted to come out so 
I stretched until I felt my egg crack. It was Sunday morning. I was hot. 
I popped my head out. I was waiting for my brothers and sisters to 
hatch. Then Mummy duck taught us how to waddle. Then we had our 
first swimming lesson. Mummy got in first. We were all scared. Mummy 
said, “ Jump.” I went to the edge. I took a deep breath, shut my eyes 
and jumped. Then everybody was in. We swam down the stream. 
Mummy called us to the side to get out. Then we waddled back to the 
nest. It was really fun. I cannot wait until we can go swimming again.

Max Dunne
2B

Ducks and ducklings

I am Mummy duck. I have been sitting for a month. On Sunday 
morning there was a crack!! A face popped out. I taught them how 
to walk. Then it was time to swim. I jumped in the water. 
The ducklings were frightened. Then they jumped. 
We swam over to the dam.

Edgar Bajeux
2B

One dark starry night, as Lily Murdoch lay in her warm bed, she heard a faint tinkling 
sound. It was coming from her closed door and as she watched, a lilac light appeared 
and Lily just could not resist jumping out of bed and creeping across her bedroom to 
her door. With a shaking hand she turned the doorknob and peeped round the door. 
As soon as she did, she felt herself shrink. When she stopped she was fairy size. She flew 
into the land of fairies. She was greeted by a crowd of fairies who flew up to her as if they 
had expected her all along. One of the fairies gave Lily a pretty pink dress and another 
gave her an invitation to a fairy dinner banquet. Later as Lily was eating her food, she 
heard a faint sound. It sounded like the grandfather clock back at home. She flew back 
to the door. She felt herself grow and she went through the door and got back into bed. 
What an adventure.

Evie Jones
2B

A Magical Adventure

Once upon a time there lived a polar 
bear. He lived at the North Pole. He was 
twenty-six when this happened. He was 
very good at killing. One day he was 
walking along when he saw something 
he had never seen before. He crept out 
of sight. As soon as he could see it, he 
ran round him and fell onto the ice to 
camouflage himself. Suddenly he struck 
out! He did not realise that it was a snow 
leopard. They circled each other and you 
could hear their roars and their growling. 
You could hear their gnashing teeth. 
They leapt at each other. They scratched 
and bit each other. The polar bear won. 
He was lucky to be in one piece.

Daniel Rawle
2B

The Polar 
Bear Strikes
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F ingers are like ice cubes
R olling snowballs down the hill to make a snowman
O spreys swooping from tree to tree guarding their nests
S now angels glitter and dance in the snow
T winkling icicles fall from the roof
Y ou step in the snow and see your footprints

F rosty trees have lost their leaves
R osy cheeks on children having snowball fights
O ne million snowflakes fluttering down on people’s hats
Z ipping down the hills on a toboggan
E verything looks wintry and bare
N uthatches hanging on the bird feeder
2LW

Winter

Yesterday we went to the Bird of Prey Centre in Newent. The coolest bit of my day was 
when Harris the Hawk was 50cms away from me and when the eagle swooped down 
and nearly took my hat off! The funny part was when the owls copied us. That was the 
first time that I had been there. I want to go again. It was a lot of fun.

Alfie Binns
2LW

Trip to the Bird of Prey Centre

My favourite place is my bedroom. I like going there because I like playing top 
trumps and escaping from my little sister. My favourite toy is my train set. I can hear 
my train go round the track and clatter through the tunnel. I read my steam train and 
aeroplane books. My room makes me happy because I play all sorts of games and I 
feel happy when I look out of the window.

Ben Nielsen
2LW

My Favourite Place
Once on a misty morning a baby 
seagull called Fluffy hatched out 
of its egg. Then he walked further 
and then he realised that he was 
on a cliff. It was very high. 
He tried to fly but his wings were 
too floppy and when he tried he 
just fell down into his nest. His 
master said if you do not fly we 
will leave you to starve. Just then 
he saw his mother with a piece 
of fish. He really wanted to eat it 
so he went caw caw caw and his 
mother flew over to him and held 
the fish up but he could not reach 
it. Just then he wobbled and fell 
off the cliff!! He was falling!! 
He was frightened. Then he 
spread his wings and he flew down 
to his mother. She was so pleased 
that he could fly.

Bonamie Armitage
2LW

First Flight

I thought the Easter holiday was 
going to be really boring but you 
will never guess what happened…

On Good Friday my sister Vic and 
my brother Ed came to stay and on 
Saturday my brother Tom came to stay 
for Easter. George and I had a week 
of tennis and a week in London. In 
London we climbed the Shard. From 
the outside the Shard is 1600 feet tall. 
We went on the cable car and went 
heeling in Battersea Park. Monday we 
were sewing a patchwork pillowcase 
and yesterday we went to Westonbirt 
Arboretum to have a look at all the 
trees. We went on a trail to find things. 
Today my alarm clock woke me up 
and I got dressed.

Flora Scurr
2LW

Easter Holiday
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Wednesday 8th May 1837

My day at Sevington starts with the long tiring walk to the school with the rain hitting 
my face like hail. Then I hear a faint old brass bell with a wooden handle. We line 
up separate from the girls with our feet together and hands to ones sides pointing to 
God’s good earth. After that we got a hand, nail and feet check to make sure you are 
clean. I give my penny to ma’am to pay for the coal and oil for the fire and the oil 
lamps and then one penny goes into the poor box. After we go to the schoolroom, 
we take the register and everyone says, “Present, ma’am”. We prayed to God and sang 
All Things Bright and Beautiful. When we finished the hymn we got a slate and slate 
pencil and wrote the date. We do some maths. In maths we have columns with money. 
At the top there are some money signs and under them two numbers and under them 
the answer. I stay in the schoolroom, get ready to get out my ink handwriting book 
and start to write. After that we get to make a bees wax candle. Then we go to talk 
about what you can do with bees’ honey. We helped ma’am scare the birds away. 
Then science. We looked at the oil lamp and inside there was a wick. Then a simple 
lunch of a little sandwich and an apple. At playtime we had a cricket match. We did 
another afternoon register – because many boys left in the afternoon to help their 
fathers on the farm. Then we took a reading book and read two stories. After that we 
looked at the punishment instruments – the cane, finger stock and the posture board.
And that is the end of the day.

Tom Ratcliffe
2O

Day in the Life of a Victorian Child

Dear Mummy,

You are special because you cook spaghetti 
so well. Thank you Mummy for letting me 
have an Indian take away. Thank you for 
reading Wombles at bedtime. Thank you 
for cuddling me and kissing me.
Love 

Mathilde Davey
2O

Dear Mummy

I was sitting in front of an exquisite 
fairytale palace on this beautiful 
summer’s day. There was a sweet 
smell of roses and fairies were 
fluttering around the palace. There 
was lovely summer music. Then a 
little light blue butterfly settled on 
my hand, I felt dreamy. The fairytale 
palace was very pale blue and the 
roof was pink and the windows were 
purple. It had a huge red door. The 
palace was on a mountain and had a 
moat around it and a golden gate.

Flora MacIntosh
2O

The Palace
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Pre-prep

2LW
Hector Adams
Bonamie Armitage
Alfie Binns
Coco Haycraft Mee
Archie Hunter
Ottie Landale
Arthur Maculan
Beatrice Montgomerie

Ben Nielsen
Max Rowlands
Flora Scurr
Will Shipsey
Annabel Smith
Lewis Smith
Molly Standen McDougal

2B
Edgar Bajeux
Orlando Clark
Max Dunne
Hannah Edmonston
Jessica Heynes
Zach Hitchcock-Smith
Evie Jones
Hector Large

Frieda McLean
Saskia Meakin
Maximillian Morris
Rex Preston
Daniel Rawle
Harry Smith
James Stapleton
Lucy Tuke-Hastings

1T
Elysia Ahearne
Archie Baker
Freddie Biddulph
Clementine Buchan
Frederic Champniss
Zoe Cole
Enzo Cuellar
Bryn Evans
Hebe Heynes

Clementine Hill
Jago Lamb
William Moffatt
Aggie Pearman
Elliot Ransome
Archie Thomson
Skye Turner
Lara Worsley

1J
Abigail Akeroyd
Max Anthony Craven
Emma Downton
Millie Ellis
Rose Evans-Gough
Herbie Hiscox
Darcey Hodges
Harry Jefferies
Camilla Keveth

Bel McLaughlin
Emi McMurtry
Sophia Meakin
Rafe Phillips
Barney Pridmore
Ursula Rowland
Rory Van de Grift
Toby Wickett

Reception S
Caspar Burns
Rufus Edmonds
Tom Evans-Gough
Honor Fanshawe
Eliza Fleming
Rosie Holloway
Sam Jones

Ivory Miller Pyott
George Pegg
Archie Roche
Sabine Breezy
Milo Thomson
Benjamin Tuke-Hastings
Florence Wiles

Reception B
Arthur Bajeux
Poppy Baker
Indigo Burton
Lewis Ely
Lili Evans
Oliver Goldby
Tom Hack

Samuel MacIntosh
Ayla Nannes
Quitterie Peppiatt
Rose Phillimore
Archie Robbins
Arthur Smith
Eden Stringer
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Nursery
Herbie Ahearne
Amelia Akeroyd
Finlay Akeroyd
Mamie Armitage
Darcey Connors-Jones
Lauren Cuellar
Alfie Ellis
Patrick Figgis
Freddie Goldby
Red Goodman
Indigo Gordon
Wolfie Haycraft Mee
Harry Hughes
Zac Hughes
Beatrice Hulbert
Jack Hulbert
Callum Learmont

Finley McLean
Oliver Mitchell
Annie Nielsen
Oliver Raphael
Sophie Ratcliffe
Tess Rowland
Ella Sharpe
Alice Stevens
Johnnie Stockdale
Ozy Stockdale
Aaron Stringer
Freya Suckle
Finn Tierney
Max Tierney
Frederick Whittaker
Martha Windeler

2O
Phoebe Brown
Holly Bullock
Vaughan Byworth
Monty D’Arcy Rice
Mathilde Davey
Margot Evans-Gough
Freddie Hack
India Hamilton-Burnet

Flora MacIntosh
Max Nannes
Kitty Pritchard
Tom Ratcliffe
George Scurr
Rosie Smith
Woody Walker
Luca Webb

The pirate bird has silver shiny evil 
eyes. His wingspan is a meter long! 
On his wings it has pirate skeleton 
bones. It has scary wings! It’s claws 
are razor sharp and blazing gold. 
Silver comes out of its claws. It is a 
fierce strong bird and it likes to eat 
black ants. It lays 2 eggs a year and 
it is a very nasty bird. It lives in a big 
nasty cave.

Woody Walker
2O

The Pirate Bird

Lily is a gardener. She has dark brown 
soft hair and far too long jeans. Lily 
has a red jumper and sparkly blue eyes. 
Lily is a funny giggly girl. Lily is not 
good at getting up. Lily’s voice is soft 
and very gentle. Lily smells like a 
chocolate brownie. Lily is very kind.

Holly Bullock
2O

Lily
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HARVEY GEARON
YEAR 6
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This is a sweet that when sucked
Will make a fizzing sound with little explosions
Your tongue will feel a warm strike
Which is a flame and will make fire.
It has a tail that tickles the back of your throat
And makes you jump.
Its eyes have a twinkle which makes a tingle
Wherever they touch.
It has a flavour of noodles, which are hot
And when you reach the centre it makes a strawberry boom!
Its colours are blue with a little purple tail
And gold spikes on its back.

Tom Elliott
Year 5

The Sugar Puff 
Mini DragonDeserted. The gentle lapping of the glimmering blue waves is the only 

sound coming into my ears. A lonesome, chipped wooden boat is lying 
behind me. It was full of life once, brightly painted and practically 
grinning. But now all that remains is broken planks of rotting wood, 
as lifeless as a corpse. There may be other smells here, but the only one 
familiar to my brain is death. Heat. The sun is trying to drain out every 
drop of moisture in my skin. This ball of fire is trying to murder me, 
as it did my father.

Every step I take brings back undesirable memories. The sand scorches 
the soles of my feet like hot coal. Why am I here? What can I do to 
bring him back? I come to a halt. Dropping to my knees, a single tear 
runs down my face as salty as the ocean before me. Lying on my back, 
I wait. Wait to join my father.

Lara Winfrey
Year 8

Deserted Beach

“Now I do not want you two playing down by the pond, 
you know it is dangerous,” said Mrs Walker, putting a plate 
into the dishwasher. Jemima and Tilda nodded as if they 
understood.

Ten minutes later they reached the pond cautiously, they 
stared at the water. The water was still misty and brown. 
Although it looked dangerous, Jemima grinned at her friend. 
She took the rope swing that dangled from an overhanging 
tree and leaped out over the pond. She swung backwards 
and forwards whooping like a chimpanzee. Although Tilda 
was laughing inside she was quite scared. She knew that she 
would have to swing over the pond next.

“Are you scared, Tilda?” asked Jemima, staring at her. Tilda 
did not want her friend to think that she was a wimp so she 
ran back, leapt out and sailed across the pond skimming the 
water with her hand. But halfway over the rope broke and 
Tilda crashed into the water. Jemima gasped because she 
knew that Tilda could not swim.

Desperately Jemima leapt in. At first she could see nothing, 
just pitch black and tadpoles swimming under her feet. 
Then she saw blue, it was Tilda’s trousers. Frantically Jemima 
grabbed it and tugged Tilda to the side. Tilda lay against a 
tree gasping and wheezing like an old man.

Jemima Walker
Year 3

The Pond



Rose leaves
Big leaves
Brightly coloured autumn leaves
Mist in the rainfall
Sparkling holly leaves
Drench down of prickly leaves
Carpets of leaves falling off trees
Hedgehogs snuffling in the leaves
Jumping
Splat
Ouch!! That hurt
Leaves start inter-twining the fence
Thick carpets of leaves
Oh no I can only see leaves - but very pretty.

Isabella Thomson
Year 4

Autumn Leaves
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I am writing to you to tell you about my wonderful brand new house. I will take you 
through it room by room. Firstly of all my bedroom, the bed talks and sings. It rocks 
me to sleep and has a built-in radio and alarm clock. My desk does my homework. 
Next the bathroom. The bath runs itself and adds its own bubble mixture and the 
loo automatically flushes. My toothbrush brushes my teeth.

All the four walls of the TV room are televisions. In the kitchen the oven cooks the 
meals itself and when I clap my hands the lights go on and off. My parents’ room has 
a super colour shower where the water is a rainbow colour. In their room there is also 
a vibrating sofa that gives the most wonderful massages.

In the hall there is an automatic shoelace-tying machine, which doubles up as a 
shoe cleaner and repairer. In the dining room the candles light themselves and 
table lays itself when I stamp my feet.

We have a time machine in the garden and a teleporter that transports me to 
different countries – today I think I will go to Patagonia!

Oliver Coker
Year 6

My Amazing House

Let them be as house dogs
Trapped in a warm house
Being fed at specific times each day.

I would rather be the lone wolf
Howling to the tune of the moon
They may lie in warm, woollen beds,
Lazily dozing away, but
I will be chasing the snow white stag
Adrenaline pushing me onwards.

While they bask beside a blazing fire,
Warming their filled bellies,
I shall sleep on a pile of bones 
In the freezing cave, content.

As I pad though iridescent light
Free of all care, 
They shall be being strangled on the end
Of a harsh chain, slowly choking.

I shall be fleeing the hunter,
While they shall be chasing sticks like the
Mongrels that they are.

I shall pluck diamonds from the sky
They shall pluck diced chicken from 
a bowl.

I would rather be a wolf...

Sapphire Graham
Year 8

The Wolf

LYDIA NEWMAN
YEAR 6 
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I, like most of the human population hate Justin Bieber and all of his songs. 
So I wonder why he appears so frequently in newspapers and magazines? I believe 
that he takes up a considerably large amount of editorial space that should be used for 
articles that most people want to read. The only time a person should hear the words
Justin Bieber is when for some stupid reason one of his songs is on the radio at 
which point most people will promptly switch the radio OFF!!

Finbar McConnell
Year 7

Justin Bieber is Rubbish

The rain pattered on the sand around me. The raindrops dribbled down my face. 
I was soaking. I looked up to the sky – grey clouds everywhere throwing down 
endless rain to the ground below. The sea, a churning white mass of foam and water 
crashing down on the shore below like a huge beast, obliterating anything in its 
path, throwing up jellyfish from the sea onto the shore. I started trudging along the 
sodden beach, completely lost in my own thoughts. The sand that would usually 
be a luxurious white was now grey. The sun was still trying to beam through the 
clouds. I looked out to sea, nothing much apart from the odd fisherman. Some of 
them tangled in their nets, a trapped soul struggling to get out. Suddenly pain flared 
up my ankle causing me to collapse. On my foot was a tentacle causing a stinging, 
slimy sensation. I grabbed the tentacle and flung it out to sea as far as I could…

Sebastian D’Arcy Rice
Year 7

A Rainy Morning on the Beach

Once there were three friends, 
The first spent much of its time in the air. 
The second enjoyed life on the water. 
The third lived under the ground. 
Each day the three friends met together 
to talk about the things they knew best.

The one who flew about in the air knew 
a great deal about what was happening 
in the world down below. The one who 
enjoyed life on the water saw very little 
beyond the riverbank and swam up and 
down listening to the water sounds. The 
underground friend did not have much to 
say as his day was spent in total darkness.

Lucas Sweet
Year 4

Friends

I looked down at the mass of red 
shirted spectators madly waving their 
supporters’ scarves, whilst tucking into 
my hot dog. I glanced at Dad’s excited 
face and watched the snowflakes settle 
on his hair. I buttoned my jacket and 
felt glad from the warmth received 
from my hot dog. 

All of a sudden the crowd became 
bigger. I shivered, I felt the feeling that 
the players were about to come on and 
the crowd got bigger and bigger.  Glory 
Man United, glory glory Man United. 
The chanting rose higher and higher 
and out of the tunnel came David 
de Gea with two young supporters 
dressed in kit to match the rest of the 
Manchester United players. Soon all 
my favourite team were lined up and 
then we all sang the National Anthem. 
My tummy whirled with excitement. I 
could not wait for the match to start.

Archie Baker
Year 3

Seeing 
Manchester 
United for the 
First Time

ANNABEL GOURIET
YEAR 7 
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A single flake of ash falling like 
a shell onto no man’s land. 
The burning sensation of fear. 
The focus of the men, who lived, 
fought and consequently died in this 
trench.  I close my eyes but like the 
never-ending barrage of German 
bombs, they just keep coming.

The sky a mirror of the earth, waves 
of mud and the dreary grey stretching 
on for miles and miles. My heart 
pounding like the many barrage guns 
behind me. A ladder. The stairway 
to heaven and the stairway to hell. 
Climbing. Trying desperately to miss 
every rung. Up and over. Running, 
running and falling.

Intense agony screaming through my 
veins like a spitfire. Death a reality. 
Reality a dream. The dream is a 
nightmare. The night sky dotted with 
prickles of light and smeared by trails 
of screaming shells.

Screaming, that is what I would be 
doing now. If I could. Lying on the 
seabed. Drowning in my own blood. 
Sinking fast. Peppered with bullets 
and roasted by fire we truly are a 
meal fit for those filthy Hun. 
I cannot truly die, but I am not truly 
alive. Condemned to spend eternity 
lying here.

Alex Comaish
Year 8

Morning in the 
Trenches

The snow is coming and it’s getting dark.
The tree is standing there silent and still like a boney corpse.
The wind whistles and it blows a gale as the snow begins to fall.
The snowflakes look like tears falling from the heaven.

As the snow falls the tree is slowly shrouded in a white cloak.
So now it is no longer of this world. The tree looms ethereally
out of the snow covered ground.
No longer a skeletal excuse but a majestic God like presence in the landscape.

But as the days slowly get light the snow starts to melt 
until there is nothing at all, 
But after winter there is spring and the birth of new life
As little green buds peep out of the world.

Winter has just ended but spring has just begun.

Marcus Hudson
Year 6

The Winter Tree

B ang woosh crackle went the exploding fireworks searing across the sky

O utside in the freezing cold I see a blazing bonfire in the moonlit fields.

N ovember is the amazing day we remember Guy Fawkes

F rightening fireworks shoot up towards the stars and explode in midair.

I n the autumn icy air a crackling bonfire alights in the darkness

R ockets zoom about racing each other to explode

E xcellent cracking fireworks sizzle into the sky and fade into the darkness

Rosie Roche
Year 3

Bonfire Night Poem

One stormy day I was strolling in the woods. I did not know where I was. I was meant 
to be walking home. Suddenly there it was again, a noise, it sounded like someone was 
whispering my name. I was scared, very scared.

I looked around several times but saw nothing except an enormous broken down building. 
I thought that the building would be a very good place to hide in. I ran so fast, it felt like I 
was floating in midair.

I got there somehow. Wait a minute, the air was speaking to me! It was saying, “Go back,” 
constantly but I did not listen. This was a good hiding place so I hid there and then I 
heard it again...

Ethan Bird
Year 5

Afraid
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Mr Warts
Mr Warts had a very fat tummy and his 
head was covered with wrinkles. He was 
smelly and nasty. Mr Warts was allergic 
to birthdays. He puts poison in people’s 
drinks and ruins everyone’s lives. He is an 
old hag, punches police officers, goes into 
toy shops and chops all the teddy bears’ 
heads off! He thinks babies are ugly. 
Mr Warts has nits and greasy green hair. 
He is weird and picks his warty nose.

Mrs Lovely
Mrs Lovely has a pet called chop sticks. 
She has brown eyes and soft light brown 
hair that she wears in a plait. She is kind 
and thoughtful. When she plays lots 
of beautiful music on her harp everyone 
hears it. She works hard grooming horses, 
smells lovely and she is the prettiest lady 
anyone has ever seen.

Grace Tucker
Year 4

Mr Warts 
& Mrs Lovely

One dark, gloomy day I went to have some ale 
and I saw Bess at her dad’s inn. I was shocked 
because she was so beautiful and I nearly fell 
off my horse.  She was so much older 
than me. I told her I will come and get her. 
I came and tapped on the window but the 
window was barred, so I whistled then she 
opened the window. I told her to wait till 
morning and if I did not come, wait till dark 
falls. She waited but I did not come in the 
morning nor did I come when darkness fell.

King George’s men were there and I did not 
know that they had gagged Bess. When I 
came riding down the lane I heard a gun fire. 
I thought that one of King George’s men had 
fired the gun so I galloped off. Later on in the 
village I heard that it was Bess who fired the 
gun and not one of King George’s soldiers. 
I rode back, charged at the soldiers and they 
shot at me. I did all this because I could not 
live without Bess.

Felix Taylor-Kimmins
Year 5

The Highway Man

LOTTIE BURNS
YEAR 7 

One day I found an elephant on the lawn. He was just there staring at me. 
I waved my arm, wildly shouting at him to go away but it took one look 
into his heavily lashed eyes to see that he was not going to move! I could not 
wait for him to move. I was in a hurry to get to school, so there was only one 
thing I could do. I had to take him to school!! “Come on, Fred,” I called, as 
I thought that maybe he would want a name. Then it hit me, Fred was not a 
Fred, in fact he was not a he but a she. “Come on, Fiona,” I coxed gently 
and soon enough we were out on the road with everyone staring at us. 
We rounded the corner and in front of us was my school. I hid Fiona behind 
the wall and ran inside, just as the bell went and lessons started. To my horror 
Fiona came along the path behind me, so I went back and hid her behind 
the wall again and this time I told her to stay and ran back to my classroom. 
At the end of the day I took her to the zoo. The keeper said, “Thank you for 
finding her.” I went home feeling happy that Fiona the elephant was safe.

Rosalie Craven
Year 4

The Day I Found an 
Elephant on the Lawn
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The mist slithered around the green and white giants
Icicles hung from the grimy roof.
Their dagger sharp ends waited for a victim.
The snow spread across the frozen leaves.
I jumped as a cold shiver sprinted down my spine.
My blanket strangled me as I pulled it closer.
The weakened branches stretched out to scratch the window.
Little footprints paraded the white cloak.
A blizzard charged towards the forest,
Crashing into trees, leaving nothing but rubble.
No one would hear you scream
No one but the ice murderer.

Honor Skelding
Year 6

Winter Windows

Although the sun is shining outside, inside my head is full of darkness. The thunder 
clouds crash and lightning charges through my veins, causing me to strike anything I can. 
Anything that will cause me more pain than the one that will scar my mind for eternity.

Out of my window I see content children splashing about in the bubbling brook. 
Pale, fluffy white is splattered over a sky blue canvas. The sun’s rays glinting and making 
the azure water shimmer. I want to smile, but I can’t because this reminds me of him again. 
How I used to be one of the grinning children down there by the stream. Memories bring 
sadness and I taste the salty raindrops that have fallen from my misty eyes once more.

I curl up into the corner, rocking gently, whimpering quietly. Trying to comfort myself in 
the absence of his love. Those arms that used to hold me, protect me. Together with him, 
I felt like nothing could stop us and nothing could break us apart. Now I feel like I will 
never start again. He was the rainbow against my storm, always there when the raindrops 
fell and I needed a shoulder to cry on. But now he has gone. All that is left are the heavy 
rain clouds that flood my mind.

He always told me that he still loved me. He told me that it was just my mother that he 
no longer wanted to be with. He told me that one day, I would understand. I wish that 
day had come sooner...

You never know how much you need someone or how much you rely on them...until they 
are gone. I will never forget him, I can’t forget him. He was bright sunshine, in a world of 
grey, black, charcoal. No matter what happens, I will always regret and remember the day 
he died on that serene summer’s afternoon. That day when the clouds reached down and 
took him for their own, on that serene summer’s afternoon.

Now it is my time to walk away into the sunset. I won’t look back but I will keep dreaming 
about his vibrancy and about his words, “Never give up on us, together we can face the 
world, change the world. Just promise me one thing, don’t let the world change you.”

Serena Slatter
Year 8

Summer Afternoon

On Saturday two families came over 
to stay for the Badminton Horse Trials. 
They stayed for two days and three 
nights. On Saturday night we watched a 
movie. I watched The Pirate and the girls 
watched The Hunger Games and the other 
boys watched Home Alone 2. Afterwards 
we brushed our teeth and went to bed. 
The next day we rushed down the stairs as 
fast as our legs could go to breakfast. 

Then we went to Badminton. It was 
amazingly hot. I had two ice creams and a 
pick and mix – it was brilliant.

My granny was a fence judge at 
Badminton. The course was really hard but 
the horses made it look easy. It was getting 
late and we walked to our car and drove 
off home.  When we got home we played 
a football match. The teams were Archie, 
Angus, Hamish and myself. Our team won 
17 - 10.

On Monday morning the two families 
made their way home.

Charles Brook
Year 3

My Bank Holiday 
Weekend

His hair is all scruffy, his toenails are 
very long and he looks like a tramp. 
He is so selfish he never thinks about 
anyone else. His teeth are as sharp as a 
wolf. He never really wears a top and 
his jeans have so many holes in them. 
He smokes and really, really smells. 
He kills animals and shaves their skin 
off and then wears it. He pulls out 
chicken feathers and wears them on 
his head. He is also as tough as horse’s 
hooves. He deals in death. He likes 
to steal people’s food from their bins. 
When he gets angry he swears a lot. 
You would not want to go near him.

Kitty Hiscox
Year 5

The Savage
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Step One
First of all you need to slide the paper 
sleeve off.

Step Two
Next you need to turn the bar over to 
find the opening of the foil.

Step Three
Carefully lift the flap of the foil and 
unwrap the bar.

Step Four
Now you need to snap a row of chocolate 
off, do the same with all the others.

Step Five
Take a row of chocolate and bite the 
end square off, repeat this with the other 
squares and when you have finished the 
row, begin with another row.

Rebecca Smith
Year 7

How to Eat a 
Green and Blacks 
Chocolate Bar

Dear Mummy and Daddy

Today at Design and Technology (DT) 
we made our buggies. Mine was green. 
I was the only one with a green buggy. 
It was my first time ever using a drill. 
We had to wear goggles so that the 
sawdust did not go into our eyes. 
Mr Waters stuck my pieces of wood 
together with a hot glue gun. The glue 
dried very quickly. I loved DT today.

Today we also went swimming. 
I practised my breaststroke. In the water 
there were two sinkers at the bottom of 
the pool with notes on them. One said 
correct leg action and the other said time 
your breathing. I had to dive in to get 
the one that said correct leg action. 
It was the best swimming lesson ever.

Love from

Georgina Raphael
Year 4

A Letter Home

The cheetah bathed in the sunlight lying on the bumpy rock. His claws scraped across 
the rocky surface. His razor sharp teeth shone in the blazing hot sun. Black smudges 
were like soot stains all over his fur. The scarlet eyes glowed like two embers in a fire.

The dry and dusty dirt danced in the lovely breeze. Trees crowded together like soldiers 
marching in a line. The hot and sweaty cheetah sprinted to find shade in the African 
plain. The grass was a long slender giant. You could hear faint birds rustling in the trees.

The cheetah crept through the long grass looking for his prey. A rustle. It was just 
another cheetah, he must have been following him. Another rustle. This is what he 
has been waiting for. His gazelle. The gazelle was about 25 metres away from him. 
Twenty metres, fifteen metres, ten metres, five metres. Finally he was there. . .

Suddenly he pounced, tore flesh out of his body. The gazelle squealed in pain as blood 
gushed out of his body. Anxiously the other cheetah struck out at his friend. He ripped 
out his friend’s throat and seconds later he fell to the floor and died! He dragged the 
gazelle back to a tree. A meal is more important than a friendship.

Johnny Kite
Year 7

The Predator

I still felt hot from just having supper. At that moment I was sitting on 
the edge of my climbing frame and my dog was sitting in the middle 
of the trampoline. I saw that the sun was setting and it was beginning 
to get dark. Cuillin my springer spaniel yawned and got into the 
house, got into her basket and went to sleep.

I was staring into the distance at the beautiful clouds in the sky when 
I heard a roaring sound. It stopped and my dog came out and jumped 
onto the trampoline and then it was there again, the roaring sound. 
It gave us a fright and we both jumped. Suddenly there was a rainbow 
colour in the sky: red, orange, yellow, green, dark green, blue, navy, 
indigo and violet, a balloon holding a big basket filled with people. 
I waved at them and they waved back. I felt so excited. It was the 
first time I ever saw a hot air balloon and I could not believe how big 
it was.

I ran quickly into the house to tell everybody and they came running 
out and gasped. Wow. There were more and more balloons appearing 
in the sky. Everybody had glasses of champagne. It was a lovely end to 
our day.

Jemima Honeyborne
Year 3

Seeing a Hot Air Balloon 
for the First Time
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Walking down the road of the town I know so well. The creaking 
of the old warehouse door sends a shiver down your spine. In the 
trees where a songbird once sang sits the malevolent raven casting its 
cloak of darkness over the ghost town. The ghost town that 
is what they call it because the wind howls likes a crying baby in the 
old church spire. Still the choir sings every Sunday, or is it to the 
soul of the dead calling out to the sky? Who knows? No man does. 
As my grandfather once said, “A dead man is no man.” 
It still haunts me, that day when everything changed.

The flying terror of a German bomber dropping bombs all over the 
town. I can still remember the splintering crack as half of the town 
went. I lost everything, I loved some and some I did not. The house 
was like a pigsty full of dust and flies. Shall I tell you the story? The 
candyfloss cloud bobbing in the aqua sky. The candy-striped house 
soaking in the sunshine. The lake was like a mirror full of fish and 
in the garden the flowers enjoyed teasing the bees.

Then they came swift and fast and fatal changing my life forever.

Arabella Brown
Year 5

An Eerie Town

… Like a garden, holding great beauty.
Each flower a word, bright or gloomy.
The velvety grass sweet smelling, luscious.
Like words that stick with you forever.
The weeping willows, like poems with
bursting emotions. The rows of violets
and primroses that led off into the sunsets,
like flowing enjambments. The words
that dance slowly to the bottom of your mind, 
like cherry blossom pirouetting down to the
soft landing below. Made only by sweet dewdrops
and meek and coloured petals, shed from the daisies
and lilies lying under the branches.
The garden paths that end at a soft wooden gate, 
like a reader ready to enter the enchanting world of

WORDS.

Sophie Elvin
Year 6

Poetry Is...

Perching in front of my blazing open fire,
the face of Mother Nature stared into my dilated pupils.
The midday sun was nothingness.
As the beastly white sky overcame the beauty of the Earth.
The appealing fresh blanket of snow,
So beautiful on the outside,
Yet the devil’s lair lurked between its features
The rolling hills of the countryside,
Once so green and lush.
Now covered in the treacherous, sinister blanket of ice
The sorcery of the icicles.
Looked through the winter window of despair
The damage done beyond repair.

Freya Saxton
Year 6

Winter Windows

Birds sang swiftly through the sky
Children suddenly screamed for joy as the snow arrived
A million snowflake soldiers parachuted through the
sky ready to attack their enemy … the grass.
The smell of freedom explodes through the air while
a bitter trickle of snow danced down backs
icicles froze still like a statue.
Cobwebs glistened with diamonds in the corners of windows.
The branches bow with the burden of snow slowly sliding down.
Gravity pulling them down with a splat to the ground.
The cold breeze puffed out smoke – stinging cheeks.

The roofs picture pretty with a dusting of icing sugar.
Snowballs flashing by smashing into a million pieces.
The smell of wood smoke stinging nostrils as it hits the icy air.
Birds and animals hid from the monstrous snow, which 
drags them down, labouring their journey. 
Taps were unable to spit out their phlegm while grass tried 
to gasp for air under the slippy snow.

Daisy Mitford-Slade
Year 7

Winter

Our photoshoot activity has gone from strength to strength these 
past few years. This is Serena Slatter’s double award winning 
photo - Stroud Life Photographer of the Year Overall 
Winner & Prep School Magazine First Place.
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Sport
Rugby1ST XV

Team: H Golesworthy, H Newman*, T Elvin, 
A Comaish*, H Delap, L Sopher*(capt) , O Pritchard, 

F Milne*, J Muir*, K Penny*, T Mayer*, J Kite, 
B Barnes, F Hughes, F Jodrell, S Fairer-Smith, 

J Gibson, C Leeper
*denotes colours

Results:
v Wycliffe Won 19 - 14 Home
v The Elms Lost 19 - 24 Away
v St Hugh’s Lost 12 - 22 Away 
v St John’s Lost 12 - 34 Home
v Dean Close Lost 0 - 38 Home
v Pinewood Won 20 - 14 Home
v Pinewood Won 31 - 14 Away 
v Clifton Lost 0 - 55 Home
v Abberley Hall Lost 12 - 17 Home
v Prior Park Won 64 - 12 Home
v Wycliffe Won 22 - 17 Away

Dean Close 7s Tournament
v St John’s Lost 7 - 25
v Prior Park Won 36 - 0
v Dean Close Lost 0 - 26
v Wycliffe Won 21 - 20
v The Downs Lost 0 - 36

On paper, this was going to be a tough season. 
Our fixture list included some big schools with 
traditionally strong rugby sides and we knew that 
we would be up against it.
Things started well. Our first match resulted in a 
victory over Wycliffe. We stormed into the lead, 
let them come back at us and then pipped them 
in the last couple of minutes. Our forwards like 
Elvin and Sopher smashed their way through 
which made holes for our backs to exploit and 
score from, with a memorable try from Johnny 
Kite who was playing his first game for this team. 
Penny at fly half was throwing the ball around 
and giving our wings of Barnes and Hughes space 
to use their pace and go for the try line. 
So a promising first game merged into the second 
and third games which had negative results. 
Against The Elms and St Hugh’s we played 
Beaudesert rugby. We let them score a couple 
of tries to give them a sporting chance and then 
played catch up rugby. In both games, we won 
the second half but lost the first half by more 
points. Even at this level, a couple of tries can be 
too much of a head start. The boys have to come 
out from the first whistle and play from the start. 
Again Barnes and Kite impressed in the back line, 
and Comaish played like a loose forward and was 
everywhere on the pitch. 
St John’s are always a useful side and by this 
stage of the season, we knew that our forwards 
were possibly the stronger part of this squad. 
We decided to keep it tight and bash our way 
through St John’s. This did not necessarily work 
because as soon as they got the ball, the backs 

chucked a few miss passes to the wing and they 
scorched past our guys. Luckily, the heavens then 
opened up and it poured. We then took the game 
to St John’s as the slippery conditions did not suit 
their ball handlers and we kept it with Newman 
charging into the contact area and Pritchard 
making sniping runs off the rucks and mauls. 
Golesworthy showed his strength in the scrums 
and the forward unit was outstanding. We lost by 
over 20 points but actually drew the second half 
which is no mean feat against a very good side.
Unfortunately, Dean Close were up next and 
although we lost convincingly, their coach 
was very complimentary to our boys on our 
physicality upfront. Four of their boys had to 
go off after taking big hits from our guys in the 
tackle and contact situation. This was all above 
board and just the nature of the game.
The double header against Pinewood was always 
going to be a very close encounter and this was 
the case. In the first match, we started strongly, 
scored a couple of tries, then switched off and 
let them back into it. We survived by the skin of 
our teeth as we defended our line with minutes 
to spare. Mayer made many try saving tackles, 
Comaish and Sopher doubled teamed one of 
their players to prevent them from the touch 
down. The second encounter suited our weather 
hardened players as the rains came pouring 
down and Pinewood did not turn up to play. 
The memorable moment was a great try from 
Muir after a superb No 8 pick up and then off 
load for him to dart into the corner. When on fire, 
Beaudesert’s rugby was very good indeed but on 
too many occasions it lacked the discipline and 
concentration to see games out.
Clifton blew us off the pitch with their skill level, 
pace and size and this was a match that was 
amazing to watch and referee as these guys knew 
how to play rugby. Our guys battled hard but 
unfortunately were well outclassed on the day.
Abberley Hall is always a close encounter and yet 

again it was going to be decided by a try or two. 
After going into the lead twice, the team could 
finish them off. They scored a third and decisive 
try and although we pounded their line for a good 
five minutes, we could not find a way through. 
Like previous games, we are too nice a side and 
just do not have that ruthless instinct to finish off 
close games.
Prior Park were up next and unfortunately, they 
lacked the numbers to make a decent game of it. 
Our boys enjoyed having the freedom of running 
with the ball with Kite scoring a couple, Hughes 
side stepping around his players and Delap 
running through and smashing players out the 
way. The score was quite high but the boys did 
not enjoy the experience as they much preferred 
the tougher games.
Our last and second encounter against Wycliffe 
was exactly like the first. A great start, then 
switch off and have a rest and then come strong 
at the end. Some of the rugby was a joy to watch 
and some made me tear my ever depleting hair 
out. Yet again we hung on with the winning try 
coming from Kite.
To finish with, this season turned out better than 
I thought and I must mention a couple of the 
lads. Felix Milne was outstanding throughout the 
season. He was everywhere, he loved the contact 
and he had some skills that our backs were 
jealous of. He was always in the rucks pinching 
the ball legally and illegally and trying to get 
away with everything. Freddie Jodrell, another 
new member of the 1ST XV grabbed his chance 
with two hands and played brilliantly in the full 
back position. Safe under the high ball, good in 
defensive and very slippery in attack, it was great 
to see him develop as a player as he gained in 
confidence.
This was a long and hard season but all players in 
their positions did their bit and responded to the 
hard and physical challenges.
EC
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2ND XV
Team: W Comaish, H North, C Crabb, M Haynes, 

J Gibson, J Skelding, G Standen McDougal, 
S Fairer-Smith, S Clifford, J Strain, T Smith, 

C Leeper, C Carpenter, C Turk, P Tabor

Results:
v The Downs Lost 5 - 24 Home
v The Elms Won 66 - 5 Away 
v Clifton Lost 0 - 49 Home 
v St John’s Lost 0 - 72 Away 
v Dean Close Lost 0 - 49 Home 
v Pinewood Lost 10 - 17 Away 
v Abberley Hall Lost 14 - 27 Home 
v Pinewood Won 36 - 29 Home 
v Wycliffe Lost 0 - 41 Away 
v St Hugh’s  Lost 0 - 43 Away

3RD XV
Team: S D’Arcy Rice, H Bailey, F McConnell, W Comaish, M Scheuner, M Verschoyle, 

M Lawrence, J Skelding, H Morgan-Grenville, F Hellens, L Roberts, T Pilsbury, E Nelson, 
A Weston, O Henry, E Norman, O McGill

Results:
v Wycliffe Lost 7 - 17 Home
v Dean Close Lost 7 - 36 Away
v Pinewood Won 34 - 17 Away
v Pinewood Won 69 - 12 Home
v Abberley Hall Lost 14 - 42 Home

The 3rd XV had an enjoyable season, winning 
two games against Pinewood and feistly 
contesting the first two matches against 
Wycliffe and Dean Close.  The forwards, 
spearheaded by the front row of Morgan-
Grenville, Comaish and Weston were solid 
during the scrum and won a number against 
the head, in addition to Lawrence using the 
pick and go off the back to gain ground. 
Good support by the backs meant a try in 
each game, scored by Bailey and converted by 
D’Arcy Rice. The scores do not reflect either 
match, with equal possession and similar at the 
breakdowns, the opponents were just more 
clinical in our 22. Skelding, playing at flanker, 
impressed throughout and was promoted to 
Mr Bird’s 2nd XV.

Perhaps, for many of the boys, and myself of 
course, this was the season that we would all 
like to put behind us. Never a case of a lack of 
commitment and courage, just a matter of being 
totally out-muscled by the opposition. At this 
level, physical size, strength and speed all play a 
major role in a team’s success and unfortunately 
we were seriously lacking in this department.
The highlight of the season has to be the two 
Pinewood fixtures. Being equally matched, we 
were narrowly defeated in the first match but 
came through well in the second leg to win a real 
nail biter. 
Well done to the team and good luck next 
season!
JLB
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Although the first two matches were lost, the 
team was full of confidence going into the away 
leg against Pinewood. The forwards continued 
their solid scrums and improved in the final third, 
allowing the backs space to move the ball out 
wide and scoring a number of tries. A hearty 
defensive display by Scheuner and a versatile 
McConnell both contributed to a good win. 
Comaish, playing at hooker, also impressed and 
was selected for the 2nd XV. The home leg at 
Pinewood was a similar affair, however this time 
hardly any mistakes were made. All players had 
played well and clearly enjoyed one of the biggest 
wins in their school career. 
The final match against Abberley Hall was 
exciting. At times, good rugby was played but 
Abberley Hall proved too strong on a below par 
performance for the 3rd XV. Particular mention 
goes to Hellens playing at lock, getting around 
the pitch and putting in a memorable last ditch 
tackle which was worthy of an ‘Ooooo’ by a 
number of players. Also, a try by Roberts, 
running the length of the pitch will be one he 
will not forget! 
NC

COLTS A
Team: W Gibson, G Honeyborne, J Catto, H Gearon, 
A Amati, J Tucker, C Davison, M Arkwright, S Hughes, 

F Taylor-Kimmins, A Stamp, H Brook, P Ravano, 
F Walker, T Beattie, A Probert

Results:
v The Elms Won 47 - 7 Home
v St Hugh’s Won 42 - 14 Home
v St John’s Lost 0 - 34 Home
v Dean Close Lost 7 - 45 Home
v Pinewood Won 45 - 0 Home
v Pinewood Won 42 - 0 Away
v Clifton Won 33 - 14 Home
v Abberley Hall Won 49 - 10 Home
v Hereford Cathedral Won 40 - 22 Home
v Prior Park Won 56 - 0 Home

The Elms Sevens Tournament:
v The Grange, Monmouth Lost 0 - 5
v King’s, St Albans Won 21 - 7
v Hereford Cathedral Won 21 - 12
v Abberley Hall Won 26 - 0

Colts Severnside Sevens Tournament:
v Prior Park Won 10 - 7
v Wycliffe Drew 21 - 21
v Dean Close Lost 21 - 28
v St John’s Lost 0 - 49

With many having had the experience of 
playing for the Colts A last year, the Year 6 
boys were raring to go this season and could 
not wait to play their first match. Further 
strengthened by a group of talented Year 
5 boys, the squad boasted real strength in 
depth, which often presented challenges 
when it came to selection for matches. Keen 
to make amends for the drubbing that they 
had received away at The Elms last season, 
the boys were fired up for their first game 
and they dominated from the outset. 
The pack were strong in the scrum 
and powerful in the loose, turning over 
possession a number of times. This set 
the tone for the season, with the forwards 
providing a great platform from which 
the backs could play some terrific running 
rugby. Following a strong showing against St 
Hugh’s, the boys then faced a very aggressive 
and streetwise St John’s team, and we failed 
to register on the scoreboard. We took the 
game to Dean Close more and scored at the 
end, however their team were outstanding 
and thoroughly deserved their win. 
The boys learnt a huge amount in defeat, and 
Pinewood found themselves, both home and 
away, on the receiving end of a team keen to 
make amends.
The boys learnt a huge amount against some 
very good schools on their Midlands Tour 

just before half term and this set them up well 
for the second half of the season. A good win 
against Clifton was followed by a sequence of 
three matches in four days, including playing 
Hereford Cathedral School, who were on tour. 
Our team showed real character in turning 
around a first half deficit to come through with 
a strong victory. Sadly, the Prior Park game 
was to be our last, as the weather then played 
its part and caused the cancellation of our last 
few matches. Most importantly, I hope that the 
boys enjoyed the season and huge thanks are 
due to Mr Sims and to Mr Standen McDougal 
for their help both on the tour and in moulding 
this group into a strong and competitive team.
NA
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COLTS B
Team: H Mallinckrodt, J Taylor-Kimmins, O Coker, 

W Golesworthy, P Ravano, T Kerr, L Wiles, E Walker, 
A Mutter, F Walker, A Probert, T Jodrell, H Brook, 

T Baxter, F Baker

Results:
v Wycliffe Won 29 - 10 Away
v The Elms Won 45 - 0 Home
v St John’s Lost 10 - 12 Home
v St Hugh’s Won 30  - 0 Home
v Dean Close Won 5 - 0 Home
v Pinewood Lost 5 - 35 Away
v Pinewood Won 37 - 17 Home
v Clifton Won 22 - 5 Away
v Abberley Hall Won 29 - 12 Away
v Tockington Won 22 - 17 Away

The team made great progress throughout the 
term. The pack developed their skills and after 
some time expending their energies mauling, 
they realised that it was easier to go to ground 
and ruck over the ball.
Hugo Mallinckrodt, James Taylor-Kimmins, 
Oli Coker, William Golesworthy and latterly 
Freddie Walker and Tom Kerr were committed 
and motivated in the pack, taking the ball 
forward and enjoying the contact play.
Luke Wiles and Freddie Jodrell were used as 
utility players, either in the backs or doing a 
great job up front in the pack.
Paolo Ravano was unstoppable at scrum-half, 
when his services were not needed for the 
As, nipping in and out, scoring crucial tries at 
important times. Alex Mutter moved in to fill 
his place and showed a great turn of speed and 
an elusive running style. Hamish Brook played 
the season at fly-half; his good hands and speed 
were a terrific combination. His commitment to 
tackling did not go unnoticed; he is an exciting 
prospect for the future with other members of 
this young side who will be returning next 
season to play Colts rugby.
Thank you for a very enjoyable and 
successful season. 
JSSM
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COLTS C & D
Team: T Davey, T Melvin, E Bird, G Mitchell, 

B Wilson, F Baker, F Large, T Baxter, B Mather, 
M Hudson, J Flynn, H Hellens, T Morris, T Elliott, 

J Kerr, A Tubbs, T Kinsella, J  Lowde, O Mullen, 
T Norman, F  Delap, G Mills

Results:  
Colts C
v Wycliffe Won 22 - 5 Home
v St Hugh’s Lost 21 - 35 Away
v St John’s Won 36 - 25 Home
v Dean Close Lost 5 - 10 Away
v Pinewood Won 12 - 7 Home
v Clifton Won 29 - 10 Home
v Abberley Hall Won 31 - 0 Home 
v Pinewood Drew 20 - 20 Away

Colts D
v St Hugh’s Lost 10 - 45 Away
v Pinewood Lost 30 - 65 Away

You can encourage, shout, gesticulate or even 
maintain a stony silence, but once your team are 
on the pitch, they will do ‘their own thing’ almost 
regardless of what you have taught them. 
At Colts C team level this can be as bizarre as 
taking a quick kick off when the opposition are 
ready but none of your team are, touching down 
for a try over the dead ball line, or even having a 
player standing off side behind the opponents’ 
ruck then tackling their scrum half when he picks 
up the ball. Your only hope is to find a captain that 
on the pitch the rest of the team will follow.  
In Thor Davey, a front row forward, the Colts C 
had a captain of few words, but who certainly led 
by example. It is difficult to duck out of tackles 
when your captain is flattening anything that 
moves.  The Pinewood fly half is probably still 
trying to work out how he  could be tackled by 
our prop when he tried to run with the ball after 
their successful scrum. 
Thus for once we had a Beaudesert Colts C 
Rugby team where the players connected with 
their ‘inner caveman’. With five robust forwards, 

and at least five backs who thought they should 
be forwards, our play was never pretty but it 
was certainly effective.  Teams that traditionally 
out- power us were still winning their fair share 
of set play, but often found it impossible to get 
over the game line.  When our forwards stopped  
‘picking and driving’ and the ball moved out to the 
three-quarter line, our midfield of Melvin, Baxter 
and Kerr took it in turns to try and run through 
or over the opposition, but rarely around them.  
Most teams had to use their full complement 
of substitutes just to cope with the injured and 
traumatised!
In an effort to add a little subtlety to our back 
play, we introduced the scissors movement. 
Sadly this gave our backs the one opportunity 
they had wanted the most.  Give me the ball and 
I can now crash straight into their forwards and 
have a proper game of rugby.
A series of thrilling games certainly entertained 
the many parents that came to support us, 
although some of the mothers tended to view 
proceedings with their hands over their eyes, 
as their cherished and precious sons risked 
life and limb.
Although lack of numbers and poor weather 
curtailed the Colts D fixtures, they still provided 
the extra impetus and experience that enabled 
many to fit in well when they were asked to step 
up to the C team.
Not a season therefore for the purist, but 
certainly the most successful  and entertaining 
one for a long time.
MB
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UNDER 9s
Team: A Catto, S Kapoor, Z Armitage, 

N Agnew, T Biddulph, J Edwards, A Adams, 
W Hyde, G Jardine, M May, S Mayer, F Baker, 

T Hall, L Sweet, C Maculan

Results:
A Team
v St Hugh’s Lost 5 - 25 Away
v St John’s Lost 30 - 40 Away 
v Pinewood Lost 10 - 15 Home
v Pinewood Lost 5 - 15 Away 
v Prior Park Lost 5 - 30 Home
v Wycliffe Won 10 - 0 Away 
v Hatherop Drew 15 - 15 Away
v Prior Park Lost 20 - 25 Away
v Clifton Lost 10 - 40 Home

Severnside Festival:
v Llandaff Won 15 - 5 
v Dean Close Lost 5 - 15 
v St John’s Drew 10 - 10 
v Cheltenham Jnr Drew 5 - 5 

St Hugh’s Tournament:
v Hatherop Lost 0 - 10 
v St Hugh’s Drew 10 - 10 
v Swanbourne Won 35 - 0 
v Oratory (QF) Lost 5 - 10

B Team
v St Hugh’s Lost 30 - 40 Away
v St John’s Drew 55 - 55 Away
v Pinewood Lost 20 - 40 Home
v Pinewood Lost 30 - 40 Away 
v Prior Park Drew 20 - 20 Home 
v Prior Park Lost 25 - 30 Away
v Clifton Lost 15 - 40 Home

Severnside Festival:
v Llandaff Lost 5 - 15 
v Dean Close Lost 0 - 20 
v St John’s Won 15 - 5 
v Cheltenham Jnr Drew 10 - 10

This was a tough year for the U9 rugby teams 
but a great deal of progress in many aspects 
of the game was made along the way. 
Fully committed, every boy in the year 
group gave his best against some quite 
daunting opposition who were often bigger 
and more experienced.
Over the season the boys learned a great 
deal about the need to close their opposite 
number down, thus making tackling 
easier. This was seen with good effect in 
several of our later matches where the 
result may not have gone our way but the 
games were incredibly close. We fared 
well in tournaments and this gave the boys 
confidence and also the realisation that they 
could win! The attitude and demeanour of 
the boys was exemplary throughout the 
season and if this is maintained throughout 
their sporting career they will go from 
strength to strength and experience 
success in many areas.
Good luck next year.
GR
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Day One
We all met at Beaudesert at 7.30 am - an early 
start! We were partnered up for our hour and 
a half trip to Ludlow Castle. When we arrived 
we parked outside the famous Ludlow Cannon. 
We then had a fantastic tour from the Head 
of History at Moor Park School. He showed us 
around the castle and made it extra fun with a bit 
of role-playing. After the tour of the castle we got 
back onto the minibus and headed for Moor Park.

We were greeted by our opponents. They took us 
out to play to get to know each other. Afterwards 
we had a delicious lunch of lasagne and Eton 
mess for pudding, which is my favourite. We then 
let our food settle down and later we went out to 
break time. Then the bell went and it was time to 
get changed for our first match - we were all quite 
nervous, particularly as we were missing two 
of our players, who were ill. It was a challenging 
match and they came out the better side, winning 
42-0 - very disappointing. After the match we 
changed and went for match tea. Then we went 
home with selected families who made us feel 
very welcome.

Day Two
After breakfast we all met up at the school again 
and made our way to Welford Road which is the 
home of the Leicester Tigers. We met up there 
with Mr Armitage, who had brought up Alberto 
and Will, who were now feeling better. We were 
so excited. When we arrived at the stadium 
we were greeted by our guide who took us to 
the changing room, tunnel, management box 
and other important places. Once the tour was 
finished we went to the Tigers’ shop and had the 
chance to buy rugby souvenirs. After the tour we 
made our way to Spratton Hall.

We were met by the Year 8s when we arrived 
at Spratton Hall. They took us to the dining hall 
and there we met our opponents. After lunch we 
changed and made our way to the pitch. In the 
first half we were lacking in points. During half 

time, Mr Armitage gave us the biggest pep talk 
of our lives. We came back in the second half 
and scored two tries ending in a score of 43 - 14.

After a delicious match tea, which included 
sharing Charlie’s birthday cake, we hopped back 
on the minibus for the short journey down to 
Winchester House, our hosts for the night. 
Upon arrival at the school we had a great supper 
with the Colts side and then afterwards had 
lots of fun in their pool while they had to 
attend prep!!!!

Day Three
On Friday morning we made our way to the 
Northampton RFC ground. We had another 
great tour and then had to make tracks for 
our final match, against Winchester House. 
The match was epic and it all would have come 
down to one try, but neither team was able to 
break through at the end. The final score 
was 14 -14.

We were all sad to leave but knew we had had 
a great tour and we were all looking forward to 
getting home for half term. We arrived back at 
Beaudesert a much better team, having played 
some of the best teams in the Midlands. Three 
cheers to Mr Armitage, Mr Standen McDougal 
and Mr Sims!
Harvey Gearon
Year 6

COLTS RUGBY TOUR
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Hockey
1ST XI/VII

Team: E Flynn, A Gouriet,  I McLaughlan (capt)*, 
M D’Arcy Rice*, A Sopher, W Gravell, M Moorsom*, 

O Puckett, K Wright*, T Parr, L Vint, K Hughes
* denotes colours

Results:  
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 7 - 0 Away
v The Elms Lost 0 - 4 Away
v The Dragon Lost 1 - 2 Away
v St John’s Won 7 - 2 Home
v Dean Close Won 3 - 1 Away
v Pinewood Won 7 - 0 Away
v Pinewood Won 10 - 0 Home
v Clifton Won 4 - 1 Away
v Prior Park Lost 2 - 4 Away

Cheltenham Hockey Festival
v The Elms Won 2 - 0
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 2 - 1
v Cheltenham Ladies’ Won 2 - 0
v St John’s Won 1 - 0
v Hereford College Won 1 - 0
v Abberley Hall Won 3 - 0
v St Hugh’s Won 2 - 0

Prior Park Tournament - Winners
IAPS - Quarter Finals
Severnside Tournament - Winners
County Tournament - Runners up

Our season has been full of ups and downs. 
Beating Dean Close and Cheltenham Jnr 
(our biggest rivals) and just missing out of the 
regionals and playing Millfield to golden goal 
were some of the highs and lows we experienced. 
We were thrilled to be declared the winners in 
the Prior Park and Severnside Tournaments. 
What an achievement for a talented bunch 
of girls.
We have had a great season and a great team 
with myself and Arabella Sopher at the back. 
Annabel Gouriet was our goalie. On the wings 
we had Kitty, Ellie and Ottie. Midfield we had 
Mollie and Maddie scoring goals with the help 
of the wings.
Near the end of the term we had our most 
important tournaments - IAPS and County. 
Sadly in the IAPS we only reached the quarter 
finals and in the County Tournament we were 
runners up.
All the team members would like to say a big 
thank you to Mr Edwards for being such a 
fantastic coach.
Isabella McLaughlan
Capt

2ND XI
Team: L Vint, S Slatter, O Puckett, T Parr, 

L Winfrey, K Hughes, F Evans, S Graham, T Priest,
 C Walker, W Gravell

Results:
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 6 - 1 Away
v The Elms Won 3 - 1 Away
v The Dragon Lost 2 - 4 Away
v St Hugh’s Drew 2 - 2 Home
v St John’s Won 7 - 0 Home
v Dean Close Won 3 - 0 Away
v Pinewood Won 7 - 0 Home
v Pinewood Won 4 - 1 Away
v Clifton Lost 2 - 3 Away
v Prior Park Won 4 - 0 Away
v Cheltenham Ladies’ Won 2 - 0 Away

IAPS Tournament - Third in Group
Severnside Tournament - Winners
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At the beginning of the season we got off to a 
fantastic start by winning our first match. 
Leading us to victory was Lucia Vint, our centre 
back and newly appointed captain. We were 
victorious in our second match even though 
we did not have that much match practice. 
Charlotte Walker’s legendary square passes to 
Lara Winfrey who swept them into goal was how 
we won most of our matches. However the ball 

would not have been able to reach the 
D without the amazing skills of Tati Parr, 
Willa Gravell and Otti Puckett.
We drew our first home match against St 
Hugh’s and won our second home match 
against St John’s. This victory was due to the 
fantastic work from Lucia and Katinka, our 
backs, who kept the ball in the attacking half 
for the entire match. Tamsin Priest was a great 
goal scorer, snatching every opportunity to 
smack the ball straight to the back of the net. 
Florrie Evans and Sapphire Graham were our 
brilliant goalies. 
In the IAPS tournament we tried really hard 
and managed to come third in our group. 
Our last match was against Cheltenham 
Ladies’ and we won. In the Severnside 
Tournament we won all our games and our 
last one against The Downs was the hardest. 
At first we were a bit worried but soon we all 
encouraged each other, pushing each other to 
succeed. The halves pushed the ball up to the 
attacking D on numerous occasions for me to 
hit into the goal. We managed to win that game 
and go on to win the whole tournament.
To conclude, our team has come a long way 
since the beginning of term and only lost our 
seven-a-side matches. All of us have improved 
massively throughout the term thanks to our 
very supportive coach Mrs Baber-Williams.
Serena Slatter
Year 8
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3RD XI
Team: F Evans, I Brodermann, A Dunne, 

L Kuropatwa, I Mitchell, L Dunne, 
D Mitford-Slade, P Stopford, I Brook, 

R Fawcett, A Slatter, X Jardine, A Smith

Results 
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 3 - 1 Away
v Tockington Drew 1 - 1 Away
v The Dragon Lost 1 - 2 Home
v Dean Close Won 5 - 0 Home 
v Pinewood Won 4 - 1 Home
v Pinewood Lost 3 - 4 Away
v Prior Park Won 6 - 2 Away
v Cheltenham Ladies’ Won 3 - 0 Away

Against the odds, the results for this team proved 
to be impressive overall.  Having said that, it was 
disappointing to start the second half of term 
with a narrow loss to Pinewood, whom we had 
beaten convincingly only a fortnight before. 
The only other loss was a deserved defeat to 
the ever strong The Dragon early in the season, 
before we had really established our skills or 
tactics, let alone lit the fire of team spirit.
Otherwise there is much to compliment.  
Florrie bravely took up the challenge of playing 
in goal, deputised courageously by Annabel 
a number of times. Xa and Imogen Mitchell 
complemented each other in defence, the former 
making well-timed tackles, the latter distributing 
the ball powerfully to the wings.  Izzi, Rose and 
Daisy worked effectively in midfield gaining and 
retaining possession.  Imogen Brook, gazelle-like 
on the wing, was occasionally ambushed by the 
opposition’s defence, but more often eluded 
them – a very memorable aspect of the season, 
as was Amber’s energetic, dynamic centre 
forward play, scoring many good goals and 
always urging her team on, leading from the front 
in more ways than one.  There were cameo roles 
by the likes of Lara, Lauren and Poppy, who all 
played their part well, albeit briefly.  This group of 
girls should feel proud of their performances and 
with the majority of them in Year 7, it bodes well 
for next year. 
OF

UNDER 11A
Team: B Knight, I Walker, L Newman, S Elvin, 

I Mayer, H Skelding, F Saxton, B Ransome, 
A Kold, C Mayne, A Biddulph

Results:
v The Elms Won 3 - 0 Home
v St Hugh’s Won 4 - 1 Away
v Dean Close Won 1 - 0 Away
v Pinewood Drew 2 - 2 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 5 - 2 Away
v Pinewood Won 3 - 0 Home
v Clifton Lost 3 - 6 Away
v St Edward’s Won 10 - 0 Home

IAPS Nationals: Finalists
IAPS Regionals: 
Qualified for the National Finals
County Tournament: Winners
Severnside: 4th
Clifton Tournament: Winners
Malvern Tournament: Winners
Pinewood Tournament: Bea Knight star player
West of England Tournament: 
Semi Finalists
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4TH XI
Team: L Kuropatwa, L Dunne, C Reid, A Slatter, 

O Slatter, A Smith, P Stopford, L Burns, E Palmer, 
R Abgindon, R Smith, A Hall, A Mullen

Results 
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 2 - 0 Away 
v Tockington Drew 1 - 1 Away
v The Dragon Lost 1 - 4 Home 
v Dean Close Drew 1 - 1 Home 
v Pinewood Won 2 - 1 Home 
v Cheltenham Ladies’ Lost 2 - 6 Away

uneven season. The reality for this squad, 
with people frequently moved up to higher 
teams due to illness, injury, absence and other 
reasons, was that the personnel playing for 
the 4ths shifted continuously. Consequently, 
consistency was difficult to achieve and we 
suffered against stronger opposition.  
On the other hand, on several occasions 
every single girl available in Years 7 and 8 
represented the school, which is laudable in 
itself.  Furthermore there were certainly some 
competitive contests.  The team persevered 
as the season progressed and I hope the girls 
have learnt some things about what to do (as 
well as what not to do!) in order to develop 
their skills and ability.  I trust they will continue 
to enjoy their hockey in future.   
OF 

Whilst the results columns above have a certain 
evenness to them, this was, in truth, a rather 

This was a great season for us; we won 
tournaments, beat stiff competition and made it 
all the way to the National Finals. We had a great 
team with Isabella as our goalie, Sophie, Lydia 
and Cecilia as our defenders, myself and Amelia 
on the wings, Isabelle and Honor in the middle 

and finally Freya up front with Beth and Alice just 
as important, swapping in wherever they were 
needed.
Our first match was the Malvern Tournament 
which was a skills day in the morning where 
players from all the schools competing were 
rotated around so everyone learnt shooting, 
tackling and defending skills. We won this 
tournament as well as our next two matches, so 
our season was off to a good start. In the Clifton 
tournament we reached the finals and won the 
match in golden time. We played in the IAPS 
Regionals (qualifier for the Nationals) and ended 
up top of our group. There was now only one 
match between us and the Nationals. We won 
this match so we went through, We then played 
The Dragon and drew 2 – 2. We made it through 
to the Nationals and our team were the first 
Beaudesert team to make it through to this stage. 
We played well but just missed out on going up to 
the higher level group. It was a great experience 
for us all.
We then won the County Tournament, but sadly 
we came 4th in the Severnside Tournament. Our 
last match of the season was against St Edwards. 
We played our best ever and beat them 10 – 0. 
At the beginning of the summer term we played 
in the West of England Tournament. It was a very 
hot day  but we kept on going and made it to the 
semi-finals, which was a great success.
Thank you Mrs Porter and Miss Smith for all your 
wonderful coaching.
Bea Knight
Captain
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UNDER 10 A
Team: I Cooper, E Tuke-Hastings, G Lawrence, 

H Simmons, A Kold, E Fanshawe, 
L Scheuner, K Severn, K Hiscox

The Under 10A team had a fantastic unbeaten season, including winning three tournaments. 
They showed great enthusiam and determination in both matches and training. All of the girls 
made great progress with their skills and tactical awareness. Ginny Lawrence is proving to be a 
valuable goalie, making some tricky saves, especially in the finals of the Badminton tournament. 
On left wing Amelia Kold demonstrated great stick skills and pace, dodging past defenders and 
making some lovely passes into the D. Amelia also played for the U11s in the IAPS finals and 
country tournament – well done Amelia. Imogen Cooper was excellent in defence, timing her 
tackles nicely and clearing the ball quick and effectively. Well done to all the girls for working so 
hard and making it such an enjoyable season.
TP

Everybody found hockey really fun this year even though it did get very cold at times. 
We were unbeaten because of great teamwork and fantastic coaching from Mrs Phelps. 
The U10 team never gives up!!
Amelia Kold

UNDER 11B
Team: M Combe, J Ferrigno, V Levinson, A Martin, 

C Mayne, S Morgan-Rodda, L Quinn, B Ransome, 
P Read, I Standen McDougal, C Whitcombe

Results:
v The Downs Won 4 - 2 Away
v Tockington As Lost 0 - 6 Home
v St Hugh’s Won 3 - 0 Home
v St Johns on the Hill Lost 0 - 5 Home
v Berkhampstead As Drew 3 - 3 Home
v Berkhampstead Bs Won 1 - 0 Home
v Pinewood Lost 3 - 5 Away
v Tockington Won 5 - 1 Home
v Pinewood Lost 5 - 6 Home
v Clifton Lost 1 - 4 Away
v Prior Park Lost 0 - 2 Home
v The Dragon Won 2 - 0 Home

Results:
v The Elms Won 3  - 0 Home
v St John’s Won 7 - 0 Home
v Dean Close Won 5 - 0 Away
v Pinewood Won 3 - 1 Away
v Pinewood Won 3 - 1 Home
v Prior Park Won 7 - 1 Home
v The Dragon Won 5 - 1 Away
v St Edward’s Won 10 - 0 Home

Prior Park Tournament: Winners
Badminton Tournament: Winners
Severnside Tournament: Winners
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What an exciting season! Every match was 
thrilling and everyone played their best hockey.  
Each match had different individuals shining. 
Sophie had a great start as goalie against 

The Downs with Alice and Cleo working well 
in the centre. 
We then had a really tough match against St 
John’s. Not only did the girls end up playing their 
A side but we had hail, thunder, rain and sunshine 
all within the match!
It was then on to hosting two of Berkhampstead’s 
teams. They took an early lead, making us work 
really hard to claw back an equaliser. We then 
took a lead before they fought back, scoring an 
equaliser in the dying minute. The next match 
against Berkhampstead saw the ball whizzing 
from end to end in another battle, keeping us the 
umpires and parents on the sideline thrilled until 
the final whistle. Not only did Poppy and Molly 
work relentlessly but Annabel had an absolutely 
amazing match as centre forward for the first 
time this season. This certainly would not be 
her last.
A home and away fixture against Pinewood once 
again kept the umpires and supporting parents 
encouraging and willing the team to do well. Issy 
was solid in defence and Cecilia really stepped 
up with an injured knee to keep the momentum 
going as centre half. It was ever so slightly 
disheartening to walk off the pitch losing by 
one goal!

Lotte had a great run out against Tockington, 
which ended up being her last of the season 
after breaking her leg (not through hockey!)
Clifton were a tough opposition. The game was 
very even and a draw would have been a much 
fairer result.  Violet kept the team together with 
her outstanding energy levels, running up and 
down the wings.  Credit must go to Clifton for 
converting their opportunities.
Prior Park was another evenly fought match. 
Issy, now in goal, made some excellent saves. 
Again we failed  to capitalise on our attacking 
opportunities and the girls came off disappointed 
they did not win.
Finally, our last match of the season was against 
The Dragon. At this stage the girls remembered 
every drill, every tactic and put every ounce of 
determination into playing a good looking game 
of hockey - brilliant!  Jocasta in defence was our 
secret weapon - nothing would get past her. She 
even stopped a few balls with her body (she does 
not recommend it, but the bruises look ‘pretty’).
This was a fantastic season by all the girls. It was 
good to see so many of them play for or begin to 
work their way into the A team demonstrating 
what a high standard of hockey there is in this 
year group. Good luck next year!
LS



UNDER 10 B & C
Team: K Hiscox, I Case, Z Verschoyle, A Phillips, J Landale, A Raphael, R Lewis, E Pridmore, 

M Shaw, A Brown, J Downton, I Wray, R Chappell-Young, E Pridmore

Results:
v Rose Hill Westonbirt A Lost 0 - 13 Away
v Berkhampstead Won 3 - 1 Home
v Berkhampstead Won 2 - 1 Home
v Pinewood Won 7 - 0 Away
v Pinewood Won 2 - 0 Home
v Clifton Won 3 - 0 Away
v The Dragon Won 2 - 1 Away
v The Dragon Lost 0 - 2 Away
v Rose Hill Westonbirt A Lost 1 - 10 Home
v Berkhampstead Won 3 - 1 Home
v Pinewood Won 2 - 0 Home
v The Dragon Lost 0 - 2 Away
v Clifton Drew 2 - 2 Home
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UNDER 9A
Team: P Clark, A Evans, G Raphael, 

Z Mayer, A McIntyre, G Tucker, 
M Edwards, I Thomson, E Tubbs

Results:
v The Downs Lost 1 - 3 Away
v St John’s Won 1 - 0 Away
v Dean Close Won 5 - 0 Away
v Pinewood Lost 1 - 4 Home
v Tockington Won 6 - 0 Home
v Pinewood Lost 0 - 1 Away
v Clifton Won 6 - 0 Home
v Prior Park Won 8 - 1 Away
v Rose Hill Westonbirt Won 2 - 0 Home 

Severnside Tournament: 3rd Place

The girls  played a lot of matches and had a 
very successful term only losing two of their 
matches to strong opposition.
Their first match against The Downs was a 
very tough one against a strong team, 
which is always a shock at the start of term. 
The girls enjoyed the whole match experience 
and the long exciting drive to Bristol. A lot 
can be gained from playing a match as it 
shows what areas they need to work on.  
They started to work well together as a team 
and had a good match and win against 
St John’s, and another long, exciting 
journey across the bridge into Wales! 
Next was the Severnside Tournament 
which was very early in the term, the girls 
arrived very enthusiastic and determined. 
Our first match was against The Downs 
again and unfortunately we lost; the 
excitement of a tournament had got to 
them and their focus and concentration 
lapsed. After a quick team talk we played 
better in the following matches, winning or 
drawing to other teams. At the end of the 

UNDER 9B
Team: O Case, J Keveth, B Leslie, C Mutter, L Pearman, 

M Smith, R Craven, S Hiscox, J Lodge, A Mallinckrodt, 
T Nelson, M Phillips, I Beattie, M Campbell, N Dunlop, 

D Gough, F Mackenzie Wylie, A Preston

Results:
v The Downs Drew 1 - 1  Away
v Tockington Won 4 - 1 Away
v Rose Hill Westonbirt Lost 4 - 2 Away
v St John’s Won 2 - 1 Away 
v Dean Close Drew 1 - 1 Away
v Tockington Lost 2 - 5  Home
v Pinewood Lost 2 - 4 Home
v Pinewood Drew 1 - 1 Away
v Clifton Won 6 - 0 Home 

Severnside Tournament: Winners

We have had two parallel B teams this term 
which have alternated throughout. All the 
girls have thoroughly enjoyed taking part in 
matches and it has been lovely seeing them 
working as a team and progressing with each 
match. 
The highlight of the season was coming first in 
the Severnside tournament near the beginning 
of term. At the tournament they won all of 
their matches and claimed a clear overall 
victory. It was a great confidence boost at such 
an early stage in the term. 
A special mention must go  to Maddy and 
Chloe who have both been very strong and 
determined, also to Sienna, Mati and Octavia 
who have been very good midfielders and 
wings. 
Well done to everybody and a big thank you 
to all the parents who have supported us this 
term in all winds and weathers.
SF/GBW

tournament we were placed a creditable third.                                                                                            
As the term progressed so did their hockey skills 
and it is always a great pleasure to reflect on how 
much the girls have improved from the beginning 
to the end of term. Everything seemed to come 
together in their last match against Rose Hill 
Westonbirt. 
The girls were so determined and played so well 
as a team, positioning themselves very well and 
looking up before passing the ball. Defensively 
strong we managed to hold off Rose Hill 
Westonbirt and scored two well earned goals.                                                                                                                                       
A special mention must go to Zara, who is 
a strong midfield player, Meghan, who has 
always played so well in defence, Georgina who 
progressed from the B team and became a very 
good wing and Poppy, who also played very well 
in a forward position.  Everyone rotated as the 
goalkeeper but Isabella and Grace did particularly 
well and showed great promise.  Well done to 
everyone in the team. 
I am sure you will all do very well next year.
SF/GBW
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Rose Hill Westonbirt A team beat us 
dramatically but they were as tall as giants. 
The goalie on their team was huge and she 
wore a golden kit with a gold mouth guard. 
Kitty did really well to score a goal.
Ellie Pridmore

We won against Pinewood, but it was a 
dramatic day. I had a nosebleed on the bus and 
had loads of blood on my sports kit. But it was 
worth it because we fought hard and it paid 
off because we won by 7 - 0. It was our best 
match!
Zara Verschoyle

I have enjoyed playing hockey this term. I have 
improved massively and I want to congratulate 
Ali Raphael for saving the most goals and being 
really brave. I feel the whole team tried really 
hard in all matches.
Jess Downton

 5 Top Tips for Hockey:-
1) Look before you pass.
2) Hold your positions.
3) Try and shoot as soon as you are in the D.
4) Keep the ball always in front of you.
5) Do not be mean to the goalie if she 
cannot save it.
India Case and Rosie Lewis
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Soccer1ST XI
Team: C Carpenter, F Milne (capt)*, T Mayer, 

C Leeper, F Jodrell, S Clifford, J Muir, 
J Kite, P Tabor, J Strain*, K Penny*

* denotes colours

Results:
v Clifton Won 1 - 0 Away
v Abberley Hall Won 5 - 3 Home
v St John’s Lost 1 - 2 Home
v The Elms Drew 3 - 3 Home

With five minutes remaining in our final match 
we fell 3-1 behind against The Elms and it 
seemed as if the season was going to end on a 
disappointing note. However, this season had 
been characterised by endeavour and resilience 
and in the final moments those two qualities 
shone through. The Year 8s were playing their 
final five minutes of football for Beaudesert 
(for some their final five minutes of football ever, 
perhaps) and amazingly the heads stayed up, the 
belief remained and finally, the luck seemed to go 
our way. Firstly, Piers Tabor scored from an acute 
angle, leaving the excellent Elms goalkeeper 
flummoxed for once. Then Johnny Kite won yet 
another 50-50 in the midfield and picked out 
Piers on the right, who played a ball through to 
James Strain, who coolly rolled the ball into the 
corner for his fifth goal of the season. So to finish 
we had a draw that felt like a win and a wonderful 
end to the season.
I would love to go through the whole season 
moment by moment, but even for one as short as 
this there simply no time. In short, therefore, 
we fought hard against some good teams. 
Our one defeat was against a much better side 
than us and even then we could have won. In fact, 
all of the teams that we played probably left the 
pitch thinking that they should have done better 
against us, which says a lot about the way that we 
played. Jodrell, Leeper, Milne and Mayer were 
tenacious at the back. They were sometimes 
too quick to dive in, but they never let anyone 

2ND XI
Team:  H Newman, A Comaish, T Elvin, 

O Pritchard, G Standen McDougal, M Scheuner, 
S Fairer-Smith, S D’Arcy Rice, F Hughes, 

M Haynes, H Bailey, L Roberts, T Pilsbury

Spearheaded by the captain Alex Comaish, 
the 2nd XI finished the season with their 
heads held high, recording a well deserved 
win over The Elms in their last match and 
playing out hard fought matches against 
Clifton and Abberley Hall. Frozen pitches 
at Beaudesert meant the first game against 
Clifton was played away on a new 3G surface. 
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settle. The clean-sheet against Clifton was a 
great achievement and they were under pressure 
at times in all of our games, but never stopped 
working hard.
The midfield duo of Kite and Joss Muir worked 
well, although the St John’s players gave them 
a lesson in how to pass. In the final match of the 
season, however, Joss and Johnny showed that 
they had learned that lesson and played some 
great football. Piers Tabor and Sam Clifford were 
excellent in the wide midfield positions and I 
look forward to seeing much more from them 
next year. Charlie Carpenter in goal will be back 
next year as well. He made very few mistakes 
and seemed to grow in confidence in each game, 
pulling out some wonderful saves. 
I always knew that the success of the season 
would partly depend on Kit Penny and James 

Strain up front and they became a formidable 
partnership. They were a great pair, with Kit’s 
assured first touch and vision combined with 
James’s pace and assured finishing. Kit will be 
disappointed that he did not score more goals 
(Kit will always be disappointed not to score 
more goals!) but his all round play developed 
hugely and he became a valuable team player. 
James finished as top scorer and played well in 
every game.
Felix Milne led the team well and can be proud 
that he got the best out of his players, leading 
by example and at times exhorting them to give 
more effort than they thought they could. I was 
very proud that I could say that this group of boys 
over-achieved in every game, becoming a proper 
team and not giving up until the final minute of 
the season.
CM

The first half saw Beaudesert keep most of the 
possession; however they failed to convert with 
a fine display by the opposition goalkeeper. 
The second half was even with Clifton applying 
extreme pressure on the defence in the last five 
minutes, nevertheless the team held on for a 
well-deserved draw. 
The match against Abberley Hall was certainly a 
windy affair. Beaudesert scored twice in the first 
half from a lob from Luke Roberts and long effort 
in to the top right corner by Tom Pilsbury. 
After half time, it took 21 minutes for Abberley 
Hall to score and during a nail-biting finish, 
Abberley Hall unfortunately equalised with a 
screamer with 40 seconds to go!
St John’s proved too strong in the penultimate 
game, but we bounced back with an emphatic 
win against The Elms. A solid display by all 
allowed the team to capitalise on a number of 
opportunities in front of goal, including two from 
both the hard hitting centre back Tom Elvin and 
the cool finishing of Hugo Bailey.
NC

Results:
v Clifton Drew 0 - 0 Away
v Abberley Hall Drew 2 - 2 Home
v St John’s Lost 1 - 4 Home
v The Elms Won 5 - 1 Home
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COLTS A
Team: J Catto, H Gearon, A Haynes, A Amati, 

C Gent, P Ravano, M Arkwright, H Mallinckrodt 

Results: 
v Tockington Won 2 - 1 Home
v St John’s Lost 2 - 4 Home
v The Elms Won 1 - 0 Away
v Pinewood Won 4 - 1 Away

This was a successful football term, with only 
one defeat.  The St John’s match was a high 
quality game, which could have gone either way, 
with two strong sides playing some excellent 
football.  A very talented sporting year group, the 
boys showed great enthusiasm and commitment 
in both practice and in the school matches and 
it has been great to see them play with such 
endeavour throughout.  Of the matches won, 
The Elms and Pinewood fixtures stand out. 
Both took place on bitterly cold days; we played 
some lovely football, always looking to use 
the width of the pitch and to really test the 
opposition.  It was the boys’ ability and will to 
win that saw us home in the end.  Well done to 
everyone.
DR
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COLTS B
Team: W Gibson, A Probert, M Hudson, 

H Mallinckrodt, J Tucker, B Mather, S Hughes

Results: 
v Tockington Won 3 - 0 Home
v Abberley Hall Won 3 - 1 Home
v St John’s Won 10 - 0 Home
v The Elms Lost 0 - 2 Away
v Pinewood Lost 2 - 4 Away

This was a strong B team who enjoyed some 
convincing wins, but also suffered one or two 
disappointing results. However, to beat a 
St John’s side 10-0 is a very good achievement!  
There were a number of boys who would have 
been able to play at A team level, which meant 
there was some keen competition for places and 
a number of very competitive practice sessions, 
which was great to see. The boys worked well 
as a team and were always looking to pass their 
way out from defence, rather than just hack the 
ball forward. Some of the football played was of a 
very high standard, with good movement, passing 
and shooting. Well done.
DR

COLTS C
Team: T Davey, T Kinsella, J Lowde, W Golesworthy, 

T Jodrell, F Large, T Norman, A Stamp, T Melvin

Results: 
v Tockington Won 3  -  1 Home
v Abberley Hall Lost  0 - 2 Home
v St John’s Won 3 - 1 Home
v The Elms Won 3 - 0 Home

The effort and commitment shown by this 
group has been excellent. Always keen to be 
competitive in the practice sessions, willing 
to listen and improve their football skills, 
this attitude made it a very pleasing football 
season. There have been a number of excellent 
wins and just the one loss. Some of the football 
played has been of a high standard, with all 
members of the squad eager to be involved 
and to get stuck in. Well done all.
DR

3RD XI

Team:  M Verschoyle, M Lawrence, H North, 
H Everest, J Skelding, J Berry, B Barnes, 

F Hellens, C Turk, W Comaish, H Delap, O Henry, 
T Smith, M Haynes, H Morgan-Grenville

The very short season was made even 
shorter by the snow. The team played 
much better facing an opposition from 
another school than they did on the 
practice field.
The first match against Clifton was on 
their 3G surface, which was a great 
experience. We lost 1-4 due to one 
Clifton player scoring all four of their 
goals, otherwise the teams were very 
even.
Abberley Hall was also weather affected 
as we had to play on their astro in gale 
force winds. 
We lost in the final minute with the only 
shot on goal in the whole match.
St John’s was our final match, playing 
at home and on grass. A confident 
performance resulted in a 2-0 victory. 
A very pleasing end to an enjoyable 
season.
JSSM

Results:
v Clifton Lost 1 - 4 Away
v Abberley Hall Lost 0 - 1 Away
v St John’s Won 2 - 0 Home
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UNDER 10A
Team: L Wiles, F Walker, H Brook, 

 C Davison, T Beattie, F Baker, F Taylor-Kimmins

Results:
v Prior Park Drew 2 - 2 Home
v Abberley Hall Drew 2 - 2 Away
v St John’s Won 3 - 2 Home
v Wycliffe Won 2 - 1 Home
v Pinewood Won 5 - 2 Away

This was a short but highly productive season 
where the boys went through the term unbeaten 
in all matches. They played some great football, 
combining skill, power and pace and their 
determination to win was evident in all games. 
Luke Wiles was a great shot stopper and often 
kept the team well in control. His saves on 
occasions were outstanding and often the easier 
shots caused him problems.
Fred Walker and Charlie Davison were the rocks 
at the back. Strong in defence, they both have 
powerful clearance shots and their passing play 
when under pressure improved as they became 
more confident in these positions.
The midfield duo of Tom Beattie and Hamish 
Brook was outstanding, tirelessly charging up 
and down the pitch, working hard at the back 
and then scoring up front or delivering superb 
crosses to our poachers hanging out in the 
opposition goal. 
Finally to Freddie Baker and Felix Taylor-
Kimmins who both scored many important goals 
throughout this season. 
This group of boys played as a team and had the 
desire and competitive spirit to win the close 
matches. They gave everything in practices and 
games and hopefully they will all develop into a 
stronger unit as they move up the school.
EC

UNDER 10C
Team: T Morris, G Mills, E Bird, F Delap, 

A Tubbs, T Elliott, O Mullen

Results:
v Wycliffe Lost 0 - 2 Home
v Abberly Hall Won 4 - 2 Away
v St John’s Lost 1 - 2 Home
v Pinewood Drew 2 - 2 Home

Although not playing very many matches this 
season, the U10 C team boys were a fantastic 
bunch to coach. They progressed well over the 
course of the season and towards the latter 
part, moved from the typical bees around a 
honeypot formation to a confident and fairly 
well shaped group. The highlight of the season 
for me has to be the victory over at Abberley 
Hall. The wind was absolutely horrendous 
and both teams had to play directly into it. 
The afternoon was full of fun which started 
with the spectators shelter blowing over, 
a football being lost and two of the most 
outrageous wind assisted ‘Bend it like Beckham’ 
corner goals. There were high fives all around!
Well done and best of luck next season.
JLB
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UNDER 10B
Team: J Flynn, B Wilson, T Baxter, G Mitchell, 

E Walker, J Kerr, G Honeyborne 

Results:
v Prior Park Won 8 - 1 Home
v Abberley Hall Won 2 - 0 Away
v St John’s Lost 2 - 4 Home
v Pinewood Lost 1 - 3 Home
v Prior Park Won 2 - 0 Home

This was a very positive season for this group 
of boys who won more than they lost. It was 
great to see players like Tom Baxter and Bertie 
Wilson charging up the field with the ball 

at their feet looking for the shot on goal. 
George Honeyborne was everywhere even 
though he was meant to be playing at the 
back in a defensive role. Jackson Flynn in 
goal produced some memorable goal keeping 
moments and became more confident in this 
tricky position. Guy Mitchell and James Kerr 
also gave everything in match situations and 
developed into players that were very difficult 
to get round when the opposition were on 
attack. And finally to Edward Walker who 
could dribble the ball the whole length of the 
pitch and score a goal – he did this against 
Prior Park.

Throughout the season the boys produced 
some great football and deserve the success 
they had. Well done.
EC
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UNDER 9s
Team:

A Catto, S Kapoor, Z Armitage, N Agnew, 
T Biddulph, J Edwards, A Adams, W Hyde, 

G Jardine, M May, S Mayer, F Baker, T Hall,
 L Sweet, C Maculan 

A Team Results:
v Hatherop Won 4 - 0 Away
v St John’s Drew 3 - 3 Home 
v Berkhampstead Lost 3 - 4 Home 
v St Hugh’s Lost 0 - 2 Away 
v Pinewood Lost 0 - 6 Away
v Prior Park Lost 2 - 3 Away 

Prior Park Festival
Played 5, Won 2, Drew 1, Lost 2

B Team Results:
v Hatherop Won 1 - 0 Away 
v St John’s Drew 1 - 1 Home 
v Berkhampstead Won 1 - 0 Home 
v St Hugh’s Lost 1 - 2 Away
v Pinewood Lost 0 - 10 Away 
v Prior Park Won 4 - 0 Away 

Prior Park Festival
Played 4, Won 0, Drew 2, Lost 1

There was no doubting the commitment 
of the team and despite some of the 
score lines the boys played some very 
attractive football. 
The B team fared a little better on the 
result front than the A team and despite 
one blip they had a very good season.
There was a great deal of skill from the 
A team who were, on occasion, 
outpaced and were not as determined 
as the opposition. During the season 
both sides learned to compete and 
they improved their positional play 
and awareness. When things went 
well, such as against Berkhampstead, 
the team looked unbeatable, but 
unfortunately this has to be sustained 
for the full 30 minutes and composure 
must be maintained or the initiative is 
lost. This is something the team must 
work on over the coming terms.
There is much to be pleased with as 
the children have a good attitude and 
love playing sport. They will blossom 
over the coming years and reach their 
potential as the individual skills are 
transferred into good solid team play.
GR
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NetballUNDER 13A
Team: M D’Arcy Rice*,  I McLaughlan*, M Moorsom, 

O Puckett (capt), S  Slatter, A  Sopher, L  Vint, 
C Walker, K  Wright*

* denotes colours

Results:
v Abberley Hall Drew 13 - 13 Home
v The Dragon Lost 13 - 18 Home
v The Elms Lost 6 - 15 Away
v St Hugh’s Lost 9 - 32 Away
v Pinewood Won 19 - 13 Away
v Wycliffe Lost 13 - 25 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 23 - 16 Home

Severnside Tournament - 4th

IAPS Regionals
v Perrot Hill Won 10 - 9
v Mount House Won 10 - 8  
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 11 - 5
v Millfield Lost 6 - 11 
v Hanford Lost 8 - 11
v The Downs  Won 13 - 4
 Playoffs: 
v Wycliffe Lost 4 - 5 
  (golden goal)

2013 was the year of scoring 13 goals; sadly it 
was very unlucky for us. A broken nose for Kitty 
left us with a definitive seven for the first half of 
term. Scholarships, illness and other commitments 
would then deplete the team further as we slowly 
began the season.
My knowledge of how amazingly well the team 
could play was being consistently questioned (by 
myself) with each match that went past.  That was 
until we went to the IAPS Regionals.  As a team 
they were back to full fitness.  They had been 
drilled to boredom with centre passes and feeding 
the ball into the D. Finally, it all clicked into place.  

So much so they quickly found themselves in 
the play-offs only to find they were up against 
Wycliffe - a team that had beaten us rather 
too convincingly that same week.  Hearts were 
racing as the whistle went to start play.  Goals 
were scored at both ends. The final whistle 
went but play had to continue as it was a tie and 
only a golden goal would decide the outcome. 
Wycliffe had possession and quickly played the 
ball down the court, but we grabbed a loose ball 
and fed it back into the D. We had a shot on goal. 
Missed. Wycliffe neatly played the ball down 
the court again. We intercepted, again. Another 

UNDER 13B
Team:

L Winfrey, A Dunne, I Brodermann, S Graham, 
I Mitchell, L Vint, F Evans, L Kuropatwa 

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won 19 - 11 Home
v The Elms Won 14 - 9 Away
v Hatherop Lost 2 - 11 Away
v St Hugh’s Won 7 - 2 Away
v Pinewood Won 17 - 12 Away
v Tockington Lost 5 - 8 Away
v Wycliffe Won 19 - 17 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Lost 9 - 17 Home

This was a Beaudesert Park U13B netball team
 in the very best traditions of the genre.  
We were FAST!  Boy were we fast.  I lost track of 
the number of goals we scored within four passes 
after our centre pass.  Several rather good teams 
found themselves at complete sixes and sevens 
as the ball whizzed around the court.  
Our success was certainly not built on towering 
height (our ‘tall girl’, Lucia, was regularly dwarfed 

by the opposition), but the girls had a game 
plan and generally stuck to it.  This enabled 
us to get the ball away from our back line 
effectively and into the D speedily.  Lara 
Winfrey at centre was the lynch pin, running 
simple lines with great hands and passing 
the ball with great awareness of where her 
players were about to move.  Our standard 
move involved a pass to the right to Amber 
Dunne, who more or less instantly hit 
Sapphire Graham at the near post who then 
popped a quick high ball to a late-arriving Izzi 
Brodermann.  Even when teams had worked 
out the play the passing was so good that it 
was still successful.
Our defence improved throughout the term.  
Lara Kuropatwa, Imo Mitchell and Florrie 
Evans helped our goal keeper Lucia Vint 
by hustling and pressing the attackers, and 
she made the most of this with beautifully 
timed interceptions. Her lean and jump were 
exceptional as well.  Florrie was a revelation, 
and, after playing wonderfully well at 
Pinewood under difficult circumstances, 
never looked back.    
Two of the lost matches were unusually 
difficult for various reasons.  Against Hatherop 

we began playing within a minute or so of 
arriving at the court after a long bus ride, 
but by the second half had found our rhythm 
against a rather good A team.  Tockington had 
two players of, let us say, unusual height, and 
poor Sapphire and Izzi found it very hard to 
get the ball in the air when shooting!  
The most pleasing match was the Wycliffe 
game.  Against the best side we played all 
season, we produced our best netball and the 
result was a hugely exciting encounter.  Both 
sides obeyed the distance and obstruction 
rules throughout the game, and so all the 
players on court were able to exhibit their 
full range of skills and tactical acumen.  It was 
breathless stuff, and we just sneaked home 
with the win.  
It was a pity the Severnside B event was 
cancelled due to bad weather, as the style 
of the team would have been well suited to 
tournament play.  The girls played their hearts 
out all term, and were huge fun to be with 
during practices and matches. I hope they will 
continue with netball at their senior schools. 
Well done, everyone!
KDB
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shot at goal missed by millimeters. This time 
Wycliffe secured the ball and scored. This was 
a heart wrenching way to go out as we had the 
opportunities.  But knowing how well Wycliffe 
had played earlier in the week, as their coach, 
I was absolutely thrilled to bits. That was the 
team I knew. That was how well I knew they 
could play and they were amazing.

A hard fought win against Cheltenham Junior 
finished the season on a high. Well done girls on 
an exciting season, good luck at your next school.
LS
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UNDER 12A UNDER 12B & C
Team: 

A Hall, E Palmer, A Smith, A Mullen, O Slatter, 
D Mitford-Slade, L Burns, L Dunne, A Slatter, 

P Stopford, R Fawcett, C Reid, X Jardine, R Smith

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won 7 - 6 Home
v The Dragon Lost 4 - 7 Away
v The Elms Lost 2 - 11 Away
v St Hugh’s Lost 14 - 17 Home
v Pinewood Won 22 - 7 Home
v The Downs 2nd Lost 4 - 19 Away
v Wycliffe Won 13 - 12 Away

St Hugh’s Tournament - 3rd place

The U12 B & C teams played with commitment 
and spirit both in training and in their competitive 
matches. In defence, Xa, Rebecca, Alex and 
Catharine denied the opposition goal-scoring 
opportunities and their ability to predict and 
intercept passes improved steadily as the 
season progressed. Lottie and Lauren proved 
to be speedy, agile centres, hard to mark, quick, 
accurate and powerful in their passing. Tavie, 
Annie, Daisy and Alice worked tirelessly on the 
wings, increasingly using the full width of the 
court and applying channelling techniques 
taught in training to ensure that the ball reached 
the scoring D in as short a time as possible. 
Eva and Ana, Poppy and Rose (the latter pair 
new to attacking positions!) had a great season, 
much improving their shooting techniques and 
their shot to goals-scored ratio. The teams were 
fantastic to work with and never gave less than 
100%. Well done!
LG

After a shocking start to the season, thanks to 
the weather, the U12A team quickly became 
one of the leading lights on the local school 
circuit. Despite often playing much taller U13 
teams, they won a great deal of their matches 
in convincing style. Their speed and quick ball 
skills enabled them to move down the court 
rapidly, giving lots of scoring opportunities 
to the shooters. The defensive play was also 
impressive, leaving many opposition attacks 
feeling frustrated!
The defensive team of Katinka Hughes, Ellie 
Flynn, Annabel Gouriet and Imogen Brook 
showed great determination and tenacity when 
intercepting balls and controlling play in the 
defensive third. They all worked well as a group, 
demonstrating excellent game awareness. Willa 
Gravell proved to be an invaluable member 
of the team, using deft skills to outwit her 
opponents and she worked well with Imogen 
at centre to create exciting attacking play. 
The shooters (Tati Parr, Tamsin Priest and Ellie 
Flynn) worked effectively in the attacking circle, 
using quick, sharp movements to work around 
some rather tall defences and it was wonderful 
to watch their shooting improve throughout the 
season, as they gained in confidence.
It has been tremendous fun working with 
this team - they are bright, lively and 
excellent players. I have no doubt that they 
will impress next year in their final season at 
Beaudesert. They should be very proud of their 
achievements this term - I certainly am!
JP

Team: 
T Priest, T Parr, I Brook, K Hughes, E Flynn,

W Gravell, A Gouriet

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won 20 - 3 Home
v The Dragon Drew 6 - 6 Away
v St Hugh’s Lost 12  - 13 Home
v Pinewood Won 25 - 4 Home
v The Downs (U13A) Lost 13 - 18 Away
v Wycliffe Lost 11 - 16 Away

UNDER 11A
Team:

B Knight, B Ransome, F Saxton, H Skelding, 
L Newman, L Quinn, A Martin, I Mayer 

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won 12 - 4 Away
v Pinewood Lost 6 - 17 Away
v The Elms Won 13 - 6 Home
v St Hugh’s Lost 2 - 11 Away
v Hatherop Castle Won 3 - 2 Away
v Warminster Prep Won 12 - 6 Home
v Pinewood Lost 5 - 16 Home
v The Downs Drew 10 - 10 Away
v Wycliffe Won 15 - 8 Away

IAPS Tournament
Won 3, Lost 2, Drew 1 - 4th in group

Prior Park Tournament
Won 2, Lost 3 - 3rd in group

Severnside Tournament
2nd place

The U11A team has matured and developed 
greatly over the course of the season, although 
the results have not always reflected how 
well they have played. They started off the 
season with the Severnside Tournament which 
resulted in the girls coming second and playing 
some fantastic netball in freezing conditions!! 
Abberley Hall was another very cold match but 
the girls showed true grit and determination 
and played some very impressive, fast-paced 
netball resulting in a great win. Our strengths 
this season have been our intercepting and 
movement in and around the circle which has 
given our shooters lots of scoring opportunities. 
The team has listened carefully to the coaching 
advice and took on board new tactical ideas. We 
have been lucky enough to take part in three 
tournaments in total this season which has 
given us the opportunity to play against some 
different opposition. 
Both the IAPS and Prior Park tournaments were 
a great experience and challenge for the girls; 
with six matches to be played, concentration 
levels needed to be at their highest! It was a 
true team effort - our tall defence of Isabelle, 
Annabelle, Lotte and Lydia had a battle on their 
hands which they relished, never giving up. 
Our attack of Bea and Honor was dynamic and 
this enabled our shooters Freya and Beth to 
display confidence around the circle, shooting 
from anywhere. Even though we did not finish 
winners in the tournaments, we have learnt 
from the experience of having to play high 
tempo netball. The highlight of the season for 
me was our match against Wycliffe which we 
won 15-8. The girls took everything on board 
that they had practised throughout the term 
and both attack and defence demonstrated 
fantastic skills. 
Special mentions must go to Lotte for her 
relentless efforts in defence and Beth for her 
superb shooting from any distance. Well done, 
girls, for a thoroughly enjoyable season.
GBW
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UNDER 11B
Team: I Standen McDougal, S Elvin, S Morgan-Rodda, 

A Biddulph, M Combe, J Ferrigno, C Whitcombe, 
C Mayne, I Walker, V Levinson, P Read 

Results:
v Abberley Hall Lost 4 - 12 Away
v Pinewood Lost 4 - 22  Away
v The Elms Lost 4 - 10 Home 
v St Hugh’s Lost 6 - 10 Away 
v Pinewood Lost 4 - 8 Home 
v Tockington Lost 0 - 17 Away
v Wycliffe Lost 6 - 9  Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Lost 1 - 9 Away

The U11B Netball Team started the season with 
extreme enthusiasm and commitment, which 
continued throughout their netball season. 
The girls displayed fantastic determination and 
strategy skills. However tough opposition proved 
devastating, as the girls were unable to secure a 
win. Weekly practice and team spirit encouraged 
the girls to keep trying and lower the margin of 
losses.
Introducing new tactics has demanded a high 
level of concentration and persistence from 
the girls. Team communication and cooperation 
continued to increase as a link between the 
attack, centre and defence areas.
Thank you to the parents for their support and 
encouragement. Well done girls for your hard 
work! 
CP
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UNDER 9A
Team: 

P Clark, A Evans, G Raphael, M Smith, Z Mayer, 
G Tucker, M Edwards, I Thomson, E Tubbs

Results:
v Wycliffe Won 9 - 1 Home
v Pinewood Won 7 - 5 Away
v The Downs Lost 3 - 7 Away
v Prior Park Won 14 - 7 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 9 - 0 Away

Severnside Tournament- 2nd place

The girls have had a very enjoyable term of 
netball and have made great progress with their 
footwork, passing and understanding of the 
game. They are always enthusiastic and keen to 
practice new skills and apply them in matches.
Our first match against Wycliffe was a great 
success and it gave the girls a lot confidence. 
Unfortunately the snow swept in and our next 
couple of matches were cancelled, which was 
very frustrating for everyone.  We then had 
a couple of weeks after half term with no 

UNDER 9B
Team: 

O Case, J Keveth, B Leslie, L Pearman, R Craven, 
S Hiscox, J Lodge, A Mallinckrodt, A McIntyre, 

M Phillips, G Tucker, I Beattie, M Campbell, D Gough, 
F McKenzie Wylie

Results: 
v Wycliffe Drew 1 - 1 Home
v Wycliffe Lost 2 - 3 Home
v Pinewood Lost 4 - 5 Away
v The Downs Lost 2 - 6 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Lost 1 - 2 Away

The B team was split into two parallel teams 
that played on a rotation basis. All the girls 
have worked extremely hard and really enjoyed 
netball and playing as part of a team. Most of the 
matches were very close and all the girls have 
gained valuable experience playing other schools. 
Grace’s hard work and consistent shooting was 
rewarded with a place in the A team, which 
was lovely to see. Octavia has also been a very 
versatile player, playing well in defence and also 
proving to be a good shooter. Jemima Lodge 
and Annika have also been strong in defence. 
Well done to everyone - you all have a lot of 
potential for next year. 
Thank you to all the parents that have supported 
us over the Netball season in all winds and 
weathers!
SF
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UNDER 10A
Team:

E Fanshawe, K Severn, H Simmons, K Hiscox, 
G Lawrence, L Scheuner, E Tuke-Hastings, I Cooper 

Results:
v Wycliffe Won 8 - 7 Home
v Warminster Prep Won 16 - 0 Home
v Pinewood Drew 7 - 7 Away
v Pinewood Won 8 - 3 Home
v The Downs Lost 5 - 9 Away
v Prior Park Won 12 - 8 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Lost 7 - 15 Away
Severnside Tournament - 3rd place

This netball season has been great and we have 
only lost two matches. All of our team played 
really well and it was great fun. We played 
in different positions and I think we have 
all improved a lot. Hattie was an amazing 
shooter and Eloise was a brilliant goal attack. 
Ginny has been an excellent centre, moving to 

UNDER 10B
Team: 

E Pridmore, A Phillips, Z Verschoyle, A Raphael, 
I Wray, M Shaw, A Brown, R Chappel-Young, 

R Lewis, J Landale, J Downton

Results:
v Wycliffe Won 10 - 3 Home
v Berkhampstead Won 5 - 2 Away
v Berkhampstead Won 7 - 6 Away
v Pinewood Won 10 - 1 Home
v Pinewood Won 9 - 1 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 8 - 5 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 9 - 1 Away

I really enjoyed netball this term. I like defending 
because I think it is a very important part of the 
team, even though I am not the best.  Isabel did 
great at being GK and she stopped tons of balls 
from coming in the D. I do not find netball easy, 
but matches are really fun. We won every match 
this term and the As only lost two. We have 
improved so much this term.
Jess Downton

I have loved netball this year because we learnt 
never to shout at each other even if we did not 
shoot or catch the ball.
Rosie Lewis

We have had such fun playing netball this term. 
All the players have improved. The first match 
against Wycliffe was amazing, we had to put so 
much effort in as a team to get that result.
Amber Phillips

spaces very fast. Kiki, Imo and Ella have played 
very well with brilliant defending. Kitty and 
Lotte worked hard as the wings. Kitty has been 
very fast and good at marking and Lotte has 
been excellent at jumping up and intercepting 
the ball. We had a great team and we want 
to thank Mrs Phelps and Mrs Gardner who 
taught us netball.
Kitty Hiscox and Lotte Scheuner

I think we have done really well considering 
that we have only lost twice. It was a rather 
short term and a few matches were cancelled 
due to the weather but we all improved loads. 
When we were at Prior Park and Pinewood 
we had to shoot in the senior height goals 
which was rather hard but we still scored lots 
of goals. Ginny was our fabulous centre, 
Kiki, Lotte, Ella and Imogen played defence 
very well, intercepting loads of balls. Eloise, 
Hattie and Kiki were our amazing shooters. 
Let’s not forget our speedy wing attack, Kitty. 
We really enjoyed our season.
Ginny Lawrence, Hattie Simmons 
and Ella Tuke-Hastings

matches. This gave us lots of time to practise!
When at last we had a match against Pinewood, 
the girls were enthusiastic and eager to play. 
It was a great match and lovely to see their 
improvement from the first match. The 
next match against The Downs was slightly 
disappointing; although the girls are usually a 
tough bunch, the bitter wind that swept across 
the courts got the better of them. 
The highlight of the season as usual was the 
Severnside Tournament. As we had not played 
most of the schools attending, I was not sure 
how the afternoon would progress. The girls 
were very excited to be playing inside the dome 
at Clifton, and I hoped this luxury would improve 
their playing. They did not disappoint and 
everything we had been working on seemed to 
come together. We won five matches in a row 
with no goals being scored against us, which 
was very impressive. In the last match we played 
The Downs again; they had also won all their 
matches so this match was the deciding position 
overall. The girls played really well but The 
Downs were a very strong team and managed 
to beat us. The girls were so pleased with their 
excellent second place and came home happy 
and tired. 
SF
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Cross Country
Squads

U9
Z Armitage, F Baker, J Edwards, N Agnew, P Clark, Z Mayer, A Evans, 

S Hiscox, M May, T Biddulph, M Phillips, G Tucker, G Jardine, W Hyde, 
G Raphael, M Edwards

U11
T Beattie, F Walker, E Walker, H Brook,  H Gearon, A Haynes, B Mather, 
E Fanshawe, I Walker, I Mayer, B Knight, L Quinn, V Levinson, T Baxter, 

B Mather, C Whitcombe, K Hiscox, A Amati, G Mills, L Scheuner

U13
C Leeper (capt), G Standen McDougal, P Tabor, S D’Arcy Rice, 

F Hughes, H Newman, M D’Arcy Rice* (capt), O Puckett, E Flynn, T Parr, 
W Gravell, A Smith, F Hughes

*denotes colours

Match Results
U9 
at Beaudesert v Wycliffe + Tockington Boys 2nd Girls 1st 
at Dean Close Mixed 1st/16
at Tockington v Wycliffe + Tockington Boys 1st Girls 1st 
at Tockington Relays Boys 2nd Girls 1st 
U11
at Pinewood Boys 3rd Girls 2nd
at Dean Close Mixed 1st/16
at Severnside Boys 2nd Girls 1st
at National Preps Boys DNF Girls 5th 
at Tockington Relays Boys 1st Girls 1st 
U13 
at Pinewood Boys 5th Girls 3rd
at Dean Close Mixed 1st/16
at Severnside Boys 2nd Girls 2nd
at National Preps Boys 28th Girls 13th
at Tockington Relays Boys 1st Girls 1st 

This was another good season for the cross-country teams as 
they picked up several team wins in some very hotly contested 
events. Individually there were times when we had key runners 
missing but the spirit of the teams going out should be admired 
and congratulated in this very tough and gruelling sport.
Wins across the ages at Dean Close and Tockington reinforced 
the consistently good performances by the U11 boys’ and girls’ 
teams. There were many excellent performances including 
winning ones from Mollie D’Arcy Rice, Columba Leeper, 
Bea Knight,  Eloise Fanshawe and Tom Beattie. At the 
Severnside competition it was fantastic to see the U11 girls 
finish in the top three places with Violet Levinson backing up 
Bea and Eloise to secure a comfortable team victory. At the 
Nationals we struggled to field teams through illness and other 
clashes so congratulations must go to Mollie D’Arcy Rice 2nd 
and Bea Knight (despite falling) who finished 5th along with 
Isabella Walker and Columba Leeper in 21st and 28th places 
respectively. 
The Year 4 teams, although low key, did incredibly well at 
Tockington and showed great strength and depth both 
individually and as part of a relay with wins in all events 
undertaken. Our bi-annual encounter with Wycliffe and 
Tockington saw the girls fill six of the top eight spots, wow! 
It will be good to see them evolve over the next few years 
as long as the present enthusiasm is maintained.
Well done to all the runners for turning out to run for the teams 
as without the back up the teams would not be the success that 
they are. A special thank you to Mrs Frapwell and Mr Robinson 
for their support and on another exciting, nail biting and 
adrenalin-filled year.
GR
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1ST VII
Team: J Berry, K Penny*, J Muir*(capt), T Mayer, 

F Jodrell, C Leeper, G Standen McDougal, 
F Milne*, H Newman, J Gibson

*denotes colours

Results:
v Pinewood Lost 2 - 4 Home
v St Hugh’s Lost 2 - 7 Away
v The Elms Won 5 - 2 Away
v Prior Park Won 5 - 1 Away

Severnside Tournament - 3rd Place
v The Downs Lost 0 - 3
v Clifton Drew 0 - 0
v Prior Park Won 1 - 0

Hockey at Beaudesert involves a lot of 
hard work in PE lessons and activities 
throughout the year so as to ensure 
that the pupils have the basic skills to 
be competitive at the very highest prep 
school level.
It was clear from the start of the term 
that all the senior boys had improved 
their core skills and general game play 
and the coaching staff had high hopes 
for all the six senior teams.
The 1st team had the hardest task of 
all the senior teams competing against 
schools that play a full term of hockey and 
start at a much earlier age. However, with 
vast amounts of enthusiasm a decent 
game strategy and most importantly the 
will to win, we ensured that we had a very 
successful six weeks of hockey.
With any team the most important 
feature must be its spirit, everyone 
working towards one goal, helping each 
other, encouragement and leadership. 
All these traits were missing at the 
beginning of the season and the results 
against Pinewood and St Hugh’s proved 
this. With such a short term and this 
general lack of confidence the situation 
seemed dire and from out of the blue 
we beat the Herefordshire County 
Champions, The Elms and due to this 
result came confidence, improved team 
play and finally the team spirit we had 
been looking for. The season ended with 
fine performances at the Severnside 
Tournament with Beaudesert coming 
third.
Congratulations to all the boys who 
represented the 1st hockey team and 
good luck at your next school.
AE
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2ND VII
Team: B Barnes, P Tabor, W Gibson, J Kite,

 S Fairer-Smith, T Elvin, H Newman

The 2nd XI Boys’ Hockey team had an excellent 
season. To start playing in earnest after half term 
is difficult, especially when facing teams that 
have been playing since January; nevertheless 
they held their heads very high and played with 
maturity and determination winning a large 
proportion of their games by a secure margin. 
This was an impressive season and with more 
time still to hone their skills they would have 
been a very strong team indeed.
DGCP

Results:
v St Hugh’s  Lost 0 - 1 Away
v Pinewood Lost 1 - 3 Away
v The Elms Won 6 - 0  Away
v Prior Park Won 4 - 2 Away

Hockey - Boys
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3RD VII
Team:  T Smith, A Comaish, F Hughes, J Skelding, 

O Pritchard, C Carpenter, H Bailey, H Golesworthy, 
L Roberts

The standard of hockey played was exceptionally 
good. With little practice on astro the team still 
managed to hold their own against much larger 
schools who have played for longer. Pinewood 
was a disappointing result but they were worthy 
winners, taking advantage of our flat defence. 
The team had a very good win against 
Prior Park, showing a good deal of strength 
and awareness.
JSSM

Results:
v St Hugh’s Drew 1 - 1 Away
v Pinewood Lost 3 - 4 Home
v Clifton Lost 1 - 3 Home
v Prior Park Won 2 - 0 Home

5TH & 6TH VII

Matches were arranged for these 
two teams making sure that everyone 
represented the school at hockey from 
the top two years. It again showed that 
the school has great strength in depth 
and a genuine passion for playing 
the game.
JSSM

Results 5th VII:
v St Hugh’s Drew 1 - 1 Home
v  Pinewood Lost 0 - 4 Away
v Prior Park Lost 0 - 5 Home

Results 6th VII:
v St Hugh’s Lost 0 - 6 Home
v Prior Park Won 1 - 0 Home

COLTS A, B, C & D
A Team: J Catto, W Gibson, T Jodrell, A Haynes, 

A Stamp, A Amati, H Gearon, M Arkwright, J Tucker

Results:
v Prior Park Won 3 - 2 Away
v Clifton (U11B) Won 6 - 0 Away
v King’s Gloucester Lost 2 - 4 Away
v Warminster Prep  Won 5 - 2 Home
v St Hugh’s Won 2 - 0 Home 

B Team:
M Arkwright, J Tucker, S Hughes, P Ravano, 

B Mather, T Melvin, H Mallinckrodt, 
A Probert, C Gent 

Results:
v Prior Park Lost 0 - 1 Away
v Clifton (U10A) Won 3 - 1 Away
v King’s Gloucester Won 9 - 0 Away
v Warminster Prep Won 3 - 0 Home
v St Hugh’s Lost 0 - 2 Home

C Team: C Gent, J Lowde, T Kerr, T Davey, 
W Golesworthy, T Kinsella, O Coker, 

M Hudson, F Large, J Taylor–Kimmins

Results:
v Clifton Lost 0 - 5 Away
v St Hugh’s Lost 1 - 2 Home

D Team: J Lowde, F Large, T Davey, T Norman, 
M Hudson, H Hellens, L Hyde

Results:
v St Hugh’s Lost 0 - 3 Home

Having a season only a month long presents 
considerable challenges, yet this year the 
boys rose to those challenges extremely 
well.  Becoming sufficiently familiar with the 
rules, techniques, tactics etc involved takes 
time.  Fortunately many boys had some prior 
experience, having done hockey as an activity 
the previous term.  A certain amount of sporting 
talent also helped our cause from the outset.  
Nonetheless, the teams must take great credit 
for their teamwork, communication, good 
decision -making and strong team spirit, as well 
as playing impressive hockey.  
The A team turned into a formidable force as 
the season progressed. The only low point of 
the season was the defeat to King’s, where we 
let their gifted kingpin (apparently a county 
player) dictate the play throughout the match.  
Nevertheless, they recorded some impressive 
victories, most notably over Clifton (albeit their 
B side).   Furthermore it was a pleasure to 
coach this group, who were mustard keen 
and developed into a fine squad of players.  
Jock grew in confidence and improved his 
positional play as goalkeeper; Will tackled 
superbly and Tom distributed well from defense; 
our triple A midfield of André, Alex and Alberto 
worked tirelessly, linking passes together and 
racing back to defend whenever called upon; 
Harvey often displayed the killer instinct in the 
opposition D, while both Marcus and Jack proved 
worthy substitutes.  I hope and expect several of 
this talented team to be knocking on the door of 
the 1st team next year.  Well done on an excellent 
season, guys!
The B team also performed creditably. During 
training sessions they often pushed the As to 
their limits, with some very competitive mini 
matches. They did not deserve to lose their 
opening game and their performance in the final 

match was below par, unfortunately.  
However, they enjoyed a great spell mid–season, 
in particular, their whitewash of King’s was an 
extraordinary result. Sam displayed the fearless, 
(ie slightly nutty!) qualities that all good 
goalkeepers have. Paolo, possibly the most 
improved player, tackled with great timing and 
technique, while Ben got the ball out to the 
wings quickly.  Jack, Archie and Toby formed a 
useful midfield trio, whilst first Marcus, then 
in the latter stages Charlie, demonstrated 
their accurate marksmanship in front of 
the opposition’s goal.  Overall, like the As, they 
should feel proud of their season.  Well done!
One cannot fault the sheer effort which the C 
team displayed, both during training sessions 
and in their matches.  Jasper volunteered to go 
in goal at the start of the season and stuck at 
this sometimes unenviable position admirably.  
Tommy, Thor, Thomas and James all listened 
carefully and tried hard to put into practice 
what they had been coached.  Marcus and 
William were probably the most able and 
energetic players in the team and Ollie was as 
vocal as always! Many of them having started 
from scratch, as a group they certainly made 
progress and one hopes they will continue to 
enjoy playing hockey in the subsequent years. 
The importance of every child representing the 
school over the course of any season should not 
be underestimated. Despite the fact that this 
particular Year group contained many boys, I am 
glad to report that this goal was achieved, thanks 
to a mini tournament with St Hugh’s, involving 
both a C and D team from Beaudesert  (despite 
losing). I am sure that the boys benefited from 
the experience and hopefully it has whetted 
their appetites for the future.  It’s a great game, 
go for it!
OF/NA

Strength in depth; many of the 3rds played a 
match for the 4th team as sides were being 
selected.
JSSM

4TH VII
Team:  M Haynes, H Everest, S Clifford, 

M Lawrence, H Delap, C Turk, C Crabb, L Sopher

Results:
v St Hugh’s Won 6 - 0 Home
v Pinewood Won 1 - 0 Away
v Clifton Won 3 - 2 Home
v Prior Park Won 7 - 0 Home
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Cricket
1ST XI

Team: K Penny (capt)*, J Strain, F Jodrell, F Milne, 
M Haynes, T Mayer, C Turk, T Pilsbury, 

J Muir, H Newman, C Leeper, J Kite
*denotes colours

Results:
v Abberley Hall Lost by 68 runs Away
v The Elms Lost by 8 wickets Home
v Clifton Drew Home
v St John’s Won by 10 runs Home
v Pinewood Lost by 4 wickets Away
v The Downs Won by 90 runs Home
v St Hugh’s Won by 3 wickets Away
v Dean Close Lost by 96 runs Home
v Aldro Lost by 41 runs Home

There is always a buzz of excitement and nerves 
at the beginning of a cricket season. Do I have 
a team, will they be strong enough to compete, 
how is my captain going to cope? Just a few 
questions that I ask myself before the first match. 
Well, after our initial practices and warm up 
sessions, I was not entirely optimistic. A few boys 
who could bat and a few who could bowl - not 
the ‘all star’ team that every coach dreams of, 
however, what the boys did lack in raw talent, 
they made it up with that ever typical Beaudesert 
spirit and determination.
A tough match against Abberley Hall  kicked off 
the season. Abberley batted first and through 
some fine attacking cricket from their top order, 
secured a strong 159 run start. We fell well short 
and clearly had a great deal of work to do, both 
batting and bowling, if we were to avoid a white 
washed season.
The Elms came next and again, through poor 
batting and weak bowling, we lost by 8 wickets. 
There was genuine effort from each player but 
regardless of this, we lacked a little depth and 

natural ability. Bowling was weak and extras were 
soon becoming top scores and the batting was 
rigid and lacked any sort of punch. 
I think the turning point for our season was the 
third match against Clifton. They batted first in a 
declaration match and after a pre-match briefing 
with their coach about our poor start, I was 
pretty sure that the opposition would declare 
some time before tea and on a reasonable score. 

This was not the case though and they went 
on until tea and then came back out again for 4 
overs after tea. They scored a massive 205 for 2. 
Well, a tactic that I do not employ very often was 
brought out and delivered! Through some real 
guts and determination, we managed to survive 
until the close of play, having scored 85 for 3, 
and drew the match. 
Things improved after that match and we won 
our next 3, beating St John’s by 10 runs in a real 
cracker, beating The Downs by 90 runs and then 
St Hugh’s by 3 wickets. 
A tough match, but thoroughly enjoyed by all, 
was our penultimate fixture against Aldro, a 
touring team over from Surrey and then finally a 
true lesson in cricket was delivered to us by Dean 
Close, a well-organised, aggressive and talented 
outfit that went on to beat us comfortably by 
96 runs.
All in all, this did turn out to be a really tough 
season for our boys, but they stuck at it, learnt 
a great deal about the game and matured really 
well over the course of the term.
I would also like to take this opportunity to 
mention our team captain Kit Penny, who played 
brilliantly throughout the season, often faced 
with an enormous task and a great deal of 
pressure. He scored plenty of runs week in and 
week out, including a couple of solid 50s and a 
few very good 40s, as well as taking a heap of 
wickets. Well done!
JLB
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2ND XI
Team:  H North, S Fairer-Smith, O Pritchard, 

J Skelding, T Elvin, C Carpenter, M Haynes, 
A Comaish, L Roberts, G Standen McDougal, J Gibson

Results:
v  Wycliffe Won Away
v Clifton Won Away
v The Elms Won Away
v Abberley Hall Lost Home
v Dean Close Won Away
v Pinewood Won Home
v St Hugh’s Won Away
v St John’s Won Away

It was obvious from the start of term that the 
2nd team were a hugely enthusiastic group of 
boys that enjoyed cricket immensely. During 
square sessions and net practices there was 
great determination to improve all these skills. 
These enhanced skills enabled us to improve as 
individuals and the atmosphere within the team 
was one of determination to play well and win.
The most important aspect of any team is that 
everyone plays their part and when asked to bat 
or bowl they contribute in the best way they can 
and without any exception everyone who was 
selected to play played a part in a very successful 
term of cricket.
The team was ably captained by Alex Comaish 
who led by example with both bat and ball. 
There have been many memorable individual 
performances throughout the term but my 
overriding memories are of a happy successful 
team. It was great to be part of it.
AME
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3RD XI
Team: A Weston, H Bailey, B Barnes, C Carpenter, 

S Clifford, W Comaish, E Norman, H Everest, 
F McConnell, F Hughes, H Golesworthy, F Hellens, 

M Lawrence, L Roberts, E Nelson, L Sopher, M Scheuner, 
M Verschoyle, O McGill  

Results:
v Abberley Hall Lost by 4 wickets Away
v Clifton Lost by 95 runs Home
v Wycliffe Won by 25 runs Home
v Dean Close Lost by 8 wickets Away
v Abberley Hall Lost by 86 runs Away

This was a truncated season and one where we 
did not really play to our full potential at any time. 
After a slow start to the term I felt that we were 
finding form after the Wycliffe match before a 
combination of half-term, exams and a trip to 
Cornwall gave us too long a break to be really 
focused in the final two matches of the season.
There were a number of talented players in the 
squad, some of whom graduated to the 2nd XI 
and even to the 1st XI on one occasion. Harry 
Everest was the captain and he led the side well 
in the field. He also hit the ball powerfully, scoring 
some spectacular sixes, but never managed to 
get the really big score that the team needed. 
Luke Roberts was also a useful batsman with 
some stylish strokes. I am sure that he will play 
regularly for a higher team next year. We had a 
number of good bowling options in the team, with 
Alfie Weston being the most consistent. Hugo 
Bailey did a good job behind the stumps and was 
very reliable.  
The boys all worked hard on their technique 
as we spent a lot of time in the nets. As a group 
they certainly improved and I am sure that they 
will continue to enjoy their cricket. Although the 
results were not quite what we had hoped for, it 
was a fun season with some great memories.
CM
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4TH XI
Team: J Berry, H Morgan-Grenville, F Hellens, 
M Verschoyle, T Smith, H Delap, F McConnell, 

M Lawrence, C Crabb, O Henry, E Nelson

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won by 21 runs Home
v Clifton Lost by 8 wickets Away
v Pinewood Won by 1 wicket Home
v Wycliffe Won by 30 runs Away
v Dean Close Lost by 6 wickets Home

This was a successful and enjoyable term, 
with a large number of boys turning out for 
the 4th XI this year.  Only two fixtures were 
lost, against very strong Clifton and Dean 
Close sides and we managed to defeat 
Abberley Hall, Pinewood and Wycliffe.  
The boys played consistently good cricket with 
all aspects of their game improving, the batting 
in particular showing real promise.
The practice sessions and school matches 
were played in a fantastic spirit, with all the 
boys keen to be involved.  Well done all!
DR
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COLTS A
Team: A Haynes, J Catto, M Arkwright, A Amati, 

W Gibson, J Tucker, H Gearon, H Brook, F Walker, 
C Davison, T Beattie, L Wiles 

It is not often that Colts cricket has such a depth 
of talent and enthusiasm. 
The Colts A have been passionate about the 
game and developed their understanding of how 
it should be played as the season progressed. 
The team centred around those experienced 
players who had played in the side last season 
as Year 5s; a valuable period of learning for 
those team members.
As with all sides at the beginning of any season it 
takes time to instil into each batsman the value of 
his wicket – ‘if you’re out you are out!’ They were 
all subject to casual shots and careless errors. 
Their self-discipline grew and without exception 
they all showed that they could play straight and 
defend the good ball and attack anything off line.
Jock Catto proved that good practice pays 
dividends as, after a relatively slow start to the 
season he scored a fine 50 against St Hugh’s, 

chasing a low score of 75. Alex Haynes batted 
well at times, showing his potential to score 
plenty of runs in years ahead. Harvey Gearon 
(28), Marcus Arkwright (33), and Jack Tucker 
(30) all showed good technique; as confidence 
grew so did their ability to score runs.
The bowling capabilities of the side offered 
plenty of options; Jock Catto and Alex Haynes 
bowled excellently in tandem, Jock using his 
pace (best 5 for 18) and Alex converting to bowl 
off-breaks, pinning batsmen down from the start 
with great flight and turn (best 3 for 8 runs). 
Alberto Amati was innocuous with his approach 
and delivery but inevitably took a vital wicket at 
an important time. It was a fact that our 1st and 
2nd change bowlers were very good at polishing 
off the opposition. Fred Walker took 4 wickets 
against Dean Close in 2.5 overs for 13 runs. 
William Gibson bowling spin developed a tighter 
line and length as the season progressed.
The most exciting match of the season was 
against Dean Close; chasing a very large total of 
167, we made a slow start losing 3 quick wickets 
but Catto and Tucker had a 90 run partnership; 
however we still required 50+ runs off the last 
5 overs - up stepped the Year 5 members of the 
team. Charlie Davison hit 12 off 13 balls, Fred 
Walker and Tom Beattie kept up the momentum 
and when Hamish Brook replaced Fred, 34 runs 
were required off 2 overs. Quick singles and byes 
to the keeper created pressure that Dean Close 
could not cope with and so started to bowl wides 
and no-balls. Five to win off the last ball and 
Hamish hit a four! Match tied.
It has very much been a team performance; those 
more prominent players would not have operated 
without the support of their team mates. Bowlers 
were superbly backed up by high class fielders, 
Alberto Amati and Charlie Davison throwing 
the ball flat and hard from the boundary, William 

Results:
v Abberley Hall Lost by 6 wickets Home
v The Elms Lost by 8 runs Away
v Clifton Prep Won by 122 runs Home
v Wycliffe Won by 7 wickets Home
v St John’s Won by 8 wickets Away
v The Downs Won by 23 runs Home
v Moor Park Lost by 5 wickets Home
v St Hugh’s Won by 8 wickets Home
v Dean Close Match drawn Away
v Abberley Hall Won by 5 wickets Home

Gibson, Marcus Arkwright and Harvey Gearon 
taking difficult catches at important times and 
Tom Beattie keeping wicket, standing up to all but 
the quickest, always looking to take the bails off 
and claim a stumping.
The Colts did very well in the two tournaments 
to which they were invited.
The Malvern 8s was a huge success; they beat 
Abberley, Elstree, Pinewood and Terrington in 
the pool games. Packwood was dispatched in the 
semi-final, then sadly they lost to Abberley Hall 
in the final, whom they had bowled out for 16 
earlier in the day. A very long and tiring day.
The Downs 6s was even better as they 
convincingly beat Monmouth in the final, having 
won all the pool games, an excellent all round 
performance.
Many thanks to Mr Patrick Garschagen and 
Mr Josh Taylor for their tremendous support 
and enthusiasm; the boys have been very 
fortunate to have had their help.
JSSM

COLTS B
Team: A Stamp, T Melvin, W Golesworthy, B Mather, 

P Ravano, J Taylor-Kimmins, A Probert, F Baker, 
G Edwards, F Taylor-Kimmins, S Hughes, 

H Mallinckrodt, L Wiles  

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won by 8 wickets Away
v The Elms Won by 9 wickets Home
v Clifton Won by 9 wickets Away
v Wycliffe Won by 7 wickets Away
v Dean Close Won by 7 wickets Home
v Pinewood Won by 4 wickets Home
v St John’s Won by 71 runs Away
v The Downs Won by 2 wickets Away
v Tockington Won by 9 wickets Home
v St Hugh’s Won by 9 wickets Away
v Abberley Hall Won by 7 wickets Home

Lacking a specialist spinner we relied on 
our left bowlers, Mallinckrodt (12 wickets) 
and Edwards, as well as the very speedy if 
occasionally erratic deliveries of F Tayor-
Kimmins (10 wickets) to provide variety. 
They also kept our wicket keeper Melvin 
darting furiously from wide on the legside to 
wide on the offside, to keep extras down to 
a manageable level.
As everyone in the team could bat there was 
plenty of depth to our attack. The accuracy of 
Baker (12 wickets), Ravano and Probert tied 
down the opposition, wherever teams tried to 
accelerate their scoring. This often resulted 
in injudicious strokes and wickets for our 
support bowlers of J Taylor-Kimmins, 
Hughes and Wiles.
Our opener and captain, Stamp, had a season 
when he could do no wrong, scoring 284 
runs at an average of 47 including 5 not out. 
He was ably assisted by Mather - 155 runs at 
an average of 31. The invariably strong start 
these two gave us provided our wristy back 
foot players the opportunity for some dashing 
cameos in the middle order. Golesworthy in 
particular hit the ball well. With everyone as 

keen to bat as they were to bowl it was difficult 
to give them all a fair chance, particularly when 
bowlers like F Taylor-Kimmins and Probert 
could hit the ball as hard as the openers.
Having a captain who encourages, praises and 
only criticizes when it is essential, fostered the 
team spirit, which produced numerous boundary 
saves and run outs. The team coach gave up 
trying to persuade the fielders to throw into the 
wicketkeeper’s gloves or the bowler’s hands as 
they kept hitting the stumps with direct throws 
from all areas of the field. Good team spirit 
also enables you to keep your head when the 
opposition are in the ascendancy, 40 for 1 after 
3 overs by Dean Close did not seem like a match 
winning position, but we won in the end!
Cricket does also teach you a few of life’s lessons 
as Mallinckrodt found out when promoted to 
open for a rare batting opportunity. He was run 
out for nought without facing a ball. His partner 
did what all of us should do in that situation; stay 
out in the middle for as long as possible and then 
apologise as soon as you walk off.
Never did the axiom ‘success breeds success’ 
seem more true that during this season.
MB

That was the week that was; 11 straight 
wins. Simplicity; have better players than the 
opposition, a good dose of good luck and play as 
a team.
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COLTS C
Team: T Kinsella, T Kerr, E Bird, T Jodrell, C Gent, 
T Baxter, B Wilson, E Walker, J Flynn, G Mitchell, 

J Kerr, J Taylor-Kimmins, S Hughes 

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won by 137 runs Home
v Wycliffe Won by 95 runs Home
v St John’s Won by 8 wickets Home
v The Downs Won by 13 runs Away
v St Hugh’s Won by 20 runs Home
v Abberley Hall Lost by 22 runs Away

The last result of the season was the most 
painful one to write down. Due to a mix up from 
Abberley Hall’s end, they decided that they 
would load this team with Colts B players – 7 
in total.  This did not work in our favour and 
although we played out of our skins, the players 
were not used to the power of the shots and the 
pace of the bowlers. It was great to see them try 
to adapt to the situation and good for them in the 
sporting arena but the end result of losing their 
unbeaten run was disappointing. A great shame 
for them but one that will hopefully make them 
stronger and more determined. Every member 
of this team contributed something to this 
successful season. 
Some took a couple of wickets, others added to 
the run tally and occasionally a catch was made. 
I was pleased with the progress each and every 
named member of this squad made throughout 
the season.
Thomas Kinsella captained the team in a mature 
and sensible way. He was a key bowler and took 
wickets at some very important times which 
enabled others to have a go. He certainly led his 
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UNDER 9s
Team: J Edwards, A Catto, L Sweet, N Agnew, 

S Kapoor, F Baker, Z Armitage, S Mayer, M May,
 A Birtles, A Adams, W Hyde, T Hall, 

G Jardine, C Maculan 

A Team Results:
v Prior Park Won by 16 runs Away
v Clifton Lost by 8 runs Home
v Cheltenham Jnr Lost by 4 runs Home
v St John’s Won by 68 runs Home
v The Downs Won by 13 runs Away
v Prior Park Lost by 10 runs Home
v Tockington Won by 12 runs Home
v Dean Close Lost by 84 runs Home

All in all this was a good 
season for the U9s. 
They competed very well 
in all matches winning and 
losing by only a few runs 
on each occasion. There 
was no doubt that the stars 
of the season were Jonny 
Edwards, who bowled and 
batted superbly throughout, 
along with Lucas Sweet 
and Atticus Adams. There 
were great strides made 
with the bowling attack by 
Zach Armitage, Freddie 
Baker, Ned Agnew, Sacha 
Kapoor and Alec Birtles. 
Marcus May impressed with 
his backing up and running 
between the wickets. 
There was a great deal of 
progress made by all players 
throughout the season and 
their enthusiasm for the 
sport made teaching the 
group an absolute pleasure.
GR

B Team Results:
v Clifton Lost by 6 runs Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Lost by 24 runs Home
v St John’s Won by 43 runs Home
v The Downs Lost by 10 runs Away

troops well in the heat of competition.
Tommy Kerr was our most improved all round 
player. His bowling was devastating at times 
and his batting strong when given the chance to 
smash out. He was an important member of our 
squad. Tom Jodrell and Charlie Gent were our 
run machines, clubbing fours on a regular basis – 
no defensive shots for them. 
It was a case of lots of runs or no runs at all! Tom 
Jodrell also contributed massively to our bowling 
attack and produced excellent line and length 
during his overs. His bowling consistency was 
outstanding.
Bertie Wilson was one of our most erratic 
bowlers but one of our most successful wicket 
takers. His over often looked like this: Wide, 
Wicket, Wide, Wicket, Wide, Wicket. Costly for 
us but also costly for the opposition. He also took 
the catch of the season with a one handed grab 
out of nowhere.  If he continues to work on his 
line and length he will be a force to be reckoned 
with in future years.
Jackson Flynn who will be taking the game of 
cricket back to the States next term also showed 
his all round ability with bat and ball. He could 
club a ball hard and he nearly achieved that 
bowlers’ dream of a cricketing ‘hat–trick’.
We had two wicket keepers this season with 
Edward Walker and promoted Tom Baxter. Both 
dived around stopping the ball with much gusto.
Our final members of this squad, James Kerr who 
was on a rotation policy with the Colts B, Ethan 
Bird and Guy Mitchell all chipped in successfully 
with a number of wickets or a few runs.  These 
guys did just as much as anyone else and all their 
efforts were well received. Well done to you.
A great season for all boys involved and well done 
for all the hard work and general enthusiasm you 
put into each training session and match.
EC
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Pairs cricket is a wonderful format which 
often makes for a very exciting game. 
Everyone is involved right up until the last 
over and the outcome is often not decided 
until the last ball has been bowled, as you 
can see from the closeness of a number 
of our scores! The boys played some 
excellent cricket this season and all worked 
hard to develop different aspects of their 
game, for the good of the team. Particular 
mentions must go to Henry Hellens for the 
improvement in his bowling, while George 
Honeyborne’s fielding was outstanding and 
Fergus Large made great strides with his 
batting. Every match was approached with 
great team spirit, which made for a fun and 
exciting season for all of us!
NA

COLTS D
Team: O Mullen, G Mitchell, T Morris, A Tubbs, 

T Davey, M Hudson, F Delap, G Honeyborne, 
T Elliott, T Norman, H Hellens, J Lowde, F Large, 

G Mills, T Baxter, E Bird, O Coker

Results:
v Abberley Hall Won by 8 runs Away
v Wycliffe   Won by 8 runs Away
v Pinewood Lost  by 1 run Home
v The Downs Won by 15 runs Home
v St Hugh’s Drew Away
v Abberley Hall  Won by 31 runs Home
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RoundersUNDER 13A
Team: L Winfrey*, M D’Arcy Rice (capt)*, I McLaughlan*, 

K Wright*, M Moorsom*,  L Vint, S Slatter, 
A Sopher, C Walker

*denotes colours

Results:
v Prior Park Won 23 - 11.5 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 22 - 1.5 Home
v St Hugh’s Won 24 - 14 Away
v The Elms Won 14.5 - 8.5 Away
v Wycliffe Won 20.5 - 19.5 Away
v Denstone College Lost 15.5 - 16 Away
v St John’s Won 14 - 7.5 Home

UNDER 13B
Team:  L Winfrey, T Priest, C Walker, F Evans, I Brook, O Puckett, S Slatter, L Vint, 

D Mitford-Slade, X Jardine, I Mitchell, A Dunne, S Graham, W Gravell, T Parr, A Gouriet, 
K Hughes, E Flynn, L Burns, P Stopford, I Brodermann, C Reid, S Naeem

Results: 
v Cheltenham Ladies’ Won 2 - 0 Away
v Prior Park Won 4 - 0 Away
v Clifton Lost 2 - 3 Away
v Pinewood Won 4 - 1 Away
v Pinewood Won 7 - 0 Home
v Dean Close Won 3 - 0 Away
v St John’s-on-the-hill Won 7 - 0 Home
v St Hugh’s Drew 2 - 2 Home
v The Dragon Lost 2 - 4 Away
v The Elms Won 3 - 1 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 6 - 1 Away
IAPS Tournament - 3rd in the group

Having started coaching these girls in Year 6, 
it has been a pleasure to see them continue to 
develop their skills in a game they love so much.  
So much of what they did ran like the proverbial 
well-oiled machine and I did not seem to have 
to do much really except turn up and umpire!  
Our various combinations, bowler/backstop/
first post, deep fielders to posts and so forth all 
clicked early on.  A comprehensive victory over 
Prior Park early in the season allayed any fears 
that skills would be too rusty.
The results above show just one loss, to 
Denstone College in the later rounds of the 
JET tournament.  In our second innings we 
roared back after a dishearteningly poor first 
innings nightmare to lead by four and a half.  
At this level this is no score at all, but the girls 
were adamant that they would give it a real go.  
Well, after six batters, Denstone were three out 
with nothing on the score, and their coaches 
were pacing, holding their heads in their hands, 
and calling out, “Think, girls, think!” in pitiful 
tones.  We had six batters out in the end, with 
a couple of balls landing frustratingly just out 
of reach, but Denstone scraped across the line.  
Pride had been restored, however, and we had an 
enjoyable ride back to school.  
Giving the opposition a chance by batting badly 
in the first innings was a bit of a leitmotif of the 
summer.  The most obvious case was at Wycliffe 
where we handed them a lead of four after the 
first innings.  We then scored nine and a half to 

The U13B rounders team had a very good 
season – they won most of their matches 
and only lost two and drew one. It is an 
extremely fun team and a great way for the 
Year 8s to enjoy their final term at school.
The team was strong, with Izzi as bowler, 
Amber as backstop, Catharine as 1st post, 
Imogen as 2nd, Florrie as 3rd and Daisy at 
4th. Our deep fielders were extremely good 
with Shawaal behind 1st, Imogen behind 2nd 
and Sapphire out behind 3rd. We will all miss 
the Year 8s.
Catherine Reid
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give ourselves a small chance, and bowled them 
out for four and a half to win the game!  
So what have we learned over the past three 
summers?  Well, a girl like Lara Winfrey can 
go from someone who did not like pressured 
situations to a supremely calm and clinical leader 
in the most perilous moments.  Bella has been 
hit on the hand at first post more times than 
anyone can remember, but still makes the plays 
anyway.  Girls will drop the odd catch, or make 
the occasional bad throw, but no bad feelings will 
come their way, and no heads will drop.  
The next chance will be gobbled up. If you 
swing and miss, Mollie will throw you out.  
Lucia will make a great catch, and apologise to 
the outgoing batter.  (I’m not sure if that ever 
actually happened, but it’s the sort of girl she is.)  

If you decide to run on Serena’s arm to Maddie’s 
hands, you will be out, and it will not be close.  
Hit the ball in the air anywhere near Charlotte or 
Arabella, no matter how hard or how high, and it 
will disappear into their hands and they will make 
it look like the easiest thing in the world. Kitty 
will make up implausible amounts of ground to 
track down balls you thought had gone past her, 
and then get you out at third post just for good 
measure.
We played a great many away games, and the 
in-bus entertainment was of a high standard, 
always a key indicator for your BPS coaches.  
The girls have maintained wonderfully high 
standards of game play and sportsmanship, and 
it has been a real pleasure for me to be involved.  
Many thanks to everyone.
KDB



UNDER 12A
Team: T Priest, T Parr, R Fawcett, X Jardine, 

K Hughes, A Gouriet, W Gravell, A Smith, E Flynn 

Results:
v Prior Park Won 24 - 3 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 31 - 10.5 Home
v St Hugh’s Won 12.5 - 11 Away
v Wycliffe Won 22.5 - 10 Home
v Millfield Lost 13.5 - 15.5 Away

Severnside Tournament: Winners
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UNDER 11A
Team: I Mayer, H Skelding, L Newman, S Elvin, 

B Knight, F Saxton, L Quinn, B Ransome, 
I Standen McDougal

Results:
v The Downs,Wraxell Won 12.5 - 6 Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 19.5 - 10.5 Away
v Bristol Grammar Won 30 - 18.5 Away
v Prior Park Won 15.5 - 9 Away
v St Hugh’s Won 28 - 8 Home
v Wycliffe Won 17.5 - 8.5 Away
v Millfield Lost 2 - 6 Away
v Blundells Won 4 - 2 Away
v St John’s Won 23 - 19 Away
v King’s, Gloucester Won 16.5 - 3.5 Home
v Abberley Hall Won 11 - 6 Away

IAPS
v Rose Hill Westonbirt Won 23.5 - 8.5    
   (declared) Home
v St John’s Won 11.5 - 9.5 
   (declared) Away
v Hazlegrove Lost 8 - 12.5
   (declared) Home

UNDER 12B
Team: L Dunne, L Burns, A Mullen, P Stopford, 

A Slatter, A Hall, R Abingdon, O Slatter, 
R Smith, I Brook, E Palmer

The U12B team have had a great season, losing 
some matches but winning some too. Every 
person on the team played a vital part in all the 
matches.  Ana and Poppy were great bowlers 
with Annabel and Lauren acting as backstop.  
Then there was Alice, Becca A, Tavie, Becca S all 
as brilliant posts stumping out the opposition 
and making some great catches.  Imo, Eva and 
Lottie were the deeps and were fast at getting 
the balls hit far away, helping stop rounders from 
being scored.
Lauren Dunne and Lottie Burns

We have always really enjoyed playing rounders 
and this year was no exception. 
We faced some very tough opposition this year. 
We only lost one game against Millfield – their 
team were full of Year 8s. With our bowler 
Tamsin Priest we never failed to lose any time. 
Our two additions, Xa Jardine and Alex Smith, 
have been amazing. We have loved having them 
on our team. We think that what helped us along 
the way was having Mrs Porter supporting us. 
We could not have done it without her. Sadly we 
will not have Ellie Flynn (returning home to the 
United States) with us next year. She really was 
a great member of the team, playing 3rd post. 
We cannot thank Mrs Porter enough.
U12A Team
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UNDER 11B
Team: I Walker, S Morgan-Rodda, V Levinson, 

J Ferrigno, M Combe, C Whitcombe, A Biddulph, 
A Martin, P Reid, C Mayne

Results:
v Cheltenham Jnr Lost 16 - 16 ½ Away
v The Elms A Won 18 - 11 ½ Away
v Tockington A Lost 8 ½  - 12 Home
v Millfield Won 3 -  2 Away
v Blundells Won 4 -  2 Away
v St John’s Won 16 - 4 Away
v King’s Gloucester Won 10 ½ - 2 ½ Home

After such a frustratingly close match against 
Cheltenham Juniors the U11Bs quickly 
decided upon a strategy for the season. Losing 
by a half rounder made them determined to 
prevent the opposition from reaching 2nd 
post. While batting they also concluded that 
they must try and sprint to 2nd, as the innings 
could be won or lost on their ability to score a 
half rounder. In their next mach this new tactic 
played out to their advantage and due to some 
overthrows from the Elms A team, they scored 
nine full rounders winning by 6 ½.
Isabella Walker was unstoppable around 
the posts and her sprints helped to make 
her the whole rounder scorer of the season. 
As well she was a very competent bowler. 
Alice Biddulph continually worked hard as 
backstop and along with Jocasta and Sophie 
on 2nd post, was hugely influential in stumping 
players out.
All the girls played exceptionally well after the 
very long trip down to Somerset. They won 
two very tight games against Millfield and 
Blundells. Against Blundells, Cecilia Mayne 
kept her nerve when the ball went out into 
the deep and caught three players out in one 
innings. 
Sophie Morgan-Rodda showed true 
Beaudesert spirit that afternoon and batted 
despite losing a contact lens on the minibus.
I was immensely proud to coach this team as 
all the players improved their skills and match 
tactics, but more importantly, all had lots of fun 
and giggles along the way.
RG

Well done to U11A team for a great season. 
Excellent progress was made with both fielding 
and batting. The batting was strong from all team 

members and most of them are now beginning 
to direct the ball into fielding gaps to score. I was 
asked a number of times, ‘How are your girls so 
good at batting?’ 
When fielding they are mainly quick with their 
decisions and accurate with their throws. 
Honor and Freya have worked slickly together as 
backstop and first post getting many players out. 
Isabelle Mayer has been a reliable bowler, mixing 
fast bowls with donkey drops. Beth has made the 
most catches and been a great reliable batter all 
season. Sophie, Lydia and Bea have shown great 
focus and accurate throws into the posts. Lotte 
and Isobel Standen McDougal have made the 
most progress both in the field and especially 
with their batting, being a real asset to the team.  
Well done to Isabelle Mayer for scoring 31 full 
rounders over the season-excellent.
One of the most exciting matches of the season 
was the last one at Abberley Hall. The girls played 
with real determination and  good team work. 
The fielding was excellent all round, with some 
great catches from Bea, Beth and Isobel Standen 
McDougal. There was some great batting to 
score half rounders but it was hard to score full 
rounders as Abberley Hall were strong, quick 
fielders. Sophie Elvin was on great form smashing 
the ball past their deep fielders, scoring some 
lovely rounders.  
Well done to all the U11s. I have enjoyed 
coaching you this season.
TP
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UNDER 9A
Team: P Clark, O Case, A Evans, M Smith, Z Mayer, 

G Tucker, M Edwards, I Thomson, E Tubbs 

Results:
v The Downs Won 11.5 - 9.5 Away
v Prior Park Won 12 - 8 Away
v Tockington Won 21.5 - 9.5 Home
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 18 - 15.5 Away
v Wycliffe Won 23 - 10 Home
v Dean Close Won 10.5 - 1 Away
v Tockington Won 6 - 3 Away
v The Downs Won 6 - 4 Away
v St John’s Won 13.5 - 5.5 Home
v St Edward’s Won 8.5 - 7 Away

As you can see from the very impressive 
results above we have had an amazing term 
of rounders and it is always great to say your 
team has been unbeaten! The girls have all 
worked incredibly hard and their determination 
and competitiveness has been the key to 
their success. They have progressed so well 
throughout the term and the standard of 
rounders played in the last few matches was a 
pleasure to watch.  Maddy has been an amazing 
backstop and progressed to throwing the ball 
accurately to 1st post by the end of the term, 
which shocked a few players and umpires! Poppy 
has been a consistent bowler and runs around 
the pitch at great speed startling any fielders in 
her path! Meghan, Zara, and Alys have all made 
fantastic catches whilst fielding. The girls have 
all worked hard on their batting and have scored 
some superb rounders this term. With each 
match their decision making has improved and 
it is rewarding to see them reacting quickly and 
accurately.
As always the Severnside Tournament is the 
pinnacle of the term. We set off to The Downs 
full of determination and excitement and with 
six matches to play I knew they had the ability 
to win, but was unsure whether they would be 
able to concentrate for that long! On the way 
to the tournament we drove through a huge 
rainstorm and then five minutes away from the 
school my phone rang to say the tournament 
was cancelled. The girls were disappointed and 
frustrated so we decided to carry on with our 
journey and hoped the clearing sky would enable 
us to play at least a couple of schools! Two other 
schools had also arrived and the decision was 
made to play indoors but it was not going to be a 
tournament. The team played well and we won 
all three matches, it was great to have salvaged 
something from the afternoon, although we were 
puzzled as to why we could not say we had won 
the tournament! 
Our last match was the toughest match and you 
should never get complacent. St Edward’s were 
strong batters and very good at fielding and after 
the last innings we needed to up our game or 
accept defeat. The girls rose to the occasion and 
managed to hold off their competitors.  This team 
has a lot of potential for next year and I am sure 
will go on to be very successful.
SF/GBW

UNDER 9B
Team: J Keveth, B Leslie, L Pearman,  G Raphael, 

R Craven, S Hiscox, J Lodge, A Mallinckrodt, 
A McIntyre, T Nelson, M Phillips, I Beattie, 

M Campbell, N Dunlop, D Gough, 
F McKenzie Wylie, A Preston

Results:
v Berkhampstead Won 10 - 8 Away
v Berkhampstead Won 9.5 - 4.5 Away
v St Hugh’s Drew 8.5 - 8.5 Home 
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 13 - 4.5 Away
v Wycliffe Lost 8.5 - 10.5 Home 
v St John’s Lost 9.5 - 14 Home
v King’s Gloucester Lost 10 - 13 Home  

The girls have had a mixed set of results 
and have all worked hard and improved 
enormously. The B team has consisted of two 
parallel teams alternating throughout the term. 
Bea, Georgina and Mati have been consistent 
bowlers and have worked hard on their 
technique. Bea and Georgina have both played 
in the A team, which was well deserved. 
Nicole was very good at stumping out the 
opposing team and in one match stumped 
out six players! The whole teams’ batting 
has improved steadily this term with Jemima 
Lodge and Daisy scoring lots of rounders in 
various matches. 
Thank you to all the parents who have 
supported us this term. It is always appreciated.
SF/GBW

UNDER 10B
Team: A Raphael, R Lewis, L Scheuner, A Brown, 
R Chapell-Young, E Pridmore, A Phillips, M Shaw, 

Z Verschoyle, J Downton, I Wray, K Hiscox 

Results:
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 18 - 9 Away
v Berkhampstead Won 16 - 8 Home
v Pinewoood Won 14 - 12 Away
v St Edward’s Won 15 - 7 ½ Away
v Clifton Lost 13 - 11 Home

The U10 Rounders season kicked off to 
a terrific start with excellent team work 
demonstrated by the players as they tackled 
the various schools. Strategy and practised 
skills were demonstrated, as the U10B 
team was able to win most of their matches. 
Training sessions were dedicated to improving 
communication skills and practice strategies. 
Pure enthusiasm and love for the game 
proved lasting as the team concluded another 
fantastic season. Well done !
CA
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UNDER 10A
Team:  E Fanshawe, H Simmons, 

K Severn, I Cooper, G Lawrence, J Landale,
E Tuke-Hastings, I Case, A Kold

Results:
v The Downs Won 19 ½ - 8 ½  Away
v Cheltenham Jnr Won 18 ½ - 14 Away
v Prior Park Won 23 - 11 ½ Away
v Berkhampstead Won 21 ½ - 4 Home
v Wycliffe Won 19 - 8 Home
v St John’s Won 25 - 9 Away 
v St Edward’s Chelt Won 23 - 9 Away
v Abberley Hall Won 42 - 10 Home

The under 10As have had an unbeaten season with 
their confidence and skills improving enormously. 
They started the season winning away at 
The Downs and from this first performance 
the team grew from strength to strength. 
The next match against Cheltenham Jnr was the 
toughest match the girls had. We had to field tightly 
as they had some good hitters. We played a safe 
game, with Harriet at backstop getting the ball to 
Eloise at 2nd post to stop the half rounder 
or straight to Ginny at bowler which stopped 
them scoring. We came away with a 
well-deserved victory.
The team worked very hard in both practice and 
matches, which resulted in the next few games 
being won quite convincingly. Whole rounders were 
being scored by everyone on the team due to great 
hand and eye coordination and the ability to hit the 
ball hard into the gaps around the field. 
The fielding in all the matches was very tight and 
not many whole rounders were scored against us;  
that was due to the great communication and quick 
reactions from all the fielders. Special mentions 
must go to Imogen Cooper and Amelia Kold who 
were two of the deep fielders that demonstrated 
superb catching and throwing skills and quick 
decision-making, they even put their bodies on the 
line and dived to stop balls getting past them! 
True team spirit.
Unfortunately the Severnside Tournament was 
cancelled, even though the girls were very up 
for playing in the pouring rain it was deemed too 
dangerous. They still had two more matches left 
before the end of the season and the pressure was 
on to win both for it to be an unbeaten season. 
The girls stepped up their performance and kept 
their composure throughout these last two games 
and the highlight of the season was our last match 
against Abberley Hall. The girls demonstrated 
fantastic fielding and batting skills, which resulted in 
them scoring so many rounders. Harriet, who was 
named our ‘BIG HITTER,’ managed to strike the ball 
so hard it reached the 1st team cricket square on 
most occasions! We played an all out game which 
the girls enjoyed and this demonstrated how great 
their decision-making, quick reactions and well 
organised fielding had become. The team work, 
communication and effort that the U10A girls have 
shown this term has been fantastic, they truly are a 
talented bunch with great potential for the future.
Well done everyone, it has been a pleasure to teach 
you all and there has been great team spirit, which 
has made it even more enjoyable.
GBW
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Year 3 Girls’ Sports

Year 3 Boys’ Sports
Year 3 sport has gone from strength to strength this year. This group of 
boys has been hugely enthusiastic throughout the year whatever the 
weather, rain or shine. They walked over to the field without complaining 
and practised with great determination and desire to improve at all the 
sports we have covered this year.

It is clear from the start that we had a talented group of boys that had 
great potential to be very successful on the sports field. This proved to be 
the case thanks to teamwork and concentration during both matches and 
games lessons.

It has been a pleasure to coach this group of boys, who are an extremely 
close-knit team. I hope they enjoyed their sport this year and I have no 
doubt that they will continue to be successful throughout their time at 
Beaudesert.
AME
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Throughout the year the girls have had a chance to play hockey, 
high 5 netball and rounders.  As a year group they have worked 
together really well and picked up lots of new skills. It has been 
great to see them progress from tentative pupils to confident 
sports players. Here is what some of them have enjoyed about 
their year of sport:

“I really liked scoring in netball.”      
Georgie Balfry

“I really, really enjoyed hockey, it is really fun.”   
Jemima Walker

“I love playing hockey matches.”
Hannie Maculan

“I love hockey as I love hitting the ball.”    
Siena Burnett

“I really enjoyed the festivals.”      
Annie Flynn

“I really enjoyed rounders, it is the best sport in the world.” 
Beth Tuke-Hastings

LS/TP
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BOYS’ TENNIS

TennisGIRLS’ TENNIS

Results:
v Cheltenham Ladies’  Lost 1 - 17 Away
v Pinewood Lost 0 - 4 Away
v Clifton Lost 0 - 9 Home

U13 Team: 
I Brodermann, M D’Arcy Rice, S Graham, 

I McLaughlan, I Mitchell, M Moorsom, O Puckett, 
S Slatter, A Sopher, L Vint, C Walker, K Wright* 

*denotes colours

This was another fantastic tennis filled term at 
Beaudesert.  On one week alone we had tennis 
fixtures on six out of the seven days! Having 
50% more players involved then last year 
shows how busy it has been.
A typical day of British summer weather 
appeared in time for the Severnside tennis 
tournament where the girls were subjected 
to near gale force winds, rain, sun and a bit 
more rain. In typical Beaudesert fashion they 
shrugged it off until their lips turned blue...
It has been fantastic to see so many juniors 
compete brilliantly in matches this year. 
The Gloucestershire Schools’ Tennis 
tournament proved this, as not only were there 
plenty of pupils to choose from, the standard of 
their games on the day was very competitive.
My personal highlight was the U9 fixture 
against St Edward’s.  It was the first time they 
were representing the school for tennis and 
they played both singles and doubles matches! 
They played with real determination and 
sportsmanship.
Congratulations to Columba Leeper and Tamsin 
Priest for winning the school competition and 
well done to all the Year 4s for taking part in the 
ladder competition with Grace Tucker and 
Jonny Edwards topping their ladders.
LS
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Results:
v Cheltenham Ladies’ Won 14 - 10 Away 
v Wycliffe Won 20.5 - 10.5 Home
v Clifton Drew 5 - 5 Home

U12 Team: 
R Abingdon, I Brook, L Burns, L Dunne, R Fawcett, 

E Flynn, A Gouriet, W Gravell, A Hall, K Hughes, 
X Jardine, D Mitford-Slade, A Mullen, E Palmer, 

T Parr, T Priest, C Reid, A Slatter, O Slatter, 
A Smith, R Smith, P Stopford

Results:
v St Edward’s Lost 0 -  1 Away

U11 Team: 
B Knight, L Newman, B Ransome, I Standen McDougal

Results:
v Pinewood Won 3 - 1 Away
v St Edward’s Won 4 - 0 Away

U10 Team: 
E Fanshawe, A Kold, J Landale, A Phillips, 

H Simmons, E Tuke-Hastings

Results:
v St Edward’s Lost 3 - 7 Home

U9 Team: 
O Case, B Leslie, G Raphael, G Tucker

Results:
v Pinewood Lost 3 - 6 Away
v St Hugh’s (mixed doubles) Lost 6 - 19 Away

U13 Team: 
S Fairer-Smith, F Jodrell*, F Milne* (capt), 

J Muir, K Penny*, J Strain*, C Turk
*denotes colours

Results:
v Pinewood Lost 1 - 5 Home
v St Edward’s Won 5 - 4 Away
v Clifton Lost 6 - 12 Home

U11 Team:
A Amati, M Arkwright, H Gearon, 

A Haynes, P Ravano, J Tucker

Results:
v Clifton Lost 6 - 10 Home

U12 Team: 
H Bailey, C Carpenter, S D’Arcy Rice, M Haynes, 

J Kite, C Leeper, E Norman, T Pilsbury, L Roberts, 
P Tabor, G Standen McDougal

Results:
v Pinewood Drew 1 - 1 Home

U10 Team:
F Baker, F Walker, L Wiles, B Wilson

Results:
v St Edward’s Won 13 - 7 Home

U9 Team:
A Adams, N Agnew, Z Armitage, F Baker, 
J Edwards, G Jardine, S Kapoor, L Sweet

Results:
St Edwards Under 10’s Tournament
F Baker, F Walker, G Edwards, L Wiles
 - 2nd in Cup Competition

H Brook, B Wilson, H Simmons, J Landale 
- 3rd in plate competition

MIXED TENNIS
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Athletics
This has been, without question, one of the best athletics season in 
recent history. Several athletes made the National Finals and all gained 
invaluable experience competing at the highest level on the athletics 
circuit. Perhaps they were spurred on by last year’s Olympics and the 
exploits of Jessica Ennis-Hill, Mo Farah, Greg Rutherford and of course 
the charismatic Usain Bolt. Those athletes who were selected for the 
regional event at Abingdon also gained a huge insight into a very healthy 
and vibrant level of participation at Prep School level.
Two of the three scoring events were sadly cancelled due to the weather 
but the younger athletes were able to clinch victory in the prestigious 
Pinewood meeting with many fine efforts across the events. A small but 
competitive team travelled to Stowe for the first time and performed 
brilliantly against many bigger schools such as The Dragon and Summer 
Fields, gaining several podium places. Our own Severnside meeting saw 
the team win 29 out of the 84 events and set nine meeting records, an 
amazing feat as records become harder to achieve. Pride of place must 
go to the field eventers who won 12 of the 28 field events on offer, 
remarkable in these highly technical disciplines! There were many 
tremendous performances at the Regionals and we were unlucky not to 
have more through to the National Finals. All of our representatives made 
their finals and were not far out of the medals.
The highlight of the season is always Sports Day which allows the school 
to see the talent on offer. Closely followed events saw a huge crowd 
watch Johnny Kite and Fynlay Hughes battle it out for the 100m title and 
there was raucous support for Tom Elvin as he pushed the shot out to a 
massive distance. Testimony to how healthy athletics is at Beaudesert 
at present were the 14 school records set over the  course of the term 
and we look forward to seeing many more of the long standing records 
fall to this crop of athletes in the coming years. Despite the many fine 
performances and records set there were also other athletes who 
competed with distinction, winning events, who did not set any records 
but are worthy of a mention; Poppy Stopford and Kitty Hiscox in the 
sprints, Lotte Quinn in long jump, Tom Elvin and Alex Comaish in the 
throws. It is always good to look at others; Josh Berry who really came to 
the fore this year and his fantastic season culminated in him picking up 
the senior sprint trophy.
All in all this has been an outstanding season, working with some very 
talented athletes but also a talented staff. The addition of Mr Crossley 
with a wealth of knowledge in the throws, adding to the experience of 
Mr Robinson and Mrs Frapwell, should see standards continue to rise. 
A big thank you goes to all staff that contributed to the development of 
the children.
GR

Results:
U10, 12, 14 v Pinewood, Dragon, St Hugh’s (A) Cancelled due to 
rain
U9, 11 v Pinewood, Prior Park, St Hugh’s (A) Winners 
U10, 11, 12 v Monkton Coombe, King Edward’s, 
  The Downs, Clifton, Hazelgrove (A) Cancelled due to rain
U10,11,12,13  at Stowe (A) No team result
Severnside  Beaudesert (H) No team result
Mercia Preps  Abingdon No team result
National Finals  Birmingham No team result

National Qualifiers:
M D’Arcy Rice (1500m), J Kite (100m), B Knight (800m), S Elvin (Shot)

Mercia Regional Record:
B Knight U11 Girls 800m 2m38s

Severnside Records:
M D’Arcy Rice  (U14 Girls’ 800m), B Knight (U12 Girls’ 800m), W Gravell 
(U13 Girls’ Discus), A Sopher (U14 Girls’ Discus), I McLaughlan (U14 Girls’ 
Long Jump). S Elvin (U12 Girls’ Discus), A Stamp (U12 Boys’ Shot), 
E Fanshawe (U11 Girls’ 800m), O Case (U10 Girls’ 75m)

School Records:
Johnny Kite U13 Boys’ 100m 13.06s
 U13 Boys’ 200m 26.91s
Willa Gravell U13 Girls’ Discus 19.09s
Columba Leeper U13 Boys’ 800m 2m39s 
Annabelle Martin U12 Girls’ Shot 5.32m
André Stamp U12 Boys’ 100m 13.62s
 U12 Boys’ Shot 7.75m
Bea Knight U12 Girls’ 800m 2m38s 
James Taylor-Kimmins  U12 Boys’ Javelin 19.22m 
Eloise Fanshawe U11 Girls’ Long Jump 4.02m 
Harriet Simmons U11 Girls’ Vortex 24.47m
Charlie Davison U11 Boys’ Vortex 42.60m
 U11 Cricket Ball 44.16m
Tom Beattie U11 Boys’ 800m 2m47s

Teams:
U9

C Brook, H Ahearne, J McLaughlan, L Van de Grift, J Jeffries, A Baker, 
F Fawcett, R Slatter, J Fairer-Smith, E Lewis, G Balfry, E Thompson, 

M Galton-Fenzi, I Gregory, S Burnett, F Gregory

U10
J Edwards, N Agnew, Z Armitage, A Birtles, F Baker, L Sweet, G Jardine, 

S Kapoor, P Clark, S Hiscox, A Evans, Z Mayer, M Edwards, O Case, 
G Tucker, I Thomson, M May, G Jardine

U11
T Beattie, H Brook, K Hiscox, E Fanshawe, C Davison, F Walker, 

O Mullen, R Lewis, A Kold, L Wiles, G Lawrence

U12
A Haynes, A Probert, A Stamp, H Gearon, J Catto, A Amati, B Knight, 

H Skelding, I Mayer, S Elvin, L Quinn, V Levinson, H Golesworthy,

U13
F Hughes, J Kite, P Tabor, C Leeper, P Stopford, T Pilsbury, I Brook, L Burns, 

A Slatter, R Fawcett, S Clifford, E Flynn, E Nelson, A Gouriet,

U14
J Berry*, M Verschoyle, A Comaish, T Elvin* (capt), O Puckett, 

K Wright*, M Moorsom*, M D’Arcy Rice* (capt), I McLaughlan*, A Sopher*, 
S Slatter, B Barnes, J Strain, F Jodrell, T Mayer

* denotes colours
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U14 Boys 
100m J Berry 13.35s
200m J Berry 28.56s
800m J Strain 2m43s
Long Jump T Mayer 4.09m
Discus A Comaish 24.24m
Shot T Elvin 9.95m
Javelin T Elvin 23.84m

U13 Boys 
100m J Kite 13.06s
200m J Kite 26.91s*
800m C Leeper 2m39s*
Long Jump F Hughes 4.07m
Discus J Kite 21.70m
Shot T Pilsbury 7.50m
Javelin C Leeper 26.82m

U12 Boys 
100m A Stamp 14.12s
200m A Stamp 30.43s
800m H Gearon 2m52s
Long Jump A Haynes 4.04m
Discus J Taylor-Kimmins 19.22m*
Shot A Stamp 7.42m
Javelin J Taylor-Kimmins 20.79m

U11 Boys 
100m T Beattie 14.82s
200m T Beattie 31.75s
800m T Beattie 2m47s*
Long Jump H Brook 3.46m
Vortex C Davison 42.60m*
Cricket Ball C Davison 44.16m*

U14 Girls
100m M D’Arcy Rice  14.15s
200m M D’Arcy Rice  29.22s
800m M D’Arcy Rice  2m34s
Long Jump K Wright 4.36m
Discus S Slatter 19.43m
Shot I Brodermann 6.69m
Javelin S Graham 21.06m

U13 Girls
100m P Stopford 13.78s
200m P Stopford 29.44s
800m A Gouriet 3m03s
Long Jump I Brook 3.83m
Discus W Gravell 19.09m*
Shot T Priest 6.33m
Javelin O Slatter 17.48m

U12 Girls
100m L Quinn 14.76s
200m L Quinn 31.38s
800m B Knight 2m49s
Long Jump I Mayer 3.56m
Discus S Elvin 15.74m
Shot A Martin 5.32m*
Javelin S Elvin 19.08m

U11 Girls
100m K Hiscox 14.81s
200m K Hiscox 31.25s
800m E Fanshawe  2m50s
Long Jump E Fanshawe  4.02m*
Vortex H Simmons 24.47m*
Rounders Ball A Kold 31.00m

Year 4 Boys
60m 4B M May
 4G A Birtles
 4R N Agnew

Year 4 Girls
60m 4B O Case
 4G Z Mayer
 4R M Edwards

Year 3 Boys
60m 3F J Cooper
 3H G Beattie
 3N L Van de Grift

Sports Day
Year 3 Girls
60m 3F G Balfry
 3H J Fairer- Smith
 3N E Thompson

Form Relays
4x60m Year 3 3N
4x60m Year 4 4B
4x100m Year 5  5MB 64.5s
4x100m Year 6 6W 63.16s
4x100m Year 7 7JLB 58.49s
4x100m Year 8 8JB 57.37s

*denotes broken record
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Swimming
Squads: 

U8
F Gregory, I Gregory, A Flynn, L McLaughlin, 

H Ahearne, G Beattie, C Brook, J Pitman, F Fawcett, 
R Slatter, G Balfry, E Thompson, L Van de Grift, 

J Jefferies, S Burnett, J Walker, J McLaughlan, 
A Hellens, I Morgan-Grenville

U9
Z Mayer, P Clark, O Case, A Evans, N Agnew, 

A Catto, F M Baker, S Kapoor, M Smith, E Tubbs, 
G Tucker, D Gough, S Hiscox, T Biddulph, J Edwards, 

T Hall, A Adams, M Phillips, M May, L Sweet

U10
E Fanshawe, K Hiscox, A Phillips, L Scheuner, I Case, 

G Lawrence, I Cooper, J Landale, E  Pridmore, 
H Simmons, C Davison, T Beattie, L Wiles, T Morris, 

F Walker, H Brook, F Taylor-Kimmins, G Mills, 
F J Baker, J Flynn, A Tubbs, K Severn

U11
B Knight*, A Martin, I Mayer, C Whitcombe, 

A Haynes, A Probert, J Catto, A Stamp, M Arkwright, 
H Gearon, T Melvin, L Quinn, H Skelding, I Standen 

McDougal, L Newman, B Mather, J Tucker

U12
R Fawcett, E Flynn*, A Smith, K Hughes, A Slatter, 

O Slatter, T Priest, L Dunne, J Kite, F Hughes, 
H Bailey, T Pilsbury, G Standen McDougal

U13
M D’Arcy Rice*(capt), K Wright, C Walker, 

M Moorsom, S Slatter*, A Sopher, 
T Smith, T Elvin*(capt)

*denotes colours

Results:

v Dean Close U11,12,13 Lost 96 - 98   Home
v Cheltenham Jnr U11,12,13 girls Won 72 - 34   Away
v Clifton A  U11,12 ,13 Won 344 - 282   Home
v Dean Close  U9,10 Won 191 - 147   Away
v Cheltenham Jnr U8, 9,10 Won 167 - 132   Home
v Cheltenham Ladies’ U12,13 girls Lost 62 - 66   Away
v Clifton U9,10,11  Won 116 - 62   Home
v Rose Hill Westonbirt U8, 9,10,11 Won 140 - 126   Away
v Dean Close/Wycliffe U8,9 ,10   Won 131 - 76 - 69 Away
v Rose Hill Westonbirt U10,11 Won 131 - 97   Home
v Wycliffe U13,12 ,11 Won 162 - 144   Home
v Wycliffe U10,9 ,8   Won 164 - 104   Away
v Rose Hill Westonbirt U8, 9 Won 116 - 96   Away
v Cheltenham Jnr U8,9,10 11 Won 208 - 152   Away

IAPS Finalists:
Individuals
C Davison, T Elvin, B Knight and E Flynn
Teams
U12 Girls’ Medley relay: A Smith, E Flynn, R Fawcett and K Hughes
U11 Girls’ Medley relay: A Martin, I Mayer, B Knight and Z Mayer

Severnside: 2nd Place 

House Swimming: Winners B House

Well done to all the swimmers for working hard 
and having another great year in the pool. 
The juniors showed great enthusiasm, 
determination and team spirit, winning all of 
their matches. Our strength was in the relays, 
especially the Year 4 girls, Year 5 boys and 
both boys and girls in Year 6. The seniors had 
some excellent results, with some great swims 
particularly from the Year 7 girls.
IAPS individual finalists this year were Charlie 
Davison in the U10 breast stroke, Bea Knight 
U11 butterfly, Ellie Flynn U12 butterfly and 
Tom Elvin U13 butterfly. Our relay finalists 
were U11 medley relay Annabelle Martin, 
Isabelle Mayer, Bea Knight and Zara Mayer and 
the U12 medley relay Rose Fawcett, Alex Smith, 
Ellie Flynn and Katinka Hughes. Charlie had a 
fantastic swim, making the final and finishing 
5th overall. Our relay teams both improved their 
qualifying times by over four seconds which 
shows great progress.
The Severnside gala was very exciting, involving 
U9, U11 and U13 girls and boys. We finished 
a strong second which was great as we were 
missing all of our Year 8 swimmers.
Once again well done for all the hard work 
in swim squad.
TP
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Friends of Beaudesert

On behalf of the Friends of Beaudesert, I would like to extend a 
warm welcome to all new and existing families.  With children 
at Beaudesert you automatically become members, although you 
can personally become involved as little or as much as you wish 
or have time to. Our role is to provide a packed schedule of social 
and fundraising activities that give parents, pupils and staff an 
opportunity to enjoy time together outside the school curriculum. 

The year begins with a bang at our famous Bonfire Night, when 
fireworks, hot dogs, toffee apples and mulled wine are enjoyed 
by Beaudesert families and friends. This is our biggest event of 
the year and D’Arcy 
Rice and his team 
of Dads put on a 
show-stopper, much 
to the enjoyment 
and wonder of 
the appreciative 
audience.  This is 
an event not to be 
missed.

The Friends 
fundraising coffee 

mornings see each year group kindly hosted by a different parent 
at home, allowing friends to catch up over home-cooked treats 
in an informal environment.  Pre-prep Christmas activities 
include the creation of Christmas cards and a party, where Father 
Christmas breaks off from his preparations to visit the children 
and oversee games and dancing.

In the spring we host a parents’ Quiz Night, when teams pit 
themselves against a professional quiz master whilst enjoying their 
picnics and wines from Friends supporter Vinotopia. This is a 
relaxed and funny evening when even the most uncompetitive 
enjoy getting those little grey cells working…to finish the term the 
Easter Bunny visits to host the adorable Pre-prep Easter Egg Hunt.

The summer term is when things really hot up (even if the weather 
does not). Year 3 take part in a Scavenger Hunt which tests how 
well they know the grounds they have enjoyed all year. Year 4 
learn Circus Skills - which must be a life-skill worth having! 
Then Year 5s and 6s join together for the hilarious ‘It’s a Knock 
Out’ tournament and BBQ. It is always fun to see the children 
take such exhaustive pains to put on a Sumo wrestling suit or 
clamber over the assault course. A Sunday picnic allows families 
to take up residence on the banks of the school when adults enjoy 
relaxing in the sun, chatting whilst the children play rounders, 
cricket or on BOB (Beaudesert on Branches). At the end of the 
year we organise class photographs to be taken for Nursery to Year 
4 which, if you wish to purchase, provide a lasting record for the 
children as they go through the years.

Finally, we host a Year 7 and 8 Leavers Disco. This emotional night 
signals the end of the children’s time at Beaudesert after the hard 
work of common entrance and the recuperation from their trip to 
Cornwall. The children are on a high and it really is a joy to see.

During the summer holidays we run the excellent Summer Swim/
Tennis Club, allowing families to use the school’s indoor and 
outdoor swimming pools, (manned by lifeguards during 
opening hours) as well as the tennis courts.

We are also delighted that local artist and parent Lucy Milne has 
painted a hilarious snapshot of drop-off at Beaudesert.  No matter 
when you join the school, you will recognise yourself and others in 
this enduring sketch which can be purchased through the office. A 
percentage of ongoing sales go to the Friends.

The result of these initiatives pay for the various events we put 
on. We are extremely grateful to the entire Beaudesert community 
who support our ideas and those who give up their time to 
volunteer - we could not run them without you. As a committee, 
we have a lot of fun and are always looking for new recruits. If you 
are interested in joining us, please get in touch.

Tania Fawcett
Chair, Friends of Beaudesert
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Staff List 2012-2013
Headmaster
JPR Womersley BA (Hons), Durham; PGCE Oxford

Deputy Head
C MacIntosh MA (Hons), St Andrew’s, English

Director of Studies
KD Burns BA (Hons), McGill, Montreal 
 Head of Maths; Year 8 Form Teacher

Senior Master
J Standen McDougal Dip Ag, Lackham Agriculture College; PGCE, Roehampton
 Head of History; Year 8 Form Teacher, Head of Year 8

Head of Pre-prep
Miss KSE Henderson BA (Hons) York; PGCE Edinburgh, TEFL
 

Senior Management

N Armitage BA (Hons) UEA; PGCE Cambridge; 
 Year 6 Form Teacher; Maths; Houseparent
Miss L Gilliatt BA (Hons), Oxford; PGCE, Oxford Brookes; 
 Year 7 Form Teacher; Head of English

PREP STAFF
Mrs L Adamson BA (Hons) Post Grad Dip SpLD; 
 PGDE, Cirencester; Learning Support
Mrs P Armitage BA (Hons) Durham; MMus Trinity College 
 of Music, London; Houseparent
Mrs G Baber-Wiliams BA (Hons) UWIC; PGCE Gloucester; Sport
Mrs C Bevan BEd (Hons), Exeter; Year 4 Form Teacher
M J Bevan BEd (Hons), St Luke’s Exeter; Year 5 Form Teacher; 
 Maths; Head of PHSE
J Bird Dip Ed, University of Natal; Year 5 Form Teacher; Science
Mrs J Butterworth BSc (Hons), Oxford Polytechnic; PGCE Oxford; 
 Head of Science, Year 8 Form Teacher
J Coombs BEd Exeter; ICT
E Craig BA (Hons), Northumbria; Head of Geography;
 Year 6 Form Teacher
NM Crossley BSc (Hons), Brunel, PE
Mrs K Duffy BEd (Hons),Nottingham; Post Grad Dip SpLD;
 Head of Learning Support
Mrs L Dyer BSc (Hons), London; PGCE, PG Dip SpLD Learning Support
A Edwards BSc, Gloucester; Sport
Mrs A Edwards Degree Modern Language, Lille, France; PGCE Bath; French; 
Mrs L Field BA (Hons) Fine Arts, Sunderland ATC, Cardiff; Art; 
 Year 3 Assistant
O Figgis BA Leeds; PGCE Roehampton; Head of MFL; 
 Year 5 Form Teacher
Miss E Foster  MA Glasgow; PGCE Canterbury; Year 3 Form Teacher
Mrs R Gardner BSc (Hons) Oxford, PGCE Oxford Brooks, Science
P Graham BA Cert Ed, Durham; Cert ICT, Cambridge; Head of ICT
Mrs K Hale BEd (Bath); Head of Year 3; Year 3 Form Teacher
S Heafield BEd (Hons), Keele; Head of Art
Mrs C Lincoln BA (Hons) Southampton; PGCE Open University; French
RPT Morris BEd, Worcester; HND (Agric) RAC;
 Science Technician
Mrs R Nielsen BSc (Hons), Cardiff, PGCE Exeter;
 Science, Year 3 Form Teacher
DGC Parry BA (Hons) University College, London; 
 Head of Classics, Year 6 Form Teacher
Mrs T Phelps BEd (Hons), London; Girls’ Sport; PE; Maths
Mrs M Poll BA Ed (Hons) Exeter; Learning Support
Mrs J Porter BA (Hons) Primary Eduction UWE; MA UWE; English;
 Year 6 Form Teacher
Mrs S Russell BSc (Hons), Manchester; PGCE Manchester; Maths
G Russell BEd (Hons) Crewe and Alsager College; 
 Director of Sport; Head of PE; Maths; 
 Year 4 Form Teacher
Miss L Smith BSc (Hons) Gloucestershire; PGCE Exeter; 
 Head of PE; Girl’s Sport; Maths
Mrs A Standen McDougal BA (Hons), Chelt & Glos, College; PGCE, Reading, 
 Head of Drama

Miss K Taylor BMus/BEd, University of NSW Australia; Director of Music
R Tiley BA (Hons), Anglia Ruskin; PGCE Kent; Dip Arts Admin, 
 NCFE Level 3 Bushcraft Instructor; 
 Year 7 Form Teacher; English
L Waters BSc Civil Engineering, Glamorgan; PGCE, 
 Exeter; Head of D & T; Year 5 Form Teacher; 
 Forest School Leader Award

PRE-PREP STAFF
Mrs V Abbosh BA (Hons) Lancaster; PGCE London; Nursery Teacher
Miss L Barnes BA (Hons), Oxford Brookes; Early Childhood Studies;   
 Reception Assistant
Miss P Bett BA (Hons), Lancaster; PGCE Chelt. & Glos College; 
 Year 2 Form Teacher
Mrs L Bingham STAR, Open University; Year 1 Assistant
Mrs S Brown Cert Ed, Roehampton; Reception Form Teacher
Mrs J Chinnick Playgroup Leader (NVQ Level 2); Year 1 Assistant
Mrs S Cushnan Cert in Residential Care of Children; Year 2 Assistant
Mrs K Danks NNEB, Norland Diploma; Nursery Assistant
Mrs D Gent BA Portsmouth; (NVQ Level 4) Dyslexia Action); 
 Special Tuition
Mrs A Joyce Cert Ed, Rolle College; Year 1 Form Teacher
Miss L Lagomarsino National Diploma, Childcare, Learning and Development
Mrs S Lloyd-Williams Cert Ed, Lincoln; Year 2 Form Teacher
Miss H Osborne BA (Hons) PGCE Exeter; Year 2 Teacher
Mrs F Price NNEB, Clifton College; Nursery Assistant, 
 Forest School Leader, Level 3
Mrs G Price BA (Hons), Aberystwyth; FISTC Swimming
Miss A Scott BA (Hons) London; PGCE London; Reception Form Teacher
Miss S Shearer-Manning NVQ Level 3, University of Gloucestershire; 
 Reception Assistant
Miss S Tallis BA (Hons), University of Gloucestershire; PGCE, London; 
 Year 1 Form Teacher
Mrs W Woodham BEd (Hons), Froebel College, Roehampton Institute;
 Literacy Support; Forest School Co-ordinator

VISITING STAFF
Mrs M Brownbill ARMCM Voice
Miss A Cubbin BA (Hons) Bath Spa; Clarinet & Saxophone
M Coldrick AGSM in Performing & Teaching; Dip NCOS
 Guildhall School of Music & Drama; Drumkit
Mrs S Frapwell Girls’ Sport
S Garley Fencing
Mrs N Gaunt BEd (Hons) Brighton; Learning Support
Mrs L Hale BEd Bath College; Piano & Recorder, Bassoon
J Harris MA Cardiff; Harp, Acoustic & Electric Guitar
Mrs F Heseltine BA (Hons) Birkbeck College, London; Head of Wardrobe
Miss S Hutchenson BA Combined Arts, Dip Acting / Drama Therapy, LAMDA
Mrs C Land NNEB; Learning Support
Mr D Loveridge MA Birmingham Conservatoire; 
 PGDIP Birmingham Conservatoire; 
 BMus (Hons) The University of Birmingham; Cello/ Double Bass
M Maidment British Judo Association and BJC 5th DAN 
 (Competition Grade); Judo
B Mason BA; ARBS; HDFA; Drumkit
Mrs N Mills BSc, Birmingham; PGCE, Bristol; Acoustic Guitar
Dr A Peacey PhD Liverpool; Pottery
Mrs L Pearce Coleman Graduate Diploma Music, PGCE Bath; Voice
Mrs T Pemberton MA St Annes College Oxford;
 PGCE Kings College Cambridge; CTABRSM, Oboe
G Rees Dip. Welsh College of Music & Drama; Brass
D Robinson BA (Hons), Thames Valley University; Sport
Mrs H Shaw Cert Ed, York; Piano
R Smith BA London, CTABRSM; Piano
Miss A Summers BA (Hons) Buckinghamshire, PGCE Reading;
 Piano & Piano Accordion
Mrs J Tewson BA (Hons) Bristol, PGCE Bristol, Advanced Dip. 
 Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama;Strings
D Thompson BA (Hons) Anglia Ruskin University, 
 MA Bournemouth University; Piano
Mrs S Thornton BA Reading; RCSLT; Speech Language Therapist
Miss N Tomlinson TC & Dip RAD; AISTD; Ballet & Dance
Miss C Tucker LLAM; Dip Acting/Musical Theatre; LAMDA
Mrs B Turner Music Degree, N Virginia College, USA; Flute
Mrs G Waters BSc Leeds; Ecology; MCIEEM 

MATRONS
Miss AM Burr Senior Matron
Mrs J Excell
Mrs G Railton

SISTER
Mrs D Davies RGN; RSCN; NNEB
Mrs L Johnstone RGN; MBRA

MAINTENANCE/GROUNDS
M Carter
K Gardiner
J Kret
P Manning
R Ward

TRANSPORT
M Burton
L Mills
C Screen
J Crossley
R Lancaster

ADMINISTRATION
Mrs J Abendanon Librarian; BA Witwatersrand
K Lea Operations Manager
B Lloyd IT Technician
Mrs S McCurrich PR Manager
Mrs P Munn Headmaster’s Secretary
Mrs G Railton Adminstrative Assistant
Mrs C Royal Bursary Assistant
GE Wingrove Bursar; Msc BSc Dip Fm
Mrs F Womersley	 Marketing;	Child	Protection	Officer;		 	
 Head of Girls
Mrs T Yates-Round Registration; School Secretary

GOVERNORS
RS Trafford Retired Headmaster, 
 Dragon School Oxford
T Ahearne Parent; Managing Director
D Battishill Former Parent; Company Consultant
Dr W Bowring Head of Pre-prep, Clifton College
Mrs E Cowen Former Parent; Barrister
M Fawcett Parent; Company Director
T Howard Old Beaudesertian; Architect
Mrs A Melvin Parent
G Muir Parent, Company Director
N Priest Parent; Chartered Accountant
M Pyper Retired Headmaster, Gordonstoun
J Walker Headmaster, Abberley Hall

Chairman
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